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A B S r n C T  

Children and Childhood in Ancient Peru 

Katrina Johanna Bettcher 

This thesis is an atternpt to bring children and childhood into the archaeological 

nanathe of Peni and to examine the assumptions of rnonuary theoiy. Archaeological 

burial data from rhe Preceramic to the Late Horizon (Inca) were examined to determine 

how the social identity, social status, and sqmbolic meaning of infants and children 

changed over tirne. Whereas Andean cultures of differcnt time periods expressed idcas 

about Fisilit-, death, and the ancestors through child burials, the contest and 

significiincr of the child burials changed as socicties became more comples.  contra^ to 

the espçctations of processual rnonuary theory, children in societies lvhere status was 

achirved had a social identity right from birth and infants seem to have had special 

attention paid to their burials. As societirs bccame more comples, the status of children 

decrrasrd. Child sacrifice became more cornmon as the synbolic meaning of the poung 

was CO-opted by the élite. 
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CHAPTER 1 

IiUTRODUCTION 

Introduction 

Children, in general, have not had a significant role in the archaeological 

narrative of P m .  Subadults are mentioned in bunal reports but often there is not much 

interpretation of the bunal data. Interpretation may not go bepond tning to determine if 

rhc type of child bunal found at a site was diagnostic of a stage in cultural evolution. For 

zsamplr. at Aspero, a Late Preceramic site dated ro around 3857 B.C.. an elaborate infant 

burial \vas thought to be an indicator of a nnked society (Fddman 1980, 1985). Such an 

inierprrtarion is based on the assumptions of a panicular set of rnortuary theory 

Xccordinç to this body of inquiry, children in societies where status is achirved have 

little effort sprnt on their burials while in societies where status is ascribed some infants 

reccive morz elaborate burials than some adults. These assurnptions need funhrr 

csarnination. The amount of effort sprnt on a child burial may reflect factors other than 

social organization such as ideas about death and the afterlife. There has been littlr 

thought about the sytnbolic meaninç of child burials or what the burials have to say about 

rhr: chi ldren thrrnsrlves and their place in a panicular socirty. 

Whsn there has been an effort to view child buriaIs as more than indicators of 

social complrsity, the interpretation has been only relevant to the site or local area or. if 

more comparative work has been done, it only relates to a certain timr prriod. For 

ssamplç, Quilter (1989) compares the Preceramic bunals from Paloma (5700-2800 BC). 

on the central Peruvian Coast, with more or less contemporaq burials from Las Vegas, 
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Ecuador and the Chinchorro Tradition of the north Coast of Chile. He notes that group 

burials and special attention to subadults characterized the Palorna, Vegas, and 

Chinchorro burial practices. 

When the spbo l ic  meaning of child bunals is noted, it usually is within the 

context of discussions about the Inca ccpacocha or child sacrifices. For instance, Siilar 

( 1994) examines Andean concepts interrelating childhood, work, play and the 

supematural to suçgest why children were considered to be appropriate sacrifices to Inca 

deities. In genernl, there has been a lack of a diachronie perspective conceming children 

and perceptions of childhood in Penivian studies. However, comparisons about child 

burials of different time periods have been made to rthnohistonc information about the 

Incas aith little consideration of the fact that the mortuary practices are occurring within 

different social, rconomic, and ideoloçical frameworks. For example, a mortuary 

structure at Paloma which was the burial place for several fetuses or neonates was 

interprrted by QuiIter (1989:67) as being a fxtility shnns similar to those described in 

historic documents about the Incas. He did not point out, howrver, that Fertility rituals in 

lnca timrs were rclated to agriculture, whereas the Palomans relied upon maritime 

resources, nor that the bodies of adult males, as well as infants. were honoured by the 

Incas for thr i r  connection to agricultural fertility. 

At lcast one study. however, has not relied upon direct cornparison to lnca 

practices. The ritual Moche infant deposits recently excavated at Huaca de la Luna have 

bren interpreted by Bourget (in Scon 1999) within the context of Moche society? as 

understood from archaeological cvidence. He relates iconographie depictions of infants, 

buriais, ritual. and dialogue with anceston and deities. 

.4round the world, there is onlp slightly more discussion. most of it very recent, 

of children in the archaeological record. The recent research (e.g., Lillehammrr 1989: 

Moore and Scott 1997: Park 1998; Scon 1999; Sofaer Derevenski 2000; Stoodley 2000) 

shoii-s that children are an important pan of the archaeoloçical narrative and that a range 



of questions may be posed about children and rheir place in prehistory that will expand 

our understanding of these societies. Such questions, which have yet to be addressed in 

Andean studies, concem the economic role of children in different societies, how the- 

were socialized into their gender roles, and how the transition to adulthood may have 

taken place. Age is an important element of the identity of each mernber of society and 

individuals will pass through different age stages as they pass through the lifecgcle. 

Which ages are emphasized, however, and the meaning of the different stages depend 

upon the historical, socio-political, and ideoloçical contcst of each different society. The 

followinç are examples of archaeological research that have raised these issues about 

children and childhood. 

Lillehammer (1989) has written about the archaeoloç. of children in Scandinavia. 

Thcre are also a few papers on children in the archaeological records of other pans of 

Europe in a volume concerned with the issues of childhood and gender edited by Moore 

and Scott (1997). Park (1998) has recrntly publishrd a paper on the subject of Inuit 

childrèn's toys that have been found in archaeological contexts in the Canadian Arctic 

and the role these toys ma): have fultilled in teaching children their economic roles. 

A recrnt volume of Ilrurici .-lrcl~ueolugv (2000) is concerned with human 

11fecyclc.s and includes discussions about how different açe groups are sigifird in 

di firent societies and how this may change over time, (,e.g.? p a p a  by Sofaer Derevenski 

7000: Stoodle); 2000). Sofaer Derrvenski examined how açe-çender distinctions, as 

symbolized by copper, chançed over time in the Carpathian Basin. Dunnç the carly 

Copper Agr, rnetal objccts were used in gaves to signi. the açe-gender identities of 

indiiiduals five years of age and older. By the end of the Copper Age? howevcr' 

identities based on age and gender were no longer strongiy marked and few mctal objrcts 

{vert found in the graves. Stoodley studied age thresholds marked by the Anglo-saxon 

culture. He noted the change in burial assemblages as individuais reached different ages 

and loolird at the relationship between physiological aging and the variations in the 



burial rite to see if there was a close link or, alternatively, if biology was used as the ba i s  

of a cultural, more flexible system of marking stages in the Iifecycle. 
-G. 

Scott's ( 1999) volume The Archaeoiogy oflnfoncy and Infint Dcuth is concemed 

with the whole issue of infancy, from a deconstniction of biases and social constructions 

of infancy in the modem west to an overview of infant mortality and mortuary practice 

over a wide range of time and in different geographic regions. Topics covered include 

evol ut ion and infancy, aspects of pregnancy, childbirth and childcare, domestic 

infanticide and sacrifice. Many examples are front Europe, but of panicular relevance to 

this thesis are her discussions of Sillar's (1994) work on the Inca cupucochu and 

Bourget's ( in  Scott 1999) study of Moche infant deposits. 

.As the examples from the above discussion illustrate, diffixent themes in 

childhood studies may be discemed. In evolutionary studies, child buriais have bçen 

usrd as diagnostic indicators of cultural complexity. In other studirs, the sytnbolic 

meaning of children has been a concem. More recently, questions related to age stages in 

various societies have been investiçated. The thesis \vil1 esplore the potential and the 

limitations of thçse ditTetent sphcres of childhood stüdies. 

Organization 

The intention of this thesis is to aaempt to brins children and infants into 

discussions about the archaeology of Pem. First, the introduction will examine sorne of 

the reasons why children have been lefi out of archaroloçical narratives and thrn propose 

that the' should be included. Chapter Two w i l l  discuss what sons of questions 

archarologists could ask about children in ancient Peru. Thesr questions concem aspects 

of culture where vanability betwetn prehistoric societies could be expected to occur. 

Sascd on cvidence from social history, ethnohistory and ethnogaphic studies. r xamining 

such issues as when individuals attained a social identity, socialization in ;ender roles. 



and the adoption of economic roles. Another irnponant problem that may be explored is 

that of age thresholds, or how old are individuals when they pass fiom one biologically 

and culturally defined stage of the lifecycle to the nest (e.g.,  at what age did the 

transition from childhood to adulthood occur in a panicular culture)? 

1 will concentrate on mortuary evidence since it is the most obvious place to see 

children in the archaeological record and provides the most direct evidence (Lillehammer 

1989:IO3). Elements of the child's social persona may be reflected in the material and 

forml anributes of the graves as a representation and reaffirmation of the important 

organizing principles of a society (Rega 1997229). On the other hand, burials may 

reîlect the ideolo~g oof the society or the aspirations of individuals. With respect to the 

mortuan treatment of infants (but this applics to child burials, too), Scott (19944) States 

that "[ilmaçrs of infants, and the infant dead ... can be manipulated to make statements, to 

retlcçt cultural beliefs, to sffect existing ideoloçical schemes and to articulate social and 

political tensions and concems". 

Mortuary evidence, however, has its limitations. Many of the pre-Hispanic 

ccmeterics in Peru have been looted. so it is hard to obtain data from many sites and 

presrnation is not alwvays good. As well, the usual pattern of monalic) where rnost 

dsnths occur undcr the age of five years or in adulthood mrans that there will probably be 

few tndividuals between five years and adulthood in cemeteries (Acsadi and Nemeskén 

1970). Thus there 1411 be limited data for ansivering questions about older children. 

Another limitation is that 0th few anifacts are found in the graves. Brcause of thcse 

limitations n-ith the Pemvian data, the thesis only notes the potential of research into age 

stages. engrnderization, and the adoption of econornic rolrs. but does not anernpt to 

investigate such questions. 

Chapter Two then will  turn to the problcms upon which the thesis will focus. 

Children have been considered most often when archaeologists have used rnortuary 

thcory to discuss the social organization of societies. Monuap data ma' be usrd to 



examine questions about the social identity and social status of children at different time 

periods during Pemvian prehistory. However, some of the underlying assumptions of 

mortuary theory, pa~icuiarjy with respect to children, must be addressed. Since burials 

reflect a~itudes to death and cosmological concepts, as well as the social roles that 

individuals held while alive, the symbolic aspects of child burials must be considered in 

addition to the questions about social identity and social status. 

Cbapten Three and Four present the archaeoloçical data for child monuary 

practices over time in ancient Pen. The data are presented chronologically and separated 

into cvidence from the Preceramic and lrorn the periods following the Preceramic. The 

Preceramic mortuary treatment of children seems to differ frorn the mortuary treatmrnt 

of childrcn in the later periods. 

Chapter Five offers a discussion of the archaeological data, by contextualizing the 

bu rials within the social, economic and ideological spheres of their societies. Through 

the use of a diachronie perspective, this chapter challenges the assumptions of 

~rchaçoloyical monuary throry. The questions about the social idcntity, social status. 

and s!~-nbolic meaning of children at different time periods in Peruvian prehistory will br 

csplorrd. For interpretative purposes, the thesis will draw on information about children 

and childhood from social history, cthnographic studirs, ethnohistov, and archaeolog.. 

Soms of the sources 1 have used relate specifically to Peno but I \ d l  also draw upon 

tividcncr: from other parts of the world if I consider it relevant. 

As a final note, I should esplain how 1 am using the term "child". i rmploy it in a 

sorneivhat open-ended manner, not only because different cultures see the change from 

child to adult occuning at different ages but also brcause the archaeological reports do 

not rilways define what they mean by child (i.c., at what age an individual is considered 

to bc an infant, a child, or a youth, or an adolescent or an adult). When examining the 

archaeological data, however, 1 generally considered anyone aged 15 v a r s  or under to bè 

a child. This is an arbitrary dividing point bctween children and adults but there sèerned 



to be some agreement between Andean ethnographie data (e.g., Ponugal Catacora 1988), 

from rny o ~ v n  interviews in the Ayacucho region. and archaeological reports (e.g., Benfer 

I98J:Table 1 1 . 1  : Engel 1988a: Stoodley 2000:457) that individuals 15 yean or older are 

no longer children. 1 am also including infants in the category of children but 1 will 

distinçuish infants h m  older children when more specific age categories are needed. 

depending on what ages particuiar archaeological reports used. I n  general, 1 regard an 

individual threr years of age or under to be an infant but when a source uses a different 

definition of infant, it will be noted. In addition, fetuses will be distinçuished from 

infants whrn the distinction is deemrd to be important. 

Why an Archaeology of Children? 

Wh' have children been left out of the archaeological narrative? This is one of 

the important questions that has been nised in the volume Invrsrbk Peupie < r d  

Pro~cvs2.s: Il'kifri~g Grmier und (%rlïil~ood r ~ o  Eiin~peun .4rcl1uc»logi: edited by Moore 

and Scott r 1997). The authorc in the volume ( e g ,  Scott 1997: Rega 1997: Soraer 

Dcrewnski 1997) employ a ferninist and postprocessual perspective. They cnticize 

tradjtional arcliarologists for w~iting about the past as if women and children did not 

esist or else for making assumpiions about gender and age. Processual archaçology is 

also foond to bc at fault for its narrow selection of questions that are studied. its 

ovçremphasis on ranking and hierarchies in explanations of cultural change and its lack 

of an understanding of the significance of the sqmbolic realm or individual action. 

This thesis draws upon the feminist and postprocessual approaches in an anempt 

to investigate questions about age, nith a focus on children in ancient Pem. It will 

esamine the assurnptions that have been held about children and \vil1 consider the 

symbolic mcaning of child burials in addition to their significance For questions about 

social complesity. 



Returning to the question posed at the beginning of the section, pan of the reason 

that children have been neglected in archaeological discussions is because they are not - 

the ones carrying out research and writing about it. Most of the discussion has been 

n~ inen  by adult males who n i t e  about other adult males and more recently by women 

n~it ing about women. They have not thought to wi te  about children (Scott 1997; Sofaer 

Derevenski 1997). 

At other times children have not been forgotten but have been consciousIy left out 

of the discussion. Even though archaeologists have known that one of the basic 

components of social personality is açe (dong with gcnder, relative social statu, and 

soc:ai affiliation) and that this may be symbolized by differentiai mortuary treatmrnt 

i Binford 1971). Rega (1997:229) has pointed out that archaeologists have tended to focus 

on wtical  social categories such as ranking, but not spend much time on horizontal 

social distinctions such as agr, gender, and kinship (e.g., Peebles and Kus  1977). These 

latter categorirs have not bren thought of as being wonhy of study and have eren been 

considcred as confounding the analysis of rankinç and as problems that must be factorrd 

out i c g . McKay 1988). Thus, R e g  concludes that there are patterns of variability in  the 

archarological record based on açe that couid be esplored if it 1s realized that they are 

not distonions, but reflcctions of past social behaviour. One could add as cmphasis nhat 

Scott i 19973) asserts: that if we considcr only rank and class from an adult male 

perspective, ive are not getting a complete picture of society in the past. 

It has also been arçued that there are methodological reasons for not being able 

to ser children in  the archaeological record. The arbwmrnt is the same as against 'seeing' 

wornen in the archaeoloçical record. Such research about wornen and children is deerned 

roo abstract or not testable. Crnainly, studying questions about womcn and children rnay 

be difficult. however those who study questions of gender have responded that other 

cquall!, abstract problems such as 'ethnicity', or 'population pressure', or 'eschange 

sxstems' have been considered legitimate issues for inquis (Conkey and Gero 199 1 : 



Scott 1997) so why not discuss gender and age? It may be argued that the goal of 

studying childhood in the past is to understand processes and not to look at categories 

(Scott 1997:6). As pointed out by socioiogist Jens Qvortrup (19944). childhood should 

be thought of as an integral f o n  that is interrelated with other structural foms so 

"chi ldhood is formed Sy its mutual interchange with socio-econornic forces in principle 

in the same way as other social foms". In other words, childhood is an essential 

component of the interconnected relationships of a society. Concepts of childhood have 

changed orer time and should be undentood within their historical and sociocultural 

context. 

Why should children be considered an important subject of inquiry? Every 

society has children and children make up a large part of the population of societies. 

Unlike such figures as 'administrative officiais' or 'chiefs' who are featured in 

archaeological discussions and who presumably existed in the past, we know for sure that 

children wrre present. Açe, along with gnder ,  kinship. and social status are important 

parts of the identity of cach mrmber of a society. Age is one of the important stmcturing 

principlrs of societies and needs to be studied in order to understand the structure of any 

socicty. Children are v e s  important in the process of a society passing on information 

from one genewtion to the nest. Thry are socialized and taught what their place is in the 

society. The! learn about how to make a living, about the m'hs and belirfs of the 

societ>.. and about how males and females relate to one another among many other 

things. They can also have an active role in the economic and social life of a culture. 

Childrrn do not just play, they also work. They may also br participants in the 

îerrmonial life of a community. 

Of course, children are biologically different from adults and do not have the 

same cognitive or physical abilities. Infants are small and dependent on their caregivers. 

As the! age7 children pass through recognizable stages of c o p i  tive and physical 

dèvelopmcnt brfore finally becoming adults. Al1 societies recognize the biological facts 



of growing up but the meanings that are attached to the different phases and the emphasis 

that they receive will vaq. 

While every society has children, not every group brings up their children in the 

same way nor has the same view of childhood. Arnong the social historians, Philippe 

Ariès ( 1962) was first to denonstrate that concepts of childhood have changed over time 

as drmonstrated in his study of French upper-class families living under the unciru 

I I .  Another social historian Shulamith Shahar pointed out that childraising, 

educational methods, and parent-child relations are not just deiemined by biological 

laws but are culturaily constructed. In each particular society, these must be rnamined 

"within the contest of material culture, economic conditions, levels of medical 

knowlccigr and hyçienic standards, political and social structure and prevailing beliefs 

and d u e  systems" (Shahar 19903). Ethnogaphic studics, such as by Whiting and 

Whiiing ( 1975) have shown that amonç contemporary societies around the world there is 

a range o f  childraising practices. Childhood m q  be shoner or longer in difirent 

societirs. It may be viewed as just one continuous stage or else it may be divided up into 

distinct agr grades. The transition to adulthood occurs in different waps. There may be 

more or less interaction with the adult rnembers of socirty. Children enter into and 

participate at different times in the cconomic life of society. They ma- bc viewed as 

social beings at different açes. They may be more or less marginalized from the rest of 

society. Thrre are different ways of socializing them into gendrr roles. 

tt is important to esamine how children are inteçrated into different societies 

bccause thru are a basic component of the structure of al1 societies and how the'; are 

intrgstçd into their respective socirtirs has an impact upon, and is affected by- the 

socioeconornic, political, and ideological systems of those societies. In addition, 

concepts of childhood do change ooer time and are very dependent on their sociocultural 

and historieal context. Just consider how many Canadian children are now in daycare as 

compared to a generation or two aço. The change reflects not only different attitudes 



about childcare but also changes in the economy, politics, gender roles, and even 

r d  igious beliefs. Or consider how in some societies engaged in warfare; children may be 

passive bystanders whereas in other societies children are active combatants (e.g.,  the 

kidnapped child soldiers of a rebel army in northem Uganda or the young Palestinian 

stone-throwers j. 

The following chapter will examine more closely the different ways that children 

ma? br pcrceived, not just by the cultures in which they were a part but also by social 

scirntists and archaeoloçists who have had their oun assumptions about children. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND: iMETHOD AND THEORY 

Introduction 

The potential of childhood studies in archaeological research will be explored in 

this chapter. Some of the questions that may be asked about children in the 

archaeological record in general have been posed by Lillrhamrner ( 1989). These include 

questions about when children in past societies passed the age of childhood and how the 

transition took place, as well as if there was a difference in this process between hunter- 

cathtrrr societies and agncultural ones, or between more stratified and less stratified 
C 

ones? Other questions that ma! be asked are: How are the? engendered? How are they 

intcgrated into the economic system of a society? M e n  do individuals gain a social 

idttntit),? What status do children hold within a particular socirtp? Suggestions wili br 

made about Iiow such questions rnay br  addressed usinç archaeological evidence. 

Sincr the thesis focuses upon burial data, the limitations of these data for 

answring the abovr questions w i l l  be addressed. A discussion of monuary theop and 

how child buriais have been used in interpretations of social orçanization will follow. 

The cspectations or assumptions that have been made about the monuary treatrnent of 

children \\il1 be pointed out. B U ~ S  reflect attitudes to death and the after-Me as well as 

the rolec that individuals may have had in life, so the syrnbolic aspects of child burials 

will also be taken into consideration. 



Age Grades and the Transition from Childbood to Adulthood 

Childhood is not just a biological phenomenon (defined as the penod between 

infancy and puberty). The time and state of being a child varies between cultures 

(Lillshammer 1989:93j. In other words, each culture has its own view on the nature of 

childhood and how long ir lasts. As the authors of Theorrzrng C'lrildhood point out, " in 

an? particular culture or at any specific historical moment 'the child' is a product of the 

ways in which the process of aging is qualitativeiy, rather than simply quantitatively, 

accounted for " (James et al. 1998:62). 

Societies may focus on continuity in childhood and define it in opposition to 

adulthood by viewiny children as lacking in adult qualities. On the other band, childhood 

m q  br virufed as a senes of stages or hirrarchical grades that individuals must pass 

through as they approach adult noms. Thcre are often rites of passage or initiation 

rituals associated with entering the nest açe grade (Van Gennep I96O[NO81: Sofaer 

Dcrevmski 1997). There may be social functions assignrd to the different stages or 

cradrs and thesr vary with the specific histotical period or culture. For csamplr. as - 
noted by Philippe Anes (1962:X-15) in his discussion of childhood undcr the mcreti  

rCgruic., in the French iconoçraphy of the founeenth century the ages of life wcre detïned 

In sections wth certain modes of activity, physicai types, social Functions and styles of 

dress associated with each section. The Rrst stage of life, 'the age of tous', was 

rrprcsented by children playing with a wooden horse and dolls. 'The age of school' \vas 

markçd by boys holding a notebook and pen, engaged in reading and writing while girls 

leamed to spin. 'The ape of love or of counly and kniçhtly spons' depictrd feasting as 

cl1 as boys and eirls \valking roeether. A man bearing arms represented 'the age of \var 

and chivalry' while the last stage, 'sedentaq açet was depicted by old bearded men 

waring antiquated clothes, seated at desks studying law or science. 



An example of an archaeological study concemed with how individuals passed 

through different age thresholds bracketing stages in the lifecycle was canied out by 

Stoodley (1000) with British archaeological data. He exarnined data from early Angio- 

Sason (fifih to seventh century A.D.) burials to identify age-related patterns and to 

analyse the representation and the meaning of the lifecycle. More specifically, he looked 

at the relationship between physiological aging and the variations in the burial rite to see 

if bioloe determined the observed patterns or if biology was used as the basis of a 

cultural, more flexible system of marking stages in the lifecycie. He found that infants 

w r e  greatly under-represented and over half of those infants that were present did not 

have sny grave goods. Many infants were found in multiple burials. The first threshold 

seemcd to occur around two to three years of açe when the treatment of younç children 

brgan to have more in common nith adult burials. From this threshold on. the nuniber of 

g a v e  goods and the types of gave  çoods both increase with aye. The ncxt stages szem 

to bc subùi~ ided dong the linrs of gender with chanses in wcapon assemblages (assumcd 

to s y b o l  ize a rnascul ine idrnti ty) and dress fasteners and jewelry assemblages ( assumed 

to v-mbolizr a ferninine identity). Changes in the feminine assemblages indicated that a 

second threshold occuned at around fivc years (whrn feminine objects beçin to be placed 

in graves). anothrr strongly markrd threshold at 10-12 years (when the assemblage 

becomes much more comples and elaborate), and anothrr in thrir late teens. Changes in 

the inasculine assemblages indicated that a threshold occurred at around three to four 

!cars whcn spears initially appear in a small number of burials in this age group. Anothrr 

ilircshold Kas at 1 0- 1 J yrars when spears were most likely to show up in the child group. 

The principal threshold occurred in the late ttens when a wide range of wcapons was 

includcd in bunals. Weapon assemblages were cornmonplace rnainly in the adult group. 

Somz of the thresholds had links wvith biolog, such as the principal one for fernales at 

10-1 1 m r s .  around the time when they would have entered pubeny. But another 

threshold in the late teens suggests that other identities contributed to the female persona. 



Fernales, as well as males, seem to have been considered mature adults at this general 

threshold. Perhaps this is the age when individuals got mamed. Not ail burials had 

strong çender- and age-specific symbolism, either. so symbols of maturity may also have 

been reIated to social status. In other cases, individuals were buned with full feminine 

and masculine attire before their respective biologicai thresholds. 

Historic sources from Peru demonstrated that the Incas defined 10 or 12 standard 

are divisions for census purposes and labour tau assessment. The discrepancy between 

the numbrr of age divisions, according to ethnohistorian Rostworowski ( 1 988). depended 

on whcther the \Miter was native Andean or Spanish. Felipe Guaman Poma de Ayala 

( 1980[16 153) usrd the decimal system and Andean concepts to describe the Inca age 

crades whr  reas the Spaniards' accounts employed the Europran system of counting by - 
dozens and non-indigenous concepts (Rostworowski 1988:? 18). Because an exact 

reckoning of açe was not kept, i.r. they did not Cnow for sure how old they were ( i t  was 

not unusual for people in the past to be uncenain about when they were born [AriCs 

1967: Wiedtmann 19891). the transition from one grade to another came with obvious 

chan-es in physical condition and economic usefulness (Rowe l9-(6:?56 j. Guamin 

Poma ( 1980[ 16 151). in his letter to the Spanish Crown. listed srveral stages of life for 

males and fernales in the Inca Empire. He listçd ten ~-cl/fe.r or vr.s~to.s for males and ten 

for femalrs. Each cuik or visru simply meant another stage of life. As Rostworowski 

i l988:2 15) has pointed out, the açe grades were not listed in chronological order (i.r.. 

from infancy to old age), but instead staned with the age of greatest strength and 

potential for work (i.e., from 25 to 50 years). The capacity to do work was iery 

important to the Incas and thus formed the basis of the age gades. The specific tasks 

assignrd to the children's age grades will be discussed in the following section. The 

different are grades are Iisted below. 

For mal es. the Prrmera. Segzu~du. Tercem. and Cuurtu C u k s  wre concemrd 

with mature men. The Quintu Culle ( .sqapquc or messeneers) were around 18-20 years 



old. The Sexta Calle (macfucona or youths) were between 12-18 years old (Figure 11, 

thosr of the Sdima Calle ivere 9-11 yean of age, the Octava C d e  @ucllococ or 

'children who play') were 5-9 years old, the Arovena Colle (/lullo Ilocac zrurnraona or 

'nursing infants beginninç to crawl') were 1-5 yrars old, and the De'cima Calle (iruzrci 

qtriruup~uc or newborn nursinç infants in the cradle) were around one to five months. 

For the females, the first four calles were for mature women. The Quinfa Colle 

( d z n  xniuc crpascoi~a or 'good beautiful maidens') were unmarried young women. This 

stase could last until 33 years of age. The Sexra CuIk (corotasque or 'girls wvith short 

hair') werr about 12-1 8 years old. The S d m o  Cuile (puuuu pallac or 'tlower gatherers') 

w r e  9-11 years old (Figure 2). The Octuvu, : b w n u  (Figure 3), and Dt;cimu C d e s  

correspondrd to those for the boys. 

Another document, written by the Spaniards Castro and Ortega-Morejon ( 1867 

[ I  5581 ), purports to list I Z  açe grades that the Inca census-takers w r e  interested in but 

niore than half of the classification deals with children and nursing infants. So much 

attention to categorizing children and infants docs not seem likely sincr the census-takrrs 

w r r  probably most interested in who Iras available to do work for the state. 

Rosrworou~ski r 1988) points out that this classification disagees aith the indigenous 

concepts of Guarnan Poma, 1% ho nottd that infants, becausr they were dependent and 

unable to work. had linle utility. 

An cthnographic example from Peru provided by Ponugal Catacora ( 1988299) 

illustrates how an individual's passage through different age grades may be symbolized 

matcriaily through clothing and hairstyle. Modem indigenous people in the Department 

of Puno talk about a person being born several times. A child is bom physically and 

mentaily at O yrars and is ~t a dependcnt stage of life. A working individual who 

contributes to the economic well-being of the home is born at 6 years, an independent 

stage. This stage is marked bv the ehild's first haircutting ntuai (el  ruruch), where 

rnrmbers of the community are invited to cut the locks of hair that have been allowed to 
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goow since birth and the child receives gifts of domestic animals, clothes, fmits, etc. Also 

around this age, a girl will receive a small carrying blanket and a boy will receive a bag 

to Camv a cold lunch while out working. Finally, an adult member of the community 

with riçhts and responsibilities is bom at 1 5 years and enters an inter-dependent stage of 

life, workinç with other adults on community projects. Further data from Puno show that 

the transition from youth to adult status is markrd by changes in clothing (Flores Ochoa 

1979). In the illustrations that accompany Guarnan Poma's (1980[1615]) trxt, it is 

interestinç to note that there are some distinctions in the haintyles and clothing between 

the different representative ages. Young girls have short hair but young women have long 

hair (compare Figs. 2 and 4). Hair has symbolic mraning for many peoples so perhaps in 

prehistoric Andean tirnes c hangcs in hairsty le and particular articles of clothing rnarked 

entry into a nrw ûge grade and this rnay show up in the archaeoloçical record whrre 

presenaion permits. 

The duration of childhood also has been perceived differently in various cultures 

and rimes. In the European Middle Açes, the end of childhood and the beginning of 

adolescence was recopized as occumng at açe 12 for girls and 14 for boys. However. 

t h m  was no uniform açe of rnaturity, Le.. agreement about at what age individuals 

ac hiri ed adulthood ( Shahar 1990:?8-29). Ariis ( 1 96276)  n ~ o t e  that until the righteenth 

ccntury. the French confused adolescence with childhood. The long duration of 

childhood occurred because people were indifferent to strictly biological phenomena 

such as puberty. The idea of childhood was tied to dependence. To be considered an 

ndult. one had to leave the dependent state, ivhsch mcant being financially dependent and 

w t h  one's own household. Lower ranked individuals such as servants would also be 

callcd by terms used for children. 

On the other hand, cultures may view individuals reaching adulthood at a specific 

age. in association with a particular ceremony. Wiedemann ( 1989: l 13-1 15) esplains that 

in ancicnt Rome. boys gave up their child's clothes and protective anulets and put on the 



toga when they were 16 yean of age in a prelirninaq ntual to prepare them for being 

soldiers and citizens at 17 years of age. However, when fighting was no longer of 

importance in the Roman Empire, citizen status was no longer a sign of adulthood. 

Children began to inherit positions formerly achieved by adult male citizens. Entry into 

adulthood was associated with puberty. Roman girls, on the other hand, were considered 

women when they çot mamed. 

Durinç Inca times, boys had a maturity ceremony at about 14 years of age when 

they were given a breechcloth and a new name in a pubiic, collective ceremony called 

I I ~ ~ r u ~ ~ t k o y  (also witten G~roruchiciy)(Cobo 1990 [1653]; Rowe l946:î83-285). The 

crrrmony for lower classes must have been ordinary but for the royalty the ceremony l a s  

elahoratr and lasted for several weeks. The boys were çiven a shield, slinç, and a mace 

brcnuse they were old enough to be warriors. Girls had individual maturity ceremonies 

\ + h m  thry first mcnstruated. They also received a permanent name at this time. 

H o u r ~ e r .  pcasant males and fernales did not have to take on full adult responsibilities in 

the community until the. marrird and established a household. At this time they became 

taspa'ws. On the other hand, children of the nobility were married at five to nine years 

of age iso as to maintain the purity of the arktocratic lines) but they lived with their 

respectire parents until they w r r  old enough to have marital relations (Espinoza Soriano 

1957). Critcria other than rnarriage must have marked their passage into adulthood. 

ünti l  about the 1970s and 1930s, remnants of the CVuvcrcrkoy ntual esisted in the 

Lake Titicaca region (Portugal Catacora 1988). Two groups of youths (about 15 years of 

age) would engage in a mock battle with each 0 t h .  They would lash each other on the 

bare legs until one side sunendered. This marked the age when they could have the right 

to enter into common-law relationship or many. The winners of the combat, because 

ihey u-ere considered heroes, were considered attractive partners. At 15 years, they were 

considcred to be adults with full rights and obligations and had to take part in cornmuni& 

projects. 



Here are some questions that could be asked about the nature and duration of 

childhood in ancient Pem: Are al1 the subadults treated the same or are there signs that 

di fferent stages of child development were recognized? 1s there evidence of age grades? 

At what age are individuals treated as adults? Does this differ between males and 

fernales'? 1s there a sharp dividing point? Gradua1 change? Do al1 members change at the 

samc age'? Are there class differences? How closely linked are the cultural changes and 

biological oncs? 

Children as Part of the Workforce 

As noted in the previous section, the açe grades dunng Inca times were closely 

linked to the capacity to do work. In fact, around the world chilâren from cultures past 

and pressnt have been an active pan of the economies of their communities. The ages at 

ivhich children contribute and the types of tasks they are thought capable of handling. 

though. differs from culture to culture. For instance, during the European Middle Agrs, 

children wrre sent frorn the home at around seven years of agr 10 br  apprenticed for a 

trade (Ariks 1962:365-366). On the other hand, !Kun- children are not cspected to 

contribute to the subsistence economy until thry are teenagers (Zeller 1987545). 

Ethnographie sources representing cultures around the w r l d  demonstrate a varies of 

tasks n-hich children undenalie at different ages. Rrsearch by Nag et al. ( 1978) 

esamined the workloads of Javanese and Nepalese children. These children canied out a 

substantiai amount of work. The activity which occupied thern most was animal care. 

Criring for younger children \cas also a significant activity, \sith older siblings being 

rssponsible for most of the childcare and freeing the rnothen for other duties. Whiting 

and Whitinp's (1975:84) research of sis cultures around the world (the communities of 

Nyansongo in Kenyao luvtlahuaca in Mexico, Tarong in the Philippines, Taira in 

Okinawa. Khalapur in India, and Orchard Town in New England) showed that children 



as Young as three to four years old were rxpected to work. Children's tasks included 

collecting firewood, fetching water, collecting fodder, cleaning and sweeping, food 

prrparation and cooking, agricultural tasks, and herding. As well, they were to nin 

crrands, fetch and carry, and pass on messages. 

Studies of contemporary traditional communities in Peru demonstrate that 

children c a r y  out vanous economic activities (recall the children in the Department of 

Puno). In the community of Moche on the North Coast, children began to do chores 

around six years of age. Girls would help with such domestic duties as sweeping or 

camping water. Boys would help with weeding, watching the cows, and with irrigation. 

When infants were not being nursed, they were camed about by older children (Gillen 

1973 [ 1947]:67). In the highlands, in the Quechua comrnunity of Sonqo near Cuzco, girls 

usrd to first practice spinninç and weaving at age five or six. Bcfore schooling became 

cornmon, children were responsible For taking care of the herd anirnals. Younger 

chiidren would sweep the house ( Wagner 1983:30-3 1 ). 

From m). o m  observations of rural children in the Department of Ayacucho in 

the Ptruvian highlands. 1 noted that thty werc responsible for gathcring firewood. 

c a ~ i n g  loads. c any in~  younger siblinçs. ivashing clothes. fetching water, and tending 

livrstocL from about six or srven pears of age. I also intervirwed adults about thrir 

childhood tvork in rural Peru. 1 \vas told that in Sarhua, boys of around four or five years 

of aye aould receive small fanning implements and would be espected to work in the 

fields. In the Huanta area, by seven or right years of age, boys would have their own 

small field to sow, tend, and harvest. Younger boys would take care of small farm 

anirnals and when they çot older, the? would take care of the iarger animals. At around 

age 12-1 5 .  boys would go to the seiw (lowlands) to work with thrir fathers in the fields. 

At 15 yrars they would help with the fuenus of communal work like cleaninç the 

irrigation canals. Boys also would c a p  out domestic duties such as sweeping the house, 

caq- ing  water. food preparation such as shelling beans. rernoving maize kemels from the 



cob, etc. but would not cook. Girls, on the other hand, were expected to help almost 

exclusively with domestic duties, including cooking. One informant said that when she 

was seven or eight years old she would go to the selva for three-month stints to cook and 

wash clothes for her father. I was told by my informants that children considered it their 

duty to help and that "el nrito espura nrandar" ("a child is for bossing around"). 

Child labour begins at an early age in rural Pen! for economic as well as for 

educational reasons, the emphasis on each of these two aspects depending on the age of 

the child, according to Waiter Alarcon Glasinovitch (1988) who wrote a study for 

UNICEF. Children serve the family like all the other members because there i s  the 

understanding that responsibility for the home is collective (Alarcon Glasinovich 

l988:-U, 163) 

Historic sources from Peru indicate that children in Inca times worked. R o w  

( 1916:258) stated that child subjects of the Inca state were so busy working and helpmg 

thc~r  parents fulfill their labour tribute that they did not have much time for fun and 

camcs. M u m  ( 1956:172) noted that under the Inca. one took pan in labour services all - 
one's life. first to c a q  out the duties required of the parents' household by the state, then 

upon marriage and the assumption of adult status, as the responsible head of the 

household. 

As mentioned previously, in Guaman Poma's ( 1980[16 151) letter to the Spanish 

Croun, he listed several stages of childhood and what the duties of the male and female 

children were at each stage. Youths of the Serra Culle were 12-18 years of age. They 

sen rd  the community and hunted small birds to make a special kind of c.hurqlrr (dried 

meat). Boys of the S2tmm C'ulle (9-12 yean old) helped the older members, hunted 

birds. watched the herds. and gathered firewood and straw. Those of the Ocruvu Crrk 

(5 -9  years) \\.ere called puclkucoc or 'children who play' but they were already working 

n i t h  the herds, collecting firewood, and caring for younger siblings. Those of the 



Xovena and Décima Calies (under five years) were considered to be of linle use because 

thry did not work. 

Young wvomen of the Sextu CaDe (12-1 8 years old) helped their parents with light 

labour in the fields, watched the herds, spun and wove, made cl~iclm (corn beer), and 

worked in the kitchen. The Sétima Colle (called pauazr pallac or 'flower gatherers) were 

9-1 2 years of age. Thry gathered edible wild plants and flowers to make dyes. Girls of 

the O u u w  Cklle who were about five to nine years of age were termed 'girls that play' 

büt the author's illustration depicts a five-year-old canying water and the label says she 

serves her mother. The letter States that girls of this age goup had to help with such 

domestic duties as bringing firewood, helpinç to make cl~ichu, and carhg for younger 

siblings. 

The rthnographic and athnohistoric information about c hildren's work raise 

questions about what one might discover about children in ancient Pem. At what age 

were the subadult individuals in Peruvian communities recognized as contributing (or 

potcntially contributing) to the uorkforce? Can one expect childrrn to be buried with 

tools of a particular occupation or crafi? If so, for what açe çroups were these types of 

goods placcd in the grave? This may çive an idra about whether their work \vas valued 

or if the adults recognized their economic contributions. 

Gender Issues 

Studies that focus on male and female roles distinguish brtween biological sex 

and gendcr. Biological ses pertains to reproductive potential whereas gendrr is a social 

and cultural construction which is defined primanly in relation to biological ses but not 

rsclusivel'; ( ,Reg 199723 1-22]. Gender refen to the socially and culturally perceived 

differencrs and similarities between and amone males and females (Conkey and Gero 

199 13-9). Gender structures are integrûted wth ideology and other social and rconomic 



institutions of a society. It may be viewed as a process. As Sofaer Derevenski 

( 1997: 193- 194) has noted, gender is actively created, mediated and passed on frorn 

ceneration to generation. As children develop. they leam the gender ideology of their 
C 

culture, the roles they are expected to play, and they form a gender identity 

Children are socialized into gender roies but how this is done varies from culture 

to culture. Gender differentiation or instruction in the division of labour by gender may 

not be focused upon when a child is younger. For cxamplr, amongst the Inuit, both girls 

and boys would play house and also go with their fathers on hunting and fishinç 

espeditions. Role differentiation did not become strong until the children were nine or 

tcn )cars old, and even as adults gender roles wvere not completely firm as some Nomen 

were hunters (Park 1998:279). 

On the other hand, children rnay be tauçht ai an early age about role 

differentiation. In a Nrpalese village, for instance. it was noted that female children in 

the age category six to eight years old were often responsible for caring for thcir youngcr 

siblings. \\hile the bo)s of the same agc rarely had that rrsponsibilih (Na- et  al. 

1978295).  For an historicûi rsarnple. girls in ancient Athrns stayçd in the home and 

wrre only taught domestic duties (Golden 1990:72). The boys wvent to school. Tomb 

iconogaph>- drpicted different characteristic attributes for boys and for girls who appear 

to be somc y r s  oldcr than infants. Boys wrre associated with wagons and girls wvith 

dolls and ducks. 

tnitiation rituals or rites of passage may be important for teachinç çendered skills 

or -enderd behaviour. Gender leaming may occur during different age stages (Sofaer 

Derevcnski 1997). For esamplr. in classicai Athens the girls beloneed to religious cuits 

which had public rites reflecting training in woments work (childcare. weaving and food 

prrparation)(Golden 1990:18). As mentioned in the section about the transition ro 

adulthood. in Inca Peni, boys of the Cuzco élite wvho were about l4years of age took pan 

in a cercmony calicd Ihrucrkoy (or Guuruchrcr~) which involved activities necessary for 



becoming a wamor. Part of the ceremony for a girl's arriva1 at puberty was her seminç 

her relatives at a feast, a role considered proper for a woman (Rowe 1946:282). 

Ethnoçraphic esamples tiom traditional cornmunitirs in Peru indicate that there 

is gendered division of labour. Catherine Wagner's (19833943) research in Sonqo, in the 

ptrm nrar Cuzco, descnbed how men and women carry out separate but complementary 

activities. Men are identified with agicultural labour (though women place the seeds in 

furrows and turn clods of eanh that the men have plowed). Wornen are identified with 

the housrhold and with herdinç. They are viewed as the transforrners of raw matenals 

into finished products such as wood into fire, apcultural produce into food, sperm into 

children, and wool into clothing (thouçh men knit and weave as well). Boys about ten 

vrars old and onward are teased or chidçd into goin2 to work in the fields with the men. 

Girls mect with disapproval if they w n t  to c a q  out male activities. Social activities arc 

ais0 separate. At public gathcrinçs, wornen sit srparately from the men. The kmale role 

nt the gatherings is to serve, the male role is to dance and eat. 

in my intewiws with rural Pçruvians in the Department of Ayacucho in the 

Perui-ian hi yhlands, I aeas told that if the little four- or five-year-old boys wantcd to stay 

a i  home instcad of workinç in the ficlds, thty were trased and askrd if the- were tvomrn. 

Boys did not cook. Likewise, if a girl tricd to work in the fields instead of in the home. 

shz \vould be teased and asked if she ivrre a boy. This \vas how the? were encouragrd to 

Ieam rhc gendered division of labour. 

From the et hnohistorïc and rthnographic data, one would rspect sendered 

division of labour to have occurred in pre-Hispanic Peruvian cultures as w l l .  When 

ûnril~zing the burial evidence for ancient Peru. archatoloçists may bc able to determine 

at what age gcnder differentiation is made. Are there gender differences recognized in the 

burials and at what agr do these stan to occur? 1s there already strong gender 

differentiation for infants or does this occitr later on? If there are tools of a trade or craft, 

do rhese indicate division of labour dong çender Iines? 



Unfortunately, subadult skeletons are not reliably distinguishable by sex (except 

recently where DNA testing has been possible). I t  is commonly agreed that the skeletal 

indicators of sex only show up after puberty with the development of diagnostic bony 

features (contra Schutkowski 1993). Thus the biological se l  of the child is not known in 

a burial. Therefore, indirect rnethods have to be found to answer questions of çender. 

One due  to gender identity in child burials might be body orientation in the grave. A 

study by Rega (1997) of a Bronze Age cemetery in central Europe demonstrated a 

correspondence between biological sex and the orientation of adult skeletons which 

indicated a highly gendered structure. The same variation in gave orientation occumd 

in child burials as cvell, suggestinç gender treatment paralleling that çiven to adults. 

Perhaps the location of burial may be anothcr due  if adult males and femalcs are buried 

apan but there are children uith them. However. such cultural-archaeological 

idrnti fication of sex or gender invites problems of circular conclusions. 

Gçnder may be syrnbolized in material form, as well. Clothinç or adommcnts, 

for esampic. ma) be a marker of gendcr as it maintains the symbolic structure and values 

of a society. Material culture ma? also actively construct the worid of an individual 

(Sofaer Derevenski 1997:194). A study carried out by Sofaer Derevenski (2000) of 

Coppzr Age Burials of the Carpathian Basin of Central Europe dernonstrated that copper 

iras usrd to mrdiatr meaninçs of age and ses. Sesual differencr \vas rrflected in  sidc of 

burial, wvith men buried on the n ~ h t  and women on the left and children also buried on 

their right or lefi. Panicular copper types would be associated with side of bunal. At 

liround five years of açe, right-side burials received am rings and Irft-side burials 

received finger rings and copper beads. Men also had a m  rings but not after the age of 

15 yrars and women had finger rings and copper beads. 

In an ethnographie account about the alpaca herders in the Department of Puno, 

Prru, Jor_ee Flores Ochoa ( 19795 1-52) wote  that clothing cvas classified accordinç to the 

agc and ses of the wearer. Undrr the açe of five or sis years. both boys and girls wear 



similar clothing but of different coloun (white for boys and red for girls). At five or six 

years, they begin to wvear gender-specific clothing, homespun pants and white shirts for 

boys and woven skirts and red and black blouses for girls. Also as noted in the discussion 

about age grades, the children of the Department of Puno, when they reached the age of 

about four to six years, received carrying blankets if they were girls or bags if they were 

boys ( Portugal Catacora 1988: 156). 

Particular types of material goods (e.g., tools) that are associated with either the 

male or fernale çender in adult burials may also occur in a parallel manner in child 

burials. Pottrry, jewellery, or haintyle might be other kinds of material indicators of 

gendcr. Houever, one must be careful not to assume that çender-artifact relationships 

are constant over time and space. since gender is historically and culturally constitutcd 

r Conkcy and Gero 199 1 ; Grro 1992). The artifact distributions found with the children 

in a panicular culture must be compared with the distributions found with the adults in 

the saine culture. If there is a grndered distribution of anifacts with the adults 

societ!. and a porallel distribution is found amonçst the subadults. then we perhaps 

assume that t hr children were also symbolically gendered. 

in a 

can 

Issues of Social Complexity 

In the cross-cultural study of children by Whiting and Whiting 6 197511 an 

association \vas seen between the arnount of economic contribution made bg children and 

the complçsity of the society. The study was camed out by six teams of ethnographers 

who studied the communities of Nyansongo (Kenya), Tarong (Philippines), Justlahuaca 

(Mexico), Taira (Okinawa), Khalapur (India) and Orchard T o ~ n  (United States). The 

communi tirs of Nyansongo, Tarong, and Juxtlahuaca were classi fied by the resrarc hen 

as having a simple socioeconomic structure because they had little or no occupational 

specialization, a localized kin-based political structure, no class or caste system, and no 



professional pnests. On the other hand, the Khalapur and Orchard Town communities 

were classified as being complex For the following reasons: occupational specialization, 

central çovemment, a priesthood, social stratification, and senlement in nucleated 

villages with public buildings. The Taira community was regarded as being border-line 

complrs becâuse it had less occupational specialization, no priesthood, and an incipient 

class systern. The researcher found that the children in the communities with a simple 

socioeconomic structure were expected to carry out more tasks and at a younger age than 

those children of societies classified as being more cornplex. Thry concluded that this 

was bçcause mothers in the sirnpler societies had a greater workload and had to share the 

work. 

ünfonunately, the researchers may have been comparing the dite groups of some 

societies with the lower classes of other societies and not comparing societies at different 

levels of complesity. Six groups formed the basis of the study; five out of six of thrse 

croups \vert. agricultural subsistence societies, the sisth a small urban comrnunity in the - 
rastcni United States. One of the groups called complex by the researchers \ a s  the 

Khnlnpur comrnunity of India, a caste that had formerly been wamors but were famers 

at the time of the study. This must have been an dite ~group because the Khalapur 

children did not have to carry out tasks because the senants did them (the children of 

poorer families that did not have servants were thought to have had more chores but were 

nor obsen-ed in this study). On the other hand, one of the p u p s  labelled as being simple 

was a Mistecan community in Mexico, acknowledged by the researchers as being treatrd 

as an inferior minorit): by the rest of the nation. 

While the Whiting and Whiting study may not have actually compared socirties 

of different social complexity, at least it did raise the issue that there ma? be a correlation 

bctween the complesity of a society and the economic contribution of children. 

Howvrr, a survey camed out by Zellrr (1987:546) of children's economic contributions 

in severai hunter-gatherer societies demonstrated that there was a range of ages and 



amount of work expected and that one could not correlate subsistence base 

straightfonvardly with children's contributions. For instance, in hunter-gatherer groups 

such as the Cree and Tiwï, children are potentially self-supporting by age twelve whereas 

in other goups such as the !Kung, children of this age are not expected to make a major 

contribution to subsistence 

Certainly in societies that have reached a complex stage of development, which 

are characterizrd by large, dense populations, inequalities behveen ditTerent socio- 

rconomic groups, and occupational specialization, children and childhood may have been 

viewed differently by the different classes. For cxarnple. in ancient Rome, chiidren uferr 

sccn as a lusury, not as a necrssity by wealthy aduits because they had servants to care 

for thrm in old age (Wiedemann 198926,155). On the other hand, Roman peasant 

children had to work and w r e  econornically necessary to the family. In the European 

Middle Aga,  amongst the urban folk there were formal leçal ages when children reached 

adolescence but amongst the peasants the commencement of independent labour and the 

acquisition of manual skills rnarked the transition to this stage t Shahar 199027-29). 

Peaslint chiidren had to work at a younçer age and were a sipifkant factor in the work- 

force at an earlier age. 

Likrwise, in comples societies at the state level, there may bc a difference in how 

childrrn in the core region were integrated into the society versus how children in the 

provinces werc integated. Funhermore, one has to consider how the state administration 

ma' have considrred children as compared to the local communities of which they were 

a pan. In the inca Empire, the children of the provinces were the ones that were chostn 

to be the cup~coci iu or sacrifices and sent to Cuzco, the capital, for state ceremonies 

before bring sent back to their provinces to br imrnolated (Rowe 1916). 

Scvrral questions cm then be asked about the relationship between the culture's 

perception of children and social cornpiesiry: Are there trends in the treatment of ancient 

Pcruvian children ovrr time? Over space? Can differences betwern cultures be related 



to t ~ ~ e  of subsistence base? To social complexity? Can di fferences between cultures be 

related to rural versus urban settings? Within a stratified society are there differences 

brtween lower status and hiçher status children compared to the lower status and higher 

status adults? 

Limitations of the Peruvian Archaeological Data 

The above sections have dealt with types of questions that have only recently 

occuptrd archacologists in Europe but have yet to be considered by archaeologists who 

work in  P m .  I believe that the Penivian archaeological data do have potential for 

esamining questions of age stages, çender processes and the adoption of econornic roles 

but thrre are factors that rnake such investigations difficult. For instance. body 

orientation is not always used to diffcrentiatr ses. Sofaer Derevenski (2000) \vas able to 

c a p  out her açe-gender investigation of European Copper Age bunals only because of a 

de fini te distinction between adult male and adult female body orientation and because 

the snme pattern occurred amonç subadults. Also, many Penivian bunals are simple and 

do not haie a y r a t  variety of artifact types. Tools are often absent. 

One important factor putting a constraint on the data is the pattern of monality 

that is common for most populations. Some age categories are more at risk of dying than 

othrrs. It is fair to assume that in earlier times infant rnortality, especially of newboms, 

had bcen high. Monality decreases gradually during childhood and reaches its lowst 

 dut at adolescence. Mortality then rises again in the adult age cateço-. Aee specific 

monality rates represented graphically yield a U-shaped curve, with high infant death 

rate represçntinç the descending stem of the curve and old-age monality representing the 

upward stem of the cume (Acsadi and Nemeski 19703-27). When esamining the 

burial data from a cemeten population. then, if al1 age categories wrre represented, most 

individuais wi11 fall in rither the under five years or the aduit age categories. Relativrly 
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few fa11 in the older child or adolescent categories which would be the categones most 

useful for studying questions about the transition to adulthood, engenderization. and the 

adoption of rconomic roles. 

Studies can be done on older children and adolescents in some circurnstances. 

Stoodley (2000) was able to perform a study of different Ançlo-Saxon age groups, 

including those between five and adulthood because hz used a very large pooled sample 

(1230 individuals) from forty-six cemeteries to get rnough individuals in the age 

categories where death rates are lower. It was not possible to set such a large sample 

sizr with the Peruvian data because the looting of graves over the centuries has lefi few 

undisturbed burials that can be studied. 

When larse numbers of older children and adolescents do appear in a monuan 

contrst at a site, however, this ma? indicate that they did not die a natural death sincc 

d a t h  is not common in such age categories. Then questions about sacrifice and the 

syiibolic mcaning of the death of young people rnust be addressed. 

Children have been 

monuap theon io discuss 

individuals lvithin societies ( 

synbolic meaning of child bi  

considered rnost often when archaeolopists have used 

questions about social status and the social identity of 

in other words. the vertical dimensions of a society). The 

irials has bern pondered as well. Though these issues have 

bcrn n~it tcn about often, this dors not rnean that there is a proper understanding of 

childrcn. There are many assumptions about child burials that need to be re-esaminèd. 

The iollowinç sections are concerned with examining the questions of social identity and 

the assumptions of archaeological mortuary throry as w l l  as the synbolic aspects of 

child burials. These issues are, in fact, what the thesis will focus upon when looking at 

the archarological data in Chapters Three and Four. 



3 1 

Questions About Infant Mortality and Wheo Individuals Gained a Social Identity 

Social scientists from various disciplines have been interested in questions about 

the social identity and the social status of children. Social historians have commented on 

the marginal@ of children. Roman and Greek w k r s  did not view children as rational 

or sufficiently hurnan. Children were portrayed as weak and powerless. Beinç bom did 

not automatically qualify one as beinç a rnernber of a society. In classical Athens and 

Rome, for example, a newbom had to be accepted by the household head (father), 

othenvise the infant was exposed, i.e., abandoned and left to die (Golden 199023; 

Wisdemann 1989). If an infant were allowed to live, it codd take more or less time for 

him or h r r  to be officially acknowledged as a person. Athrnian children had two 

cmmonies to mark their acceptance, a sacrifice on the fiAh or seventh day aftrr binh 

and a naming ceremony on the tenth day afirr binh (Golden 19903) .  It is interesting to 

note that Inca childrrn did not receive a name until weaning, about one or two years aftcr 

binh. and then did not receive a permanent name until their maturity ceremony around 

pubtny i R o w  1946:18?). The marginality of Roman children also seems to hake bten 

rttlcctrd in monuary practices. Infants who died before the age of -iO days were exempt 

iiom the rulc that burials had to take place outside of the scttlemrnt (Scott 1999: 1 ). 

The historical data point to the practice of infanticide (tg., during Roman timrs), 

but infanticide is not easy to detect with archarolopical data bccause methods that a r t  

corninonly used to kill babies (srnothering, strangling, drowning, neglect. abandonment) 

do not leave traces on the body (Scott 1999:66-67). Indirect midence may occur in the 

fom of skewed ses ratios of infants and adults. This may indicate that one ses is 

prcferentially being killed. However, it is difficult to determine the ses of subadults. 

çsccpt for reccnt cases where DNA testing of the skrletai remains has been possible. 

A debate has occuned amongst social histonans about how much emotional 

involvement people in the past invested in their children. Ariès (1967), recognized as 



starting the modem interest in chilcihood studies, believed that because infant and child 

mortality was high in the past, adults expected that many of their offspring would die so 

they did not form an emotional anachment and did not care when they lost a child. Other 

authors have copied his view (e.g., Pinchbeck and Hewin 1969; Shorter 1976; Stone 

1977: Finley 1981). It was argued that the reason that Roman infants, for example, were 

not named until the eighth or ninth day afier their binh was that the first week of life was 

so risky and thçre wvas no point in giving a social identity to someone who had a high 

probability of dying (Wiedemann 1989: 17). As weil, there was no specific word for baby 

in Latin. Social histonans (e.g., Wiedernann 1989: 179; Parker 1983) and archaeoloeists 

( c g . ,  Ucko 1969; Lanning 1967: Moseley 1975; Carmichael 1988) have thus argued that 

ivhçn infants and children are buried differentially from adults, for instance in middens, 

or under house floors or walls. or at the threshold of the home (e.g., Roman infants under 

40 d e s  old), this is a reflection of less care about the death of an infant than of an adult 

\\ho has been burird in a specific cemetery. In a study of ethnographic data carried out 

to intèrpret archaeoloçical funerary rernains. Ucko ( l969:U 1 ) noted that several tribes 

around the world disposed of their babies and Young children in a perfunctory manner 

and he assumed ît was because of high infant mortalih amongst these groups. He also 

nssuined that this applied to prehistoric poples as well. 

Howver .  other social historians, such as GoIden (1990:83-85) and Shahar 

( 1990:2-3 have argued açainst this view of parental indifference, drawing on rvidence 

from ethnographic sources (e.g., Levine 197722-23) that demonstrate ihat in 

communities where high infant monaliry is common, rnothers and caregivers were 

constantly attrnding to their babies in a effort to increase their chances of sunival. 

Thesr authors assened that the ancient Greeks and people of the medieval penod had 

diierse practices that they thought would help the children survive. If they did not seem 

drvastated by the death of a child, it vias because they bad rituals for etpressing thcir 



mief. Also, the children had more people takinç care of them than just the parents (older " 

siblings, servants, etc.) so gnef was shared. 

In regions of conternporary rural Peru, data compiled by UNICEF (Alarcon 

Glasinovitch 1993:Y-33) demonstrate that infant and child mortality is still high. Data 

collectrd in 1991 showed that Peru, along with Haiti and Bolivia, were the three 

countries in the Americas with the highest child (0-5 years) and infant (0-1 year) 

monal ity. There are regional di fferences in the Peruvian monality rates. In Metropolitan 

Lima, infant (0-1 year) mortality was 30 per 1000 live births. On the other hand, in the 

rural Region Inka (Cuzco area), infant mortality was IO4 per 1000 live binhs. (For the 

purpose of companson, in Canada in 192 1 the infant death rate was 102.1 per 1000 [ive 

binlis. aiid in 1990 it was 6.8 per 1000 [ive births [Statistics Canada 19931). The three 

major causes of infant mortality in Peru were from perinatal causes ( W h ) ,  respiratory 

infections i X0k) and diarrheal disease ( 1 14'0). Perinatal causes included complications in 

pregnancy and labour, lack of adequate pre-and pst-natal care, rnothrrs who were cither 

\,en. . . voung or too old, not enough time betwren births, too many pregnancies. or 

nutritional deficiencies of the mothrrs. Monah- due to diarrhea was caused by 

inadquate sanitation and hygiene. Respiratory infections were simple infections that 

had worsened without treatrnent. 

Sincr infant mortality is so hi%h7 how do the parents react? .Accordhg to an 

educator aho has witten about indigenous Pemvian children (Portugal Catacora 

1985: 17), if a mother is stoic about the death of her child, it is because it is an act of 

nature and out of her control. On the other hand, if there is some way shc: can avoid harm 

to hrr children. she will make whatever effort she can to protect them. 

Altemate rxplanations have been given for the burial of children in or around the 

houss. thesc being, for esample. that the mother did not wish to give up her chilci or else 

thrrr was a belief that the spirit of the chiid would be boni in another individual {Rose 

1922: 129: Tyler 192 1: 175-1 76). Scon ( 1997:7-8) asserts that ive are not looking at a 



case of careless rnothen and that we must examine the ritual and ideological contexts of 

the buriais. A funher discussion of the symbolic aspects of child burials will take place 

in the section on rnortuary theory below. 

Archaeoloçists have had their onn particular interests in tems of monuary 

theory. Andeanists have had apparently especially narrow areas upon which they focus. 

In the introduction to the volume Tunibs jbr rhe Living: .41tdcm Iformary Pracrrces, 

Tom Dillehay ( 1995) notes that Andeanists have not gonr beyond noting local patterns 

and have not reconstnicted interpretative models of the meaninç and context of death and 

burial in the Andes. He States that "(a)ithough the more tractable vertical distinctions 

ie.g.. rnnk and wealth) of Andean sociçtics may be surmisrd archaeologically, othrr 

cenerd indicators of social distinction have not been defined in terrns of buria1 - 
contests ..." (Dillehay 199516). Thus many questions have not bren dealt nith, including 

those about age and children. 

When children have brrn considered in the Andes, they are notrd within the 

contest of the assumptions of mortuary theory. Archaeological monuary throry has two 

differcnt schools, one of which focuses on social factors as influcncing burial patterns, 

the othrr on ideological factors. Using the theov of one school or the other can 

influence rsprciations about child burials. This apparently has been the case in Peruvian 

arc haeology . 

The rnortuary theory developed by the Amencan archaeologists Arthur Saxe 

( 1970) Lewis Binford (1971), and Joseph Taintcr ( 1978) interprets burial practices as 

re tlecting the sociopolitical organization of societies. Burials, including those of 

childrrn. are thought to reflect the sociopolitical persona that the deceased had once held 



in life. The complexity of the society determines the magnitude of the social persona 

that a child may be expected to have as reflected by mortuary treatment. 

According to the theory developed by Arthur Sase (1970:8), in his dissertation 

The Socid Dimensions of Mortuary Practices, individuals in simpler, eçalitanan 

societies (Le., societies which lack a hierarchy of statuses) acquire more rights and have 

more obligations owed them by others as a result of passing through age grades. As a 

consequence. it is expected that infants in  such societies where status is achievrd (i.e., 

not inherited at birth) would have fewer people owing them social obligations than would 

the elders. The infants would have simpler burials whiie rldrrs would have more effort 

spent on their burials. On the other hand, if infants are buried in a more elaborate 

fashion han some elders, this probably indicates a more cornplex society where the 

pririciplr of ascribing social ranking at binh occurs. 

Lewis Binford 1 197 1 ). drawing upon Saxe's work. carried out a cross-cultural, 

cthnographic suwry of mortuary practicrs. Social organimtion was proposed as being 

the p r i m a c  factor determining buna1 patterns. with simple societies choosing particular 

chnrnctrristics as the basis for differential mortuary treatmcnt and cornples societies 

rrnphasizing other characteristics. He measured social complexity in t rms  of 

subsisiencr and contrasted the mortliary practices of egalitaian hunter-gatherers with 

thoss of ranked or non-egalitzrian settled agriculturalists. in hunter-gatherer societies 

burials were differentiated on the basis of age, sex, and status deriving from personal 

achievement in life. When açe was the feature being distinguished, infants and children 

ive re buried di fferentially from the aduits. Binford ( following Saxe) expiainrd that this 

\vas because they had participated less in the social life of the group and fewer people 

had social obligations to them. Infant and child burials were differentially located in 

places that were not obtnisive to the wider community. They could be located in the life 

space of the farnily, for esample under the house floor, in contrast to the adults buried in 

a cemeter). or other public location. Or infants and children were buried on the periphrry 



of settlements, as opposed to the adults who were buried in designated locations within 

the senlement. In the more complex societies of settled agriculturalists social position, 

varying independently of ape and sex, is utilized as the basis for differential rnortuary 

treatnient. 

Joseph Tainter ( 1978) also believed that burials were a reflection of social 

persona and the more energy spent on burial, the grrater the social persona of an 

indi\-idual in life. Energy expenditure may be inferred from "such features of burial as 

cize and rlaborateness of the internent facility, rnethod of handling and disposal of the 

corpse. and the nature of grave associations " (Tainter 1978: 125). 

To sumrnarize the recent Amencan monuary theory: In a less cornplex society 

which lacks ranking and stratification and where status is achieved throuçh penonal 

ctxpericnce and efon,  infants are not espected to have made much impact on the 

sociopolitical lire of the community. therefore they are rxptxted to receive less elaborate 

burials than the ûdults. On the other hand, in more complex socicties where one's social 

position is ascribed at binh, a limitrd numbrr of infants will receive more claborate 

burinls rhan that pan of the adult population who were not of high status families. Some 

invsstigators. however, seem to have generalized this concept and automatically assume 

that if one tinds elaborate infant and child burials, then this is a reflection of thèir 

position in a less egalitarian society. They do not consider that therr may bt alternative 

rsplanations for why nonadults ma' receive more care in burial rhan the adults. 

The idea that children are differentially buried because the? had not made an 

impact on society had been proposed already in 1907 by Robert Hertz, of the .-limL;e 

.jocrologrqite school and a student of Emile Durkheim. He wote an essa? on how 

socirtirs respond to the death of a member. It was based on library research that he had 

donc on èihnographic accounts of Borneo. He wrote that the function of monuary ritual 

is to re-adjust society afier the death of a member and to reallocate the roles that the 

deceased once occupied. He noted that thrre was differentiai bunal of children and that 



they were excluded from normal funeral ritual because "[tlhe death of a new-born child 

is. at most, an infra-social event; since society has not yet given anything of itself to the 

child. i t  is not affected by its disappearance and remains indifferent" (Hertz 1960:84). 

Howexr, in addition to social factors, he gave philosophical and religious explanations, 

too. The children were thought to not have really been separated from the world of 

spirits and were thought to be able to retum there more directly,  vith ho ut any sacred 

rnergies needed to br called upon. 

Othrr archaeologists and social scientists have pointed out that social factors are 

not the only influence on mortuary practices. lan Hodder ( 1986) has argued against the 

general correlation between the complesity of rnonuary ceremonialism and the 

complrsity of social organization. He considers ideological factors to br imponant and 

States "[h]o\v burial reflects society clrarly depends on attitudes to drath" (Hodder 

19863). Bruce Trigger (1974:100) noted that elaborate goods in children's graves may 

not necessarily correlate with wealth or status in lifc and may have symbolic aspects 

instead. The over-emphasis on the correlation between the remains of monuaq practices 

n i th  social organization has also been criticized by Pader ( 198253). who argues that 

ritual. as well as the ideology and daily life of a society must be taken into account 

oiheriiise intrrpretation will be one-sided and mislradinç. In ).et another cross-cultural 

sunxy of mortuary practices in nonstate societies but with the consideration of factors in 

addition to the social oncs affecting monuary practices, Carr i 1995) found that inderd, 

philosophical and religious beliefs, as well as social factors, do affect burial patterns. 

Whtn,  for instance, child burials are differentially located from thosr of adults. this ma? 

br: ntrributed to the degee of involvement of children in social life. as recopized bu 

Binford ( 197 1 j and Sase ( 1970) but ulso to belicfs about the soul's nature, cosmoloçu of 

the society, and their view of the nature of the afierlife (Carr 1995: 192). Alternative 

reasons for why children may be buried in and around the house have bern suggested, 



these being perhaps that the mother did not wish to give up her child or else there was a 

belief that the spirit of the child would be born in another individual. 

Surnmary 

With the Penivian burial data, 1 wish to see if there are clues about when children 

received a social identity. Were children viewed as being central or marginal to a 

culture'? Did adults seern to carz when their children died? (This is a question that social 

historians have debated). Perhaps how much care or indifferent treatrnent was given to 

infant and child burial as compared to adults within the same culture wouid give sorne 

indication. It is important to note if all age groups are accounted For in a cemetery. If  

differential treatment occurs, at what age does this change take place? Are infants only 

under a cenain age considered non-persons or are all children treated differenily? 

This chapter has outlined some questions that may be addressed about children in 

thc archaeological record. Some of these questions, conceminç agr grades, economic 

roics and rngcndrrization have on!- recently received the attention of archaeologists, 

rspccially of those working in Europe. These are issues that investigators working in 

Prru should at lrasi consider, even thouçh the archarological data ma): not alwaps 

provide an answer. In matters such as those concerned with vertical distinctions in a 

socisty. children have received somr attention but there are assumptions about the 

rnenning of child burials that need tu be re-examined. Also, archaeologists haïe not 

adopted a diachronie perspective conceming how children were integated into their 

respective societies and how perceptions of children. at least reflected by rnonuary 

practices, ma): have changed over timr as different social, political, ideological, and 

econornic spstems drveloped. The next two chapters wvill examine the archaeological 

rvidence for the monuary treatment of children in ancient Peru from the Preceramic to 

the Inca empire. 



Ar1 explanation of how the chronological framework of Penivian archaeology is 

conceptualized should be given before presenting the data (Table 1). As the framework 

of Penivian archaeology was being developed by such investigators as Mau Uhle at the 

brginning of the 1900s and John Rowe and his students in the 1950s. the Andean cultural 

sequence was viewed as horizons or timrs of geographically widespread styles 

altemathg with intermediate pcnods of local development. Following Rowe ( 1960) and 

using the dates provided by Moseley ( 1992:?2-23) and Richardson ( I994:Y), the 

srquence is as follows: Preceramic ( 10,000?- 1 800 B.C. ), Initial Period ( 1800-800 B.C. ), 

Earl', Horizon (800-200 B.C. ), Early Intermediate Period (200 B.C.-A.D. 600), Middle 

Horizon ( A.D. 600- 1 OOO), tate Intermediate Period (A.D. 1000- 1 U O ) ,  and Late Horizon 

i A. D 1-170- 1 532). Since the sequence \vas developed with evidence from the central 

Andes. it  works best there and Iess well elsewhere, but the framework has been 

maintained because no alternative has been accepted. 

Sincr presenting evidencr €rom all of the time periods is not practical, this thesis 

\\dl focus upon only a few of them. thesr beinç the Prrceramic. Eariy Intemediate 

Period. Late Intermediate Penod and the Late Horizon to demonstrate that the 

perceptions of children and childhood did not remain static over time. 



CHAPTER III 

THE 3fORTtTARY TREATMENT OF CHILDREN Li THE PRECEMMIC 

Introduction 

Archaeoloçical evidence from infant and child burials from the Preceramic in 

P m  will be drscribed in this chapter. Cornparisons will be made to subadult burials from 

societirs of similar social complexity and time period in Chile, Ecuador, and Colombia. 

The possible meanings of the Preceramic mortuary treatment of children will bc reserved 

for discussion in Chapter Five. 

The following information abo-t the Preceramic in Peru is derived from Moseley 

( 1992 1. Func c. Pineda ( 1988), Rick ( 1988), and Chauchat ( 1988). The Preceramic. or the 

time bcfore pottery was produced, covers a large biock of timc from the èarliest 

inhabitaiion around 10,000 or more years ago to around 1800 B.C. Over this time period 

changes occurred in subsistence, mobility, and population size. During the Early 

Preccramic ( from the peopiing of Peru to around 6000 B.C.), srna11 mobile p u p s  made a 

living by hunting and gathering. Later on in the Middle Preceramic (from 6000 to 3000 

B.C.). coastal groups subsisted on maritime resources and wild terrestrial foods. 

Cultigcns were not very significant. A rich food supply allowed thrse groups to become 

more sedentap. Contrmporaq- highland groups raised a varie& of cultivated plants and 

probably had already domesticated llamas and alpacas. In the Late or Cotton Precerarnic 

i 3000 to 1800 B.C.), coastal populations emphasized industrial cultiçens such as conon 

for nets and textiles, and gourds for floats and containers rather than ediblç domesticates 

such as squash and beans. Highland groups increased their reliance on agriculture and 



pastoralism. Populations were concentrated in settlements and monumental construction 

had its beginnings. In spite of the long time period and the changes durinç the 

Preceramic, there seem to have been commoniy held ideas about children, at least as 

reflrcted in the but-ial patterns. 

Edward Lanning (1967), in his book Peru Before the Incus, makes a broad 

çensralization about what was thought to be the typical burial pattems of adults and 

children in the Late Preceramic. According to Lanning, during the Late Preceramic most 

burials in cemeteries were of adults and adolescents, where bodies were wapped in 

manu burial cloths and accompanied by elaborate burial çoods. Children (and some 

adults ), on the other hand were burird randomly in middens, with a limited number of 

cloths and few, if  any g a v e  goods. He funher goes on to state that "the latter 

disrespectful treatmcnt was reserved for the Young and the destitute or despised, while 

cemeteries were for the use of 'full members' of society" (Lanning 1967:65). Moseley 

(1975:75) yrncralizrd further by impiying that throughout the Precerûrnic the ncwbom 

and \en Young received "cavalier treatment". As will be seen by the data brlow. 

howevrr. such poor treatment of the very Young during the Precerarnic does not serm to 

be the case. 

Earty Preceramic 

Burials from the Early Preceramic ( from 10.000? to 6,000 B.C. ) are neirher 

abundant nor well-described but some evidrncr esists for the monuan treatrnent of 

c hildren from this time period (Figure 5). 

IJump<i (IL' /os Fbs~ies 

Pampa de los Fosiles 13, an open-air campsite, is located in the Cupisnique 

Desrn found between the Chicama and Jequetepeque Valleys on the Peruvian north 



coast. Two prirnary burials were found eroding out of the surface of a hillock 

overlooking the site. The excavated burials were determined to belong to a 12- to l 3 -  

yrar-old child and an adult, buried less than 1 metre apart from each other. The body of 

the child lay on its left side, hands clasped near the face. Near the sacrum was a 

perforatrd fish vertebra, which perhaps had been used as a bunon or pendant. The adult. 

probably a younç man, lay on his left side with his hands crossed on the pubis. He 

seemtd to have been buried with a mat. A charcoal sample taken from the campsitr Save 

a radiocarbon date of 10,200 = i 80 B.P.(Chauchat l988:59,6O). No differential treatrnent 

seems to be given to the child compare to the adult male. 

Ortrrrl~tiw - Sllclrer 

The Quirihuac Shelter, in the Moche Valley on the Penivian coast, \vas 

discoxred and çscavated by Paul P. Ossa ( 1978). Undemeath a huge granite boulder 

\vas an overhang which contained a human occupation layer. There was lithic dcbris. 

Iandsnail shells and charcoal, as well as the burials of an adult and a child (Chauchat 

1988293: Ossa 1978293). Radiocarbon results from the bone sarnplrs gave dates 

b r t w e n  9000 and 10000 B.P.(Ossa 1978). Unfortunatel-, no ages at dcath were givtn 

for the individuals (nor other information) but this evidence demonstrates that in this case 

thcrr \vas no differential burial by age or at least. that the sarne type of location was 

considered appropriate for an adult and a child (rven if the. were not buried at the same 

time t .  

l . ' l l ~ ' l ~ ' O ~ ' l 7 t l  C ' L I V ~  

Human skeletal rernains rscavated by Cardich (1964) in the eariiest Ievels of 

Lauricocha Cave L-7 in the Maraiion Basin of the central Andean highlands provide more 

dètailed evidence from the early Holocene. The radiocarbon date for the Ievel in which 

the burials were found is 7566 B.C. Eleven individuats, of whom three were children 



(Burials 9, IO, and 1 ï), were excavated from the cave. The children, as well as those of 

two of the adults, were buried in an otherwise culturally sterile glaciofluvial stratum. 

Burial 9 belonged to an individual who was about 1.5 to 2 years old. The grave 

had been duç next to a large rock projecting from the same glaciofluvial deposit in which 

he or she had been buried. The body was surrounded by some flakes and next to the head 

wcis a piece of red ochre. 

Burial 10 belonged to an individual around 12 years old of indeterminate ses. A 

srnall pit had been dug into sterile sand. The grave was marked by three Stones 

surrounding it. Some of the bones were missing, and the bones that were presenr were 

not in anatomical position. This was either a secondary burial or else anirnals had 

àisturbed it. Artifacts associated with the body included six flake knives, a scraper, five 

polishèd bont points, yellow ochre, a small piecc of turquoise that probably was a 

neckiace bead, and semicrilcined animal bones. 

Burial I l  was placed in a pit between two rocks projecting from the glac~otluvial 

dcposi t .  This individual had been about two years old at death. Grave goods included a 

Id-shapcd point of quartzite and a bone bead. Notably, a large amount of shiny 

magnstite-containinç crystals had been used to cover the grave. 

In contrast to the children's graves, those of the adults w r e  much simpler. They 

were not marked by rocks, nor were the? as deepiy buried. In addition. adult grave goods 

\i rre much simpler, including some animal bones as well as sorne retouched flakes and 

knife-scrapers. Oniy one of the adults received a bit of red ochre. 

Ikt..~ 1 ' L V I ~ U ~ I L I S  

Preceramic burials of children and adults were found in the Tres Ventanas Caves 

located 3t around 4000 rn as1 in the Chilca Basin about 70 kilometres south of Lima. 

Unfortunately the descriptions and stratigraphic data from Cave 1 and Cave II of the Tres 

Ventanas group are a bit confused, with conflicting information given in three different 



articles about where the child burial bundles were recovered (Engel 1970; 1987; 1988b). 

Presumably the most recent article from 1988 has the most accurate information since it 

provides the most detailed information. Two intact funerary bundles containing children 

were recovered from Cave 1. The graves were simple holes dug into the detritus of the 

cave. The bodies were wrapped in fiber mats and straw. They were placed on their backs 

with their legs drawn up. The child in the upper level had some finely made fiber 

clothing, some of which was rubbed with red pigment. A shell amulet and a bone needle 

accompanied the child. The mat wrap was radiocarbon dated to 62905 120 B.P., but 

Engel ( 1988b) considers this to be too old since there was evidence of cultivated beans in 

this lzwl. and he states that agriculture was thought to have developed on the coast 

somewhat later (however, L y ~ ~ c h  [I9801 reported finding cultivated beans from a level in 

Guitarrero Caw dated from between 8600 to about 5600 B.C.). i n  a Preccramic. pre- 

agricultural level below this child was the funerary bundle of another child. 

approslmatcly three years old. A cord was wrapped around this child's neck. 

In Cave 11. the remains of an individual who had been about 12-15 years old was 

recovered. as well as the remains of an adult. The younger individual lay flexed on the 

left side on top of some straw bedding which had a radiocarbon date of 8030 = 120 B.P. 

The body \+ore a mantle of vicufia and was wapped in straw and enwloped by a reed 

mat. The adult individual was also flesed on one side, wrapped with straw and a mat and 

also had a hide n~apping, perhaps of vicuiia. There seem to be little difference between 

the location and treatment of the child and adult burials. 

P m r ? r ~ g *  

The available evidence from the Early Preceramic indicates that adults as w r l l  as 

chi ldrrn. some as young as 1.5 or 2 years old, received burial in the same locations. .All 

of these individuals had been interred individually in simple pits with few or no grave 

coods. Differential mortuary treatment of children and adults is evident in Lauricocha - 



Cave. The children received more attention to their burials than did the adults. Thus, 

only minor differences, if any, occurred between the burials of aduits and children during 

the Early Precerarnic, and in the one example where there were differences, these 

favoured the children rathrr than the adults. The Early Preceramic data provide a very 

usrful baseline for cornparison with later cultures. 

Middle Preceramic 

I'clloniu 

Palorna provides data that give interesting dues as to how children and childhood 

were perceived in the Preceramic. At this site, not only was the monuary treatment of 

infants and children different frorn that of the adults, but the burial pattern changed over 

time. 

Jeffrey Quilter's 1989 book I d f i  urd Brurli ur Puloniu provides the lollowin- 

information. The site, located on the Peruvian Coast just 65 kilometres south of Lima. 

consisted of the buried remains of a village of reed huts. Based on uncalibrated carbon- 

I- I  dates. the village was occupied between 5700 and 1800 B.C., with the main 

occupation occurring betwen 4000 and 2800 B.C. . This period of time was just bcfore 

the transition to food production. Subsistence was based on maritime resourcrs ( fish and 

shrllfishi supplemented by lunzus (desen fog oasis) plants. The population was semi- 

sedentac. Though it is dificult to determine how many huts were occupied at a 

particular point in time, Quilter estirnates that one or two to ten Families w r e  iherc at 

an)- one tirne. Paioma had oniy a very small population. 

O w r  200 burials were excavated at Paloma. Thry were discovered in or near the 

huts. Al1 age classes were represrnted by the burials, includîng infants and fetuses. 

nh ich  in fact made up the greatest proportion of burials. Apparently this was not an 

unusual situation in the Preceramic. Engel (1980:108) noted that it \vas not uncommon 

to find burials of premature babies and neonates in the early and rniddle Holocene sites 
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which he had explored (though he did not mention any sites in particular). The number of 

subadult burials by age category is as follows: 17 fetuses or newboms, 32 infants from O 

to 1 year, 15 children from 1 to 4 years, 14 children from 5 to 9 years, and 1 1  individuals 

from 1 O to 14 years, for a total of 89 subadults. There were 1 10 individuals over 15 years 

of açe (Quitter 1989: 170-1 72). A large proportion of the preserved population (45.6) did 

not live past childhood. 

In genzral (considering the whole population of the site), the bunals were simple. 

Typically (for ali individuals) the bodies were flesed, wapped in straw matting, then 

interred beneath the floor of the hut. Few grave goods were placed near the deceased. 

Man) burials had no gave goods other than the straw wapping, \%hile others receivrd 

only one or two items The most elaborate internent at the site belonçed to a 17-year-old 

male. He \\as missing his entire left leg and had cut marks on his left ilium and nght 

humerus which indicated that he had been the victim of a shark attack. A \yeti-made 

cane structure covered the grave. The grave goods included a mano, wool, a mussrl shcll 

offermg \\ ith ivool. a gourd b o t 4  feathers, hair, a bead stmnç on a quill. a rope \rith 

rlaborate knots and a tassel, a tabular rock and a sea rnammal bone. Quilter ( 198939) 

spçculates that the reason for this individual's elaborate bufial was his accidental and 

1 iolent death. 

Most bunals were single inhumations but there were three cases of double infant 

burial (B.27 A&B, B.115 A&B, and B.153 A&B), one case of a double adult b u d  

i B 1-12 A&B). a multiple buna1 with two adult fernales, an adult maie and a Gyear-old 

male (8.213. B.? 15 , B.222, and B . X ) ,  and a multiple burial of a 32-year-old individual 

i unknown ses) with a fetus and an infant (B. 12 1 A.B.&C). In some instances therc ma! 

have been double burials ivith an adult and a child buried together, 'ince some graves 

containrd a few adult bones \vith a few child bones (e.g., B. 103 A&B, B. 110 A&B. and 

B. 115 ABB). Except for one or two cases where infants were placed in what were 

apparently abandoned storage pits (unfortunately no burial number \vas given for thrse 



burials nor was there mention of these in the list of burials in the appendix), the buna1 

pits were specially dug. Also, there was one instance where an infant or fetus (Burial 48) 

\vas buried in a large gourd. However, these last two contexts (storage pits and a gourd) 

w r e  unusuat for infant burials at the site, as will be seen below. 

At Paloma there was differential mortuary treatment according to age. It seems 

that not onlp did children, especially infants, receive different buna1 treatment from the 

adults, the. received special treatment. The most special grave good, For example. 

bçlongrd to a two-year-old who had the finest necklace at the site. It was of Stone 

pendants. bamacle beads. and crab claws. This burial was found in an earlier level of the 

site, Level 500, which dated to between 7000 and 5500 B.P. 

The ktus/infant burials in the structure knom as House 28 also came from an 

sarly level (Levcl 400/500) of the site and represented another notable example of the 

speîial trearinent of the very young at Paloma. While most of the structures at Paloma 

tcnded to be circular. House 28 \ a s  more quadrangular. On the east side of the structure 

w r t  t\r-elw small burial pits for premature or neonatai infants. (This was differcnt from 

the regular panrm of startinç burials on the west side of the houses). The floor on the 

\\est side of the structure was clear of an? artifacts or featurrs. Apparently this structure 

had not bern uscd for domestic purposes whrrras the othrr intetments at the site \vert 

found in structures used for habitation. 

Another structure, House 13, may also have originally bcen used for infant and 

child burials, rhough there were also some aduit burials. Several of these Young burials 

i four out of ten infantichild b u d s  in this structure) had shell offerings such as mussel. 

.\&rli~s sp.. and lomas snail. items that were found in other infan~child burials as well as 

in adult burials. Single musse1 shell valves containing offerings were found in eight 

infant graves (2j0h of the infant burials) and six adult graves (5?i of the adult burials) at 

the site. Cut shell disks and crescents were associated with Tegula shells. and only in 
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monuary contexts (e.g., Burial I l 2  of an infant). Shell disks were also found in and 

around Houses 12, 13, and 28. 

The burial patterns for infants and fetuses changed over time at Paloma. In the 

later levels, infants and fetuses were interred in the domestic structures along ~ l t h  the 

other household members. 

At Paloma, only 17 of the over 200 burials contained tools as grave çoods. Only 

two of these graves related to nonadults. In the appendix containing information on the 

burials, I found information relating to only one subadult burial. interestingly, Burial 79 

belonged to an infant or fetus who was accompanied by a piece of an unidentified bone 

mol in the grave (alonç with fish bones and what appeared to be a squash seed). 

Palrodrmographic work at Paloma was carried out by Robert Benfer ( l984)? He 

found that thrrc was a hiçher rate of mortality amongst the Young in the earlier levels as 

compared to the later ones. In Levels 400 (5500-7000 B.P.) and below, -18% of 

individuals dicd before the ape of ten ycars. This figure was 3556 in Levrl 300 (5200- 

5500 B.P ) and 38°,~ in Level 200 (4600-5200 B.P.). 

Over 1 8 O i  of the Pûloma bunals were aged one year or younger (including fetusrs 

and stillboms). Excluding the fetal remains, 1 gO/O were infants. The percentage of infant 

deaths (including fetusesj dscreases at Paloma from the Level JO0 (38°,0) to Lecel 300 

( ? B o  O )  to Level 200 ( 17%). 

Brnfer ( 1984534438) sesed the fetal and infant remains by using Weaver's 

( 1980) technique of examining the auricular surface morpholog of the ilia (though this 

inrthod may be tlawed, as \vil1 be discussed latrr on). In his text, Benfer stated that there 

18 fernale infants and 7 male infants under the age of one year, indicatins that man! 

more infant females than males died at Paloma, supponing an interpretation of fernale 

infanticide. Unfonunately, it was not clear where he obtained these numbers or if he 

included the fetuses in these values because his Table 21.1 shoninç the are and ses 

distribution of the Paloma burials listed 6 males, 11 females, and 15 individuals of 



unknown sex in the 0-1 year category. Two males, five females, and nine individuais of 

unknown srx were in the fetal category according to the table. Thus, the nurnbers of 

male and fernale individuals under one year of age listed in the table do not add up to the 

numbrr of male and female individuais under one year of age mentioned in the test. 

The adult sex ratios were also skewed in a couple of adult agr groups. There 

wwe 18 males and 10 females in their 20s (the greatest difference in mortality occumng 

in the açe 25-29 category). On the other hand, more adult females than adult males were 

represented in the category of individuals in their 30s (the greatest difference in mortality 

occurrinç in  the age 30-34 category). The sex ratios were not skewed, however, when 

considering the total number of males and the total nurnbrr of females over the age of 15 

years: 48 males and 16 females. 

( ' ~ I / L ~ z  

Only right kilometres away from Palorna, on a bank of the Chilca River, Engel 

i i 9% 3 1. 36 1 recordrd a Preceramic villasr and nearby cemetery, desigated l l b  VI14 

and IZb Vll-680 respectively, which in the catalog of sites are called Pantano II but 

elsrwherr are referred to as ChiIca Monument I (Quilter 1989) or as Chilca, Pueblo 1 .  

The ~ i I lagr  site consisted of about 50 huts and was occupird interminently. The carbon- 

14 dates range brtwren approximately 5700 to 3600 B.P These dates overlap with those 

at Palonia. Food remains found in the huis indicate that subsistence was based upon 

marine rcsources and cultivation (Engel N88a: 16). The adjacent cemetery (Figure 6 )  

seerns to br  of a sirnilar age as the seulement but Engel suspects that the first settlcrs 

buricd their drad inside the village and the Iater occupants buried their dead in the 

cemeten. 

Burial data were given by Engel (1988a) for 6 1 adult and 37 subadult burials ( 15 

fetusrs, 8 infants, 10 children, and 1 youths). The subadults accounted for 37.7?6 of the 

buried individuals. Three types of rnonuary treamient occurred at Chilca 1: ( 1 )  isolated 



burials where one or occasionally two bodies were inside cr outside a hut, (2) multiple 

burials, where in one instance eight adults were buried together in a hut, and (3) 

collective burials in a cemetery. Children, as well as adults, were represented in both hut 

and cemetery burials but in the one multiple burial they were absent. Even newboms and 

fetuses received burials in the huts and in the cemetery (Figure 7). Ail bodies wore 

clothes and were n~apped in matting forming a bundle tied by cords. Many bunals were 

found with no items, others only had a few. When grave goods were present, they were 

usually objects such as tools (eg ,  manos, knives. or chisels) or personal adomments 

such as seed. stone, or shell necklaces. 

.At Chilca, some adults had stones placed on their stomach and abdomen. Other 

adults had woodsn stakes driven throuçh them. One infant about six rnonths old (Tomb 

6 5  ) u s  hr ld d o w  by a nçcdle. 

Fetuses were wrapped in rnatting of plant fibres and then pushed into gourds, 

\vhich w r e  intcrred undcr a hut floor or in the cemetery. Twçnty-seven percent of the 

frtus burials (four out of fifteen fetuses) had anifacts other than the mats or gourds. 

Some interestin- esamples of fetal burials include Tombs 6 and 10 which were in huts 

and Tombs 49 and 90, which were in the cemetery. Tomb 6 contained a fetus's body 

w a p p e d  in a taprstry decorated with some purple feathers. A knife \vas placed under the 

bundle. The fetus in Tomb 10 had grave goods which included a bone bodkin. an ryrd 

nerdle. another bone tool, a grinding stone. a fragment of hematite, shellfish and plant 

remains (Figure 8). The fetus in Tomb 49 had a necklace of green and red stones. The 

individual in Tomb 90 wore a fine twined shirt decorated with whok shells, seeds and 

little shell beads which had been sewn on. There was also a necklace of tubular shells. 

One infant (Tomb 481, who represented 12.506 of infant burials, and one child 

i Tomb 3 8 ). who represented 1 OO/a of the child bunals. also had necklaces but the majority 

of infants and children did not have any grave goods associated with them. A higher 



percentage of fetuses were associated nlth grave goods as cornpared to the infants and 

children. 

There was a grave (Tomb 67) that contained the remains of a woman with a fetus 

b u k d  beneath her. Another double burial (Tomb 47) contained two children. 

As mentioned above, tools were found in Tombs 6 and 10, which belonged to 

fetusçs. These represented 13% of the fetus burials. Sixteen out of 6 1 (26%) of the adult 

craves contained tools, as well. 
CI 

G i ~ w i p m r n t  96 cinti lirllage 5 14 

A two-cornponent site from the Paracas Bay area of the south Coast \vas also 

investigated by Engel ( 198 1 ). Both components brlonged to the Preceramic and 

contained child and adult burials not too different from those at Paloma and Chilca. 

The oldrr component, designated Encampment 96, dated to around 8000-9000 

B.P. ( Engel 198 1 :X). A double burial of an adult and a child of around five to eight 

years of agc aas  thought to belonç to this component (Engel 1981:36)+ A large twined 

mat envcloped both of the bodies. The child was wapped with another mat of reeds. and 

the hcad \vas covcred by a vicufia fur attached with two strings, one of which formed a 

decorative knot on the chest of the child. 

Village 5 14 represented the reoccupation of the site between 6000 and 1000 years 

ago. \ \ * h m  early farming \ a s  practiced and people had settled into a village of huts. The 

burials. likr at Paloma and Chilca were simple, with the bodies wrapped in mats. In this 

case. however' the youngest indivîduals (one infant was around one to two yearr old, the 

other was two to three years old) did not have an. anifacts other than clothing. An 

individual of around 15 years of age had a chopper, an urchin, a large musscl, and a 

scabird nlnç on the chest. Aduits also had a few sirnilar objects, including tools. 



5 2  
Osstcun~ of Cùbezas Largas 

Ençel did encounter one cemetery which did not have the usuai Preceramic 

rnortuary pattern. On the Paracas Peninsula, at the Ossuary of Cabezas Largas, a site 

slightly later than Paloma, Engel (1981:X) States that " [n]o children bones were found, 

nor thosr of foctuses which are usually numerous in any preceramic buna1 ground." 

S o m  elaborate adult bundles were found but the majority of corpses were just thrown 

in? Apparently not everybody was treated equally. 

Sirnrrnary 

A large nurnber of Middle Preceramic burials have been excavated, largely from 

the south central Coast, giving imponant data conceming the mortuary treatment of 

different age categories. All age cateçories, includinç fetuses and infants. are present in 

the cornmunit- bunal grounds (except at Cabezas Largas). Even the youngest individuals 

( 1 .e.. the k t  uses) received careful individual internent and often had arti facts 

xcompanying them. Some of thesr objects were of a special nature and sometimcs even 

tètuses had tools placcd in their graves. A hiçher proportion of the fetuscs and infants 

had -rave goods as compared to the older children. Note that not al1 the adults had 

artifacts with them. 

Late Precerarnic 

:J.~ld , C n11 

Greater differences betwren the monuary treatment of children and adults 

occurred at Asia 1. a srnall village found in the Ornas drainage about 110 kiiometres 

south of Lima (Figure 9). Once again, Engel ( 1963) was the investigator who escavated 

this Precerarnic site. Food remains indicate that subsistence was based on horticulture. 

plant gathcrinç, shellfish collrcting, fishing, and hunting. Burials were hund both within 

the patios of an architectural compound and outside (Figure 10). Fom-nine funerary 



bundles were excavated frorn 40 pit graves (some graves had more than one bundle). 

The remains comprised 30 adults, 3 adolescents, and 16 children. One half of the 

children, (Le., eight individuals), were described as being infants. Most of the graves had 

been duç into refuse and sometimes passed through the earthen floors. The rest of the 

pits had been dug d o m  from the surface during the last period of village occupation. 

Not al1 of the burial bundles were complete. A couple of adult burials were missing 

heads, whilr three adults were represented only by skulls. Two adult bodies were 

represented by only some of the bones of the body, but it seems that these burials had 

been disturbed. There were also incomplete child bundles: four represented by skulls and 

threc by bundles w-ith bones missing. 

Bunais varicd in the number of mais used to w a p  the bundles, anywhere from 

one to six mats were used. The majority had two or three mats. Of the bunals with only 

one mat, sis of these belonged to adults (70°/0 of the adults) and one (Grave 43) belonged 

io a child (6% of the child sarnple). On the othrr hand, there were two bundles with four 

mats: one belonged to an adult (j06 ofàdults) and the other (gave 6 )  belonged to a child 

(6O0 of the children). Havinç feww mats did not mean that a bundle was less impressive, 

ho\vever. Threr of the bundles having only two mats had been made into attractive. 

daborate shapes. Two of these elaborate bundles belonged to chiidren. That of grave 29 

\vas made into a coffin which was decorated by an elaborate system ofstraps, strings. and 

knois. That of grave 15 (an infant) had the shape of an animal. 

The distribution of cloth pieces at Asia was studied by Moseley ( 1992: 105). There 

\vas a definite variation in the number of fabrics found in each gave. Escept for one 

adult srcondary burial. al1 the bundles contaîned fabrics ranging from one çannent or 

fragment to wious  layen of different fabrics. The principal garment of the adults was a 

large rectangular cloak. Children's bundles were treated in a variety of ways. In some 

cases the childs body was wapped in various fabrics, bound with straps and belts. In 

othrrs, the child was in a bag or cradle. The esamples of burials with a large variet! of 



fabncs belonged to adults. It must be noted, though, that the majority of fabrics had 

drcayed so it was difficult to assess the original amount of fabrics. 

Aduits were more likely to have artifacts in addition to mats and fabrics (over 

two-thirds of the adults as compared to one-half of the infants and children). In general, 

those adult bundles containing artifacts had a çreater number and variety of objects such 

as omamrnts and tools than did the subadult ones. Examples of artifacts found with the 

infants and children include shells, necklaces of bone, stone or shell beads, an ornament 

of bird plumage, bird bone tubes, gourds, a slate tablet holding a sparkling flake of hard 

stonr: which was also inlaid nith green stones and shell beads. Plants and seeds were 

also included in some of the bundles. 

Tools were also found in many of the burials. Adults were more likrly to have 

tools and a mater  quantity of them than the subadults. One half of the adult graves 

contained tools but three out of eiçht (37.5?'0) of the infant graves had tools and two out 

of 16 ( 17Y0) of the child burials had a tool. Note that a higher percentag of infants had 

tools as cornparcd to thr children. One infant had three spindle whorls, another hnd a 

bone spatula. and the third had a possible grinding stone. The two children who were 

found in one bundle had a possible hammentone. 

One infant burial is pûnicularly notable because i t  was the only grave located in 

its own stone structure (Figure I I ) .  This is Graie 45 which \vas found in a structure of 

uncut stones with a pit linrd with two rows of stone. Many stones and a possible 

minding stonr were laid on the bundle as well as a length of knotted recd rope. The child - 
\\as wapped in an unusual mat bundle which at one end lookçd like projecting tins, 

civing i t  an animal shape. A decorated twined cloak or blanket u~apped the body. There - 
\\as 3. looped bag at the fetr, and more looped fabnc at the neck and on the skull. There 

\\ère ivood sticks in the bundle in addition to twigs and gourd fragments. 

hnifacts were also found with the incomplete burials. Grave 3 contained a child's 

skull nsapped in at least two mats bound ivith braided and twisted ropes and in several 



layers of looped and twined fabrics, one of which \vas feather decorated. Objects that 

accompanied the skull included a necklace of bone beads, a Stone bead on the skull, 

some feathers, and a wad of sliced reed stems. An omament of bird plumage seemed to 

decorate the head. This is an elaborate treatment of a chtld's rernains. 

Grave 10 contained the skult of an adult (who had cut marks on the skull and the 

skin  from his face tom off) and the skulls of three infants. The skulls had been wapped 

in mats. One of the infant skulls was associated with a necklace of bone discs. The adult 

skull had offerinçs such as an engraved tray holding a mirror, shell pendants, a bone pin, 

feathcrs and red pigment. 

( ' 1  r lc. b rc1.s 

Culrbras \vas a large Preceramic village with substantial constructions of basal t 

blocks set in  clay mortar. Subsistence \ a s  basrd upon fishing, the raising of guinea pigs, 

and apparcntly some cultivation. Burials were drscribed as being wrapped in many 

layers of cloth and being accompanied by many omaments, çourd vessels, and foodstufis. 

the graves thcmselves were placed undrr the floors of houses or in the ccmetery. No 

mention was made of the age of the buned individuais, if there wvere child or infant 

burials escavated at the site. or if there wvere midden burials. However, as mentioned at 

the bcginning of the chapter, Lanninç ( 1967:65) made a broad generalization about the 

burials of adults and children during the Late Precrramic, then later on discusses the site 

of Culebras. The reader is led to understand that Culebras followed these patterns. 

though sprcitic burial data from the site is not given. According to Lanning, dunng the 

Lote Prrceramic most aduits and adolescents were buried in cemeteries, with man! 

textiles and claborate bunal goods. Children, on the other hand, were buried randomly in 

middrns with fcw textiles and not many grave goods. 

Thus, it is possible that differential mortuary treamient of adults and children did 

occur at the site of Culebras, but unfortunately the description is not clear. 



.-lspero 

The Late Preceramic site of Aspero, located in the Supe Valley near the ocean, 

fentured estensive midden deposits and large constructions including ceremonial 

inounds, plazas and tenaces. Subsistence \vas based primaril y on fishing. Cultivation 

was mainly for the production of gourds and conon which were used in fishing. Some 

othrr food plants such as squash, chili peppers, legumes, and achira were grow-n but were 

secondary in  the diet. An average of radicarbon dates for charcoal found in the structure 

k n o w  as Huaca de los Sacrificios is 2857 B.C. (Feldrnan 1980:146). 

S e i e n  burials were excavated by Robert Feldman (1980,1985) at Aspero. Three 

of thèse rrprcsented infants and four burials were of adults. One infant and one adult 

were buried in an architectural context on a mound (Huaca de los Sacrificios) whereas 

the rest of the infants and the adults were found in the middcn axas (but apparently hûd 

been buried before refuse had accumulated). 

Thc richly adornrd infant burial (undcr tivo months old) in the Huaca de los 

Sacri ficios is one of the most notable of any Precrramic burials. Around the head of this 

!-oung individual were found ovcr 500 beads of shell. bonc, plant stem, and clay or silt 

Stone which at one  time must have been part of a cap or hat. The body was flesed and 

woppcd in twined cotton textiles. The bundle was placed in a basket, which was 

b~appcd in more textiles. A mat was rolled around the bundle and tied with srrips of 

twined white cotton cloth. A gourd was also found. A bundle of two textiles (one al1 

\\.hite and the othrr decorated with b r o w  îtripts) was placed next to the buna1 bundle. 

X tinely worked four-lesged grindstone camçd from a single boulder had been invened 

to cover the two bundlrs. The adult burial, found about 3.5 metres away from the infant, 

on the samr clay floor' lacked gave goods except for a broken gourd and some poorly 

prcsrrvrd ivrappings of coaon textiles and reed matting. 



The other infant and adult intermenu were very simple. One point of interest, 

though, is that an infant (under two months old) in the midden area was buried about 70 

cm above an adult. Near the infant's body was a gourd with some rope on top and the 

other end of the rope leading to the adult burial bundle undemeath. 

Another infant (about 1 month old) had been placed, extended, between two thin 

pirces of wood or bark, then wrapped with Cotton textiles. Small cobbles covered the 

torso pan of the bundle. Three shell anifacts were the only grave goods. 

IA  Gtrfguh 

Located in the northem highlands of Peru, in the Department of Ancash, La 

Galsada was the contemporav of Aspero and Asia. The site was apparently first 

occupieci about 3000 B.C. by settled agncultural people. In addition to houses, small 

chambrrs were built where firepit ceremonies took place. Over tirne, these chambers 

coalesccd into tempies which in turn werr convened to tombs whrn further consrrucrion 

tollo\vrd. As a result. two large ceremonial plritforni mounds surrounded by othcr 

structures w r e  formrd. The site \vas abandoned by 1500 B.C. Occupation o f  the site 

thus cottred the Late Precerarnic and the early part of the subsequent Initiai Period whcn 

ceramic production brgan in the area (Grirder et ai. 1988). 

Sistern tombs containing multiple burials were identified. The early chambers 

w r r  buil t into the firepit chambers and were smaller than the lnter galle5 tombs which 

nere constructed outside of the firepit chambers. The tombs contained the remains of 

men. women, and c hildren. Paleodemographic information indicates that perhaps not al 1 

mrmbers of the population had equal access to the tombs (Grkder er ai. 1988: 196). 

During the Preceramic (around 3700-3800 B.P.), 3506 o f  the bodies i ~ .  the tombs 

belonged to subadults (under 70 years old) and 7096 (or 17.5?/0 overall) of these were 

undrr iive years of age (Grieder et al. 1988:105). It seems that the moftditj rate for 

infants and Young children was very high but these o u n g  individuals were strongly 



under-represented in the tomb since it was expected that around half of the dead should 

have been infants and young children. Later on in the Initial Penod (around 3400 B.P.), 

44?6 of the individuals placed in Tornb E-1157 were subadults, with 2596 of these (or 

1 1 O 1 i  of al1 individuals) being less than five years of age (Grieder et al. 1988: 105). The 

infant and early childhood mot-tality was apparentiy lower and the inclusion of infants 

and Young children was more common. In this particular tomb, there was a more even 

distribution of ages, with individuals in the 5-9 year old, 10-14 year old and 15-19 year 

old cateçories, probably indicatinç more stress (nutritionai and/or disease) durinç the 

lifecYcle..' 

Manp of the tombs had been looted. However, information from one panially 

dcstro)ed tomb (C-12:D-1) does illustrate the kinds of anifacts found with adults and 

children (Grieder et al. 1988246-247). Three of the seven adults were associated with 

clothing and personal adornments whereas two of the four or tive children had textiles 

but no jewelry. 

S' l i t? i r? lq i ,  

During the Late Preceramic, infant interments were found in the same burial areas 

as adults though perhaps not in the numben one would espect from societics where 

infant mortality must have bcen high. At La Galgada infants were undrr-represented in 

group tornbs durinç the Late Preceramic but were includrd more often during the 

substqurnt Initial Period. The infant burial on Huaca de los Sacrificios ai Aspero \vas 

thc most elaborate of any of the Precerarnic burials that have been rscavated, but the 

other infant and adult interments at Aspero were quite simple. At Asia (and possibly at 

Cuiebras) there was a tendency for infants and children to receive less elaborate rnortuary 

treatment than the adults. 



Cornparison witb Contemporary Practices Outside of Peru 

As in Peru and the central Andean area during the Preceramic, similar rnortuary 

patterns seem to have occurred in other areas of South Arnerica. The following examplrs 

from nonhern Chile, Ecuador, and Colombia have been included for comparative 

purposes. 

(%rncAorro (mrihern Chile) 

The Chinchorro Tradition occurred along the extreme nonhem Coast of Chile. 

Sraning around 60004000 B.C., small groups of people became fisher folk with a sea- 

orientrd technolog. Monuary practices persisted over a long time for the Chinchorro 

( unti l 500 B.C. 1. Burials occurred in cemeteries, in groups of several people of different 

age and ses, usually with three to sis children and two or more adults (Rivera 19955 1). 

There \vas a hi-h number of infants and fetuses tvho were $ben special rnortuary 

treatmént. The focus was on the bodies. not on mave goods IAmaza 1995:60). 

The Chinchorro are noted for rnumrnifying their dead. Somr of the 

mumrnitication occurred naturally because of the rstreme aridity of the Atacama Drsen. 

t\ni ticial mummi fication was also practiced (Figure 12). Radiocarbon dates indicati: that 

the narural mummies pre- and post-date the artificial ones (Ahaza 1995: 135). One t y e  

of artificial mummification involved very complex procedures of removing the skin and 

or-ans from the body, drying the body with hot ashes, filling the cavities with straw and 

placing sticks to keep the bundie wll-packed, modeling the face and body with clay. and 

the application of bandages of skin (Rivera 199555).  An example tiom one site. 

Camarones- 15, demonstrates that infants also received comples mummification (Rivera 

1995:51). The t~vo  infants had their faces covered with clay that had been paintrd red. 

Tlieir Iizads w r e  adomed with the feathers of tropical birds sevn tosether in a 

complicatrd fashion to make crowms. Offerings found with the bodies included pieces of 



brom doned pelt (probably feline), water bags of sea lion bladder, and figurines of 

Stone, wood and bone. 

In the case of the Chinchorro, older children also received careful treatment 

(Rivera 1995:65,67). Two boys, around 8 to 10 years old, at the Camarones site had 

feathrred head omaments, as well as Mine furs as wappings, baskets, and cotton-and- 

wool textiles. 

According to h a z a  (1995:59,135,137), it is possible that the artificial 

mumini fication techniques were first practiced on children. At the Camarones 14 (ca. 

5050 B.C.) and Camarones 17 (ca. 1980 B.C.) cerneteries, al1 of the children wrre 

artificially mummified but the adults had mummified naturally. At a latrr sitr known as 

Morro I ,  both artificially mummified children and adults were burird nest to each othrr 

ica. j?gO-X! 10 Y.C.). Thcre were 96 bodies: 42 children and 54 adults. Of the comples 

muinmies at this site, 579'0 were subadults. Since only the children were radiocarbon 

datrd at these sites, however, it has not been confimed that the practice started nith the 

children What is important to note is that while both adults and children received 

ani ficial m timrni fication, this proceciure was done more often on the children. 

[.US I >prs r( h s r d  f~cziudory 

The sitr of Las Vegas on the Coast of Ecuador \vas occupied by Precèrarnic 

people  ho had an unspecialized rconomy which incl uded hunting, tishing, gathcring. 

and primitive farming. The burials from the Late Las Vegas phase (8000-6600 B.P.) 

rrprrsrnt the larçest group of skeletons of such great age reported in the New World. 

The remains of 171 adults and 70 subadults were uncovered by archaeologist Karen 

Stothen ( 1985 1 and analyzed by the phpsical anthropologist Douglas Ubelaker i 1980 ). 

Therr wrre three hpes of bunais practiced: ( 1 )  prtmay, single burials. ( 2 )  small 

secondary bunals and (3) large secondas bunals. Subadults, in addition to adults, were 

included in al1 three types of burials. 



Thirty-four primary, single burials were located in deep midden. nine of which 

belonged to subadults (two infants in addition to seven individuals between eight io 

fiftern years old)(Ubelaker 1980). The skeletons were often flexed and lying on their 

sides (Stothert 1985:624-615). The subadults were found more frequently on their lefi 

sides but there were no differences found between adult males and females with respect 

to burial position. Whereas adult males tended to be interred with their heads oriented 

to the \vat, only one of nine subadults were placed this way, and the adult females were 

oriented any way without preference. Stones were placed on one infant burial, as well as 

a on a double buna1 of a male and female in their early twenties. 

Somr offerings ivere associated with primary b u d s  and included neatly 

rectangular srcondary bone bundles (ser below), shell and lithic items, and pigment. 

Stoihen ( 1985:617) notes that the sample of primary burials is small, but it seemed that 

the adult fernales (7406 of 19 burials) and subadults (780.0 of 9 bunals) were more likely 

to have durable ottrrings than the adult males ( 56?/b of 9 burials). 

The fragrnentary or relativcly completr remains of one or more adults and 

subadults were also contained in small secondan bunals in deep midden, in shallowv 

contsxts. and also in association with primary burials. Esamples of secondary burials 

associatcd with primary burials are Featurr 3 with a primary burial of an adult, probably 

fernale? associated nith sccondary burial bundle containing the remains of a subadult that 

was about 15 ytars old at drath and Feaiurc 13 with the prima- burial of an 1 1-year-old 

associated with the secondary burial of an adult male(Stothert 1985:Figure 8; Ubelaker 

1950:5,6). Thus a child primary burial could be associated with a srcondary subadult 

burial or vice versa. The small seconda- burials did not have grave çoods t Stothçn 

l985:627). 

Four large seconda- burials (ossuaries) with adults and subadults were 

escavatcd. The bones may have been heaped into pits or rlse placed in a structure. One 

croupin2 had the partial remains of at least 17 adults and I I  subadults ( 1  I individuals 
C 



wtxe between birth to 1 year, five were between 1 and 2 yean, one \vas 3 years, one was 

4 years, one was 5 years, one was 7 years and one was 9 years)(Ubeiaker 1980:9). Also 

within the bone pile were a partially articulated adult male and hvo articulated subadults 

tright and nine years old). Another articulated subadult lay immediately beneatt Ihe 

ossuary (Stothen 1985:625). Two of the other ossuaries had a sirnilar dçmogaphic 

profile whilc the founh contained the remains of ten adults and one infant who \vas nine 

months of age (Ubelaker 1980:5,9.11). The large secondary burials had some simple 

items such as shell. animal teeth, coloured beach pebbles, and modified pebble tools in 

association (Stothert 1985:627). 

lnterments at Las Vegas must have occurred in two stages, with the primary burial 

as a tirst step, then reburied in secondary burials. Al1 categories of individuals (males 

and fernales, adults and children) were represented in the secondary burials (Stothen 

1955:628). 

.-/yccm~q"~c I( 'cntrul (Xonrbiq  

The site of Aguazuque in the Boçotj. Savannah of the eastem hiçh plateau of 

Colornbia has provided late Preceramic buna1 data. The site j a s  rxcavatrd in 1984 by 

Concîl Urrego ( 1989) and his collragurs. Açuazuque was successively occupied from 

5025 B.P until 1725 B.P. There are the remains of huts that probably were similar to 

those found during the Preceramic on the central Coast of Peni. Subsistencç focused on 

the hunting of dcer and srnaller prey, shrllfish collectionl fishinç, and the intensive 

collection of nuts and other plant products uith the addition of some cultivated plants 

later on. There \vas a trend to sedentism over time. 

A total of 59 burials was registered at the site. These included single burials, 

double burials. and a collective burial. Priman and seconda? inhumations were 

practiced. Adults and children were represented in al1 these types of burials. At 

.Aguazuque the bones of adults and children were often decorated 151th pigments. 



Single burials of children included those of older children (around seven to 

twelve years old), as well as fetuses and infants (Correal Urrego 1989:144,151). Even 

the bones of the very young had been covered with p ipen t .  

Double burials at the site occurred in three forms: double interrnents of adults, 

double interments of children, and interments of aduIts with children. A double child 

burial involvrd individuals who were about four to six years old (Coneal Urrego 

1989: 143). The bones were impregnated with white lime and red ochre was scattered on 

the floor and over the remains. Grave ofTerings included a mortar and the remains of 

came animals. In another gave, nest to the remains of an adult woman were found 
Y 

adolescent cranial bones that had been drcorated with red pigment and nacre-colourrd 

spots (Correal Urrego 1989:159). Beneath these lay the skeleton of a full-term fetus. 

A collective burial had strong ritualistic tones (Correal Urrego 1989: 139.14 1,258- 

259). The remains of 21 individuals, including males and fernales, adults. youths and 

children were arranged in a circle with a diameter of 4.5 metres. The southern part of the 

circle \vas closrd bu the semi-tlesed iower estrernities (pelvic. leg and foot bones) of 

anothçr 1wo individuals and a goup of derr bones. Some isolated and bumed human 

bones. and two fia-mented skulls which had been painted were also present. Offerings 

accornpanying the inhumations includrd animal bones (deer, guinea pig, and pecca-) 

and somr utilitarian objects such as mortars, scrapers, flakes. and bone tools. 

Summary of Preceramic Mortuary Treatment of Children 

Contrary to Lanning's (1967:65) assertion that children were buned apart frorn 

adults and received few grave goods, the monuary treatment of children dui-ing the 

Preceramic in Pen  is quite notable for the inclusion of the very Young in the collective 

burial grounds of cornmunities. At Paloma infants and fetuses made up a large proportion 

of burials (Quilter 1989). Engel (1980:108) noted that it was not uncornmon to find 



burials of premature babies and neonates in the early and middle Holocene sites which he 

had esplored. Children, including infants, were often buried in primary, single burials 

when this was the pattern for adults as well; or when multiple burials were practiced, 

the- were usually included, too. They were also included in the more unusual burial 

practices such as at Asia when three infant skulls were found with an adult skull or at 

Chilca whcrs bodies were occasionally pinnrd down by stakes or needles. 

Differential monuary treatment of subadults did occur, however. The children at 

Lauricocha Cave were interred in  deeper pits than the adults and were marked by rocks. 

One child's grave had crystals spread over it. At Chilca, the bodies of fetuses were 

placed in gourds before burial. Fetuses and infants were buried in a separate, distinct 

structure at Paloma. 

Within the subadult cateçorv, there were differences in the arnounts of anifacts 

found with ktuses and infants as compared to children. At Paloma, the only subadult 

i u t h  a tool was a fetus. Infants wrre more likely to be buried with artifacts than were 

children. .\ hiçhcr proportion of the fetuses, as compared to the infants and children, at 

Chilca were buried with grave goods other than mats. The infants at Asia were more 

oftcn associated with tools than were the children. 

Not only did Preceramic children receive gave  çoods, often these goods were of 

a special nature when compared to the goods associated with older individuals. The 

children at Lauricocha Cave had ochre, beads, and projectile points within thcir gaves 

whsreas the adul ts only had some retouched flakes. knife-scrapers and animal bones. 

The tinest necklace at PaIoma was associated with a child and cut shetl discs and 

crescents were also associated ni th  children. The rnost elaborate burial of the 

Preceramic was that of the infant buried at Huaca de los Sacrificios with a finely worked 

four-lcgged basin, hundreds of beads and fine textiles accompanying the remains. 



Tools were most commonly found with adults but it is interesting to note that 

rven fetuses and infants, as well as oldrr children, occasionaily were associated with 

tools. for esample at Lauricocba, Paloma, Chilca, and Asia. 

Evidence for infanticide durinç the Preceramic is ambiçuous. A cord was found 

around the neck of a three-year-old at Tres Ventanas. Possibly there was a skewed sex 

ratio at Paloma indicating the practice of fernale infanticide (though see the discussion in 

the final chapter). At Asia, three infant skulls were found interred with an adult skull 

that had evidence of the removal of t'tesh. 

In other areas of South Amenca, contemporary çroups also included infants and 

children in their community b u d  places and accordrd sirnilar or more elaborate 

treatment to the remains of their Young mernbers than they did to adults. AH age goups 

wrrr  reprrsented in primary, secondan, and ossuary burials at Las Vegas in Ecuador. A 

sirnilar situation occurred at Aguazuque in Colornbia where single and double prima- 

inhumations. as well as a collective burial included childrrin and adults. Even ktuses 

receivsd their min separate gaves and colourants such as red ochre or white pigment. 

The Chinchorros were notable for the elaborate mummification of their dead and the Fact 

that this procrdure was done more ofien on children than adults. 

The Peruvian Preceramic covered a long period of time and though ihere are 

somr common patterns in the monuary treatment of children, changes did occur ovcr this 

stage. During the Early Preceramic. children received sirnilar, or in one instance, more 

elaboraie treatrnent than adults. There was evidence of change at Paloma dunng the 

Middle Prrcrramic as initially the fetuses were buried in a separate structure but later on 

w r e  included in buriaIs in domestic structures with other members. Children and infants 

are present in the cemetery and hut burials at Chilca but are absent from a multiple burial 

involvin- eight adults. Over time there was a trend to less elaborate treatment or at least 

difirent treatment. At the Late Preceramic site of Asia, while some child burial bundles 

wcre fairly elaborate and an infant \vas the only individual to receive its owvn structure? in 



general children received fewer and less elaborate goods than the adults. Apparently the 

monuary treatmrnt of children at Culebras represented less effort than that given to the 

adults. On the other hand, the most rlaborate bunal of the Preceramic belonged to an 

infant buried within a platform at Aspero and accompanied by luury  goods. This did 

not represent the usual burial treatment of infants at the site. The other infants found 

buried at the site had very simple graves. At La Galgada, a highland site occupied during 

the Late Precrramic and Initial Period, infants and children during the earlirr componrnt 

were less represented in the communal gaves but their representation increased over 

time, a trend that is in contnst to the changes on the Coast. 

Child burials seem to occur within different contexts after the Preceramic and the 

nest chaptrr \vil1 illustrate this. 

Notes: 

1 .  No information about House 13 was availabie but Houses 13 and 38 had infant and 
child burials. 

2. There are discrepancies in the totals of individuals in each age category as presented 
by Quiltrr < 1989) and Benfer ( 1984) but this is probably due to the fact that Benfer had 
some individuals in general cateçories  ho must have been given more precise ages by 
the tiine of the later publication. 

3. Enyrl does not speci$. into what the bodies were throwm but presumably he rnrant a 
pit or pits dug into the sand. 

4. Wood et al. ( 1992344) point out that demographic nonstationarity can ma te  
difficulties in reconstmctinç the demography of past populations. Small variations in 
fenility have large effects on the age-at-death distribution. 



CHAPTER IV 

AFTER THE PRECERAhlIC : CHANGING COXCEPTIONS OF CHUDRES 
-4XD CHILDROOD 

Introduction 

The use of ponecy in Peru is associated with societies that relied upon intensive 

food-producing agriculture. These populations were organized into permanent 

seitlrments which &en featured large monumental constructions, which must have 

rrquired geat  amounts of labour and centralized authority. These societies were 

cornplex. with evidence for different occupational roles, for example administration or 

çraft specialization, and the existence of inequalities between socio-economic groups. 

1-lowever. such characteristics are çeneralizations and the socictiçs vancd in how srrongl>. 

thry nwe espresscd. The rnortuary treatmrnt of children ditfired within the various 

cerrimic-producing societies as well. This thrsis will not discuss the mortuan. treatrnrnt 

ci t' children from the Initial Period or EarIy Horizon Penods Following the Preceramic 

bccause of the lack of adrquate cemetery information. Instead, the thesis ~vill skip to the 

Early Intermediate Period (200 B.C.-A.D.600). 

Salinar (Early Intermediate Period on the North Coast) 

The Salinar Phase in the Chicama, Moche, and Vini Valleys on the north Coast of 

Peru was characterized by a significant expansion of irrigation systems and the 

production of metal items. Ceramic vessels ponrayed realistic views of Me, such as 

pitched roof houses. Domestic settlement occurred rhroughout the Moche Valley but the 



largest sealement was Ceno Arena with its hundreds of stone-walled houses. The Virii 

Valley \vas c haracterized by scattered villages on the valley margins and hilltop defensive 

works. Small compounds, apparently the residences of local élites and their retainers 

have been escavated (Conklin and Moseley 1988; Donnan and Mackey 1978; Moseley 

1992; T. Topic 1982). 

A few burials were discovered at the multi-component Huanchaco site which is 

1 \ kilometres northwest of Trujillo in the Moche Valley (Donnan and Mackey 197825- 

36). The graves wzre simple pits in the sand with few accompanying goods. Three of 

the four burials of the Salinar Phase at Huanchaco belonged to children, one of whom 

\vas four to five years old, another was five to sis years old and the ihird was seven to 

ninr years old. An adult male was also buried there. The children had one to four 

ceramic \essels as grave goods. One vesse1 contained a coiled junco rope and a piecr of 

asphaltum. Fish and shells were found in one grave. The adult only had one ceramic 

1 essel and a spindle whorl accompanying his remains. 

Sltsca (Early Intermediate Period on the South Coast) 

The Nasca people occupied the Ica and Nasca drainages on the South Coast of 

Pcru duriny the Early Intermediate Period. which is defincd by the Ica Valley ccramic 

srqurncr as occurring roughly between 100 B.C. to 600 A.D. (Figure 13 j. Subsistence 

\vas basrd upon food crops such as maize, peppers. beans, squash, and tubers. Cahuachi. 

the largrst Nasca site, featured forty mounds and platforms with adobe façades against 

nntural hills t hat produced an irnposing eff'ct without much labour investment. The 

'insca. culture is famous for its polyhrome ceramics and stylistically innovative textiles 

but no workshops have been escavated. If such facilities did exist, they must have bern 

uncommon (Carnichael 1988; Moseley 1991). This culture is also known for the 

numeroiis geoçlyphs in the vicinity of Cahuachi that must have required a coordinated 



effort but "the actual labour involved in their consmiction was not great, and most could 

have been produced by small workgangs (including children) in the space of several days 

to a few weeks" (Carmichael l988:424). 

A review of Nasca burial practices based on a large. excavated sample was 

carried out in a doctoral study by Patrick Carmichael (1988). He studied 168 individual 

burials From the Nasca stylistic Phases 2-8 as well as 35 multiple and secondary burials 

and eight Phase 1 interrnents. The burials came from 14 sites in the Rio Grande de 

Nazca Drainage Basin and from 5 sites in the Ocucaje oasis near Ica (Carnichael 1988, 

1995). 

The standard burial practice for a l l  Nasca members through Phases 2-8 was to 

place the bodies in a seated, flexed position and to wrap the body in one or several 

shrouds. The remains were put in a pit or shaft that was 1 4 . 5  m deep. Sornr of the 

craves had roofs of branches or small poles, while some had logs overlain with mud and " 

Stones. Sometimes the gaves were adobe- or stonc-iined. Some individuals w r e  piacrd 

in urns within the pit or shaft. In such cases, usually rxpended cooking ollas were usrd 

for children and serviceable storage jars were used for adults. The burials included a 

ranee - of açes, includinç infants under the açe of two years, but no mention was made 

ivhéther fetuses or nerinates received buriai as well. Of the 65 individuak that could be 

classitied into biological açe groups, 13 wrre classified as infants (under 2 years), 10 

werr children (7-6 years), 6 were juveniles (6-12 years), 5 were adolescents (11-18 

J-ears). and 2 I were adults (1  b+years)(Camichael 1988:Table 70). 

While al1 the above tomb foms were used for both sexes and al1 ages, not ail 

croups participated equally in each type of fom. Usine Tainter's ( 1978) work as a guide, " 

Carmichad divided the tomb types into different cateçones based on the amount of 

rnrrgy expended upon them, using such variables as grave depth, iomb construction, and 

the numbèr of ceramics includrd (Figure 14). Then he esamined which groups of the 

Nasca population were associated with each type of bufial (Table 2). B u d  Category 1 



represented a low amount of energy expenditure (Le., shallow, simple tombs with fewer 

wssels). There were 74 individuals in this category. He found that most of the subadults 

(36 out of 46 subadults or 78%) had this type of burial. There were 38 adults in this 

burial category, too. Burial Categories 2 and 3 represented a medium amount of energy 

rspenditure, with more substantial roofs, deeper shafts, and more vessels. There were 37 

and 33 individuals respectively in thesr burial categories. Only six subadults (l3Oh) were 

represented in Burial Category 2 and four subadults (906) in Burial Category 3. The 

majority of the subadults that were represented in Categories 7 and 3 were under the age 

of six years. No subadults were found in the high enerq  expenditure burial Category 4. 

which had the most substantial roofs, the geatest tomb depths and most ceramics but 

there were 2 1  adults in this category (Carmichael 1988, 1995). 

The great majority of burials were single but six per cent were muitiplr 

intrments. Some were multiple burials of adults. On two occasions a child (one was 

two to sis ycars of age, the other was eight to ten years of açe) was p l x e d  with the body 

of an oId adult. These burials were classified as medium status. in another case' four 

ndults and a child were interred together. An additional situation featured a child buned 

ai the hrad lewl of an adult female and the body of a headless adult male above them. 

Theri: did not srem to be a gèneral pattern to the multiple burials (Carmichael 

l988:36 1 ) .  

The Nasca ako had an unusual ritual treatment ivhich involved disembodied 

skulls known in the literature as "trophy heads." The occipital bone \vas removed from 

the skull and a hole was made into the frontal bone so a canying cord could be attached. 

Bascd on a samplr of cight skulls. one of ivhich \ a s  a child and threc others apparently 

adult fernales, the Prruvian archaeologist Julio C. Tello interpreted the heads as 

brlonging to revered ancestors (in Verano 1995). However, the physical anthropologist 

Verano ( 19952 14) camrd out an analysis of a larger sample of 84 "trophy heads" and 

found only rarely did trophy heads corne frorn women and children. His results showed 



ihat children under 17 years constituted less than 30'0 of the sample and adolescents 

represented lrss than 4%. Most of the trophy heads belonged to Young adult males, 

interpreted as having been the losers of a combat. 

Moche (Early Intermediate Period on the North Coast) 

During the Early Intermediate Period, the Moche people occupied several valleys 

on the Nonh Coast of Peru. Subsistence \\;as based primanly upon irrigation agriculture 

which was entensively supplemented by marine resources. Metallurgy, weaving and 

ceramic techniques were hiçhly developed, indicating craft specialization. Thrre was a 

significant population increase, wvith people clustered into extensive settlements. in the 

Moche Valley there were two large settlements and numtrous other settlements disperscd 

throughout the valley. The lareest C settlement in the Moche Valley was located at Cerro 

Blanco wherr: the Pyramids of Moche are located (Figure 15). Huaca del Sol (Pyramid of 

the S u n )  is the largest mound of the valley and one of the largest human constructions in 

South tlmerica. Evrn thouçh Huaca de la Luna (Pyramid of the Moon) is smaller than 

the Huaca del Sol. it also a substantial architectural complrs. On the plain betwecn the 

pyramids are structures apparently built by corporate labour. Burials werr encountcred 

in  the pyamids, in a platform between the pyramids and in the plain. Burial data for the 

Moche period is also available from othrr sites such as Huanchaco and Pacatnamu. the 

latter site located in the Jequetepeque Valley (Donnan and Mackçy 1978: Donnan and 

McCIelland 1997). 

The largest number of bunals excavated from a single Moche cemeten came 

f r ~ m  the site of Pacatnarnu, located at the mouth of the Jequrtepequr Valley. This 

cemeter). {vas believed to belong to the common people since the quantity and qualih of 

the grave goods were not like those of dite Moche burials (Donnan 1997:E). Sisty- 

sçven Moche burials. representing males and fernales, as well as individuals of al1 ages 



were found. In addition, three infant burials were found in a separate area of the site 

(Verano 1997b). Founeen other burials (adults and children) were found dunng 

esca\.ation of seven other pans of the site. In total, the remains of 84 individuals, 27 of 

whorn were children (i.e., around 305'0 of the buried individuals) were excavated at 

Pacatnamu between 1983 and 1987. Only one of the subadults \ a s  an older child of 

around 1 1 - 1 3 years of age, the rest were five years and younger. Of these, there was on1 y 

one fetus and only one individual who was 0-6 months of age. Most of the children were 

betiveen about six months to five years (Donnan and MeClelland 1997:Table 1 j. Verano 

( 1997b:191) points out that the number of individuals in the 0-0.9 year group is lowx 

than espectrd. 

While al1 the burials lay in an estended position on their backs within simple 

oial or rectanyular pits, the summary of the buriai data by Donnan and MeClelland 

1 1997:20-36) demonstrates that infants and children received differential treatment from 

the adults. Therr were the  procedures used at Pacatnamu to encase the body: shroud 

w îp .  splint reinforced, cane frame, cane tube. and cane coffin. Infants and Young 

children usualiy receivcd the first two treatmrnts, which represented frwer raw materials 

and less cffon than the other procedures. Infants and children also had f w e r  objecrs 

included in th& graves. The splint rrinforcrd method was usrd csclusi~tly with infants 

and 'oung children (Figure 16'). At other sites. children could also be buried with a 

crtramic casiny procedure. Adults who were buried with the shroud wrap method also 

rcceived fwer.  poorer quality objects. The cane frarne and cane tube encasernent 

procedures ivere nomally used For individuals over l5 years of are and in association 

u-irh more abundant g a v e  goods. Cane coffins were resrmed for adults and w r e  

accompanied by man- objects. usually of better quality than those in the simpler burials. 

An exception to the pattern was Burial 17 which belonged to a child about two 

years of agr. The child was placed on a cane frame, shroud wapped, thrn enclosrd in a 



cane tube. Donnan and McClelland (199728) point out that this was an unusually 

rlaborate treatment of a child and a unique combination of encasernent procedures. 

Child burials tended to have fewer objects, of poorer quality than those found in 

adult buriais. For instance, they received fewer ccramic vrssels, though there j a s  no 

clrar distinction in the vesse1 foms they received. Animal remains, such as [lama bones, 

were szldom found in the child burials but the- were found in many adult gaves. Most 

children had k w r  textiles than the adults but this may be because they were wapped in 

a simpler manner. Although headcloths seern to be restricted to adult male gaves, in one 

instance a four- ro five-ycar-old child had a possible headcloth. While ear omaments 

wre found with only adult females, and are common in the gaves of male and female 

adults at othtr sites, they were not found with infants or children. At Pacatnamu, spindle 

whorls wçre only found with adult females but spindlr whorls have bren reponed in one 

case involving an infant and in another, a juvenile burial. at other sites (Donnan and 

blcCldland 199736). 

Somc items w r e  commonly found in child burials. Gourds w r e  found in thé 

grnxs of oll age coups. Copper was found in child. as well as adult burials. Even the 

feius and the child under sis months received a copper item. The most common anifact 

found \rith infants and children \+-as a string of beads that was tied around thrir wrists 

and ne&. Possibly its function had been to entertain the living child (Donnan and 

McClrlland 19973) .  

Somr inssances of multiple bunals occurred at Pacatnamu. Burials 60-62 

represented an adult male and adult fernale buried with an infant (approsimately sis 

months d d ) .  In another two cases (Burials 76, 77 and Burials 44, -13, a w m a n  ivas 

buricd with an infant. In one instance (Burials 58, 59), the bones of a Young child of 

approximately two years of açe were intermingled with the bonrs of an adult male. The 

authors state that there \vas no evidence that sacrificed humans were included in the 

burials that they had escavated (Doman and McClelIand l997:X). 



At Pacatnamu, most of the infant and child burials were single burials but 

accordin- to Donnan (1995952) most other Moche infants that have been escavated 

from V ~ ~ O U S  sites were buned in multiple burials rather than alone. There were several 

instances where an adult was buned with either a child, an infant, or one or more fetuses. 

Examples include a burial on the plain between the Pyramids at Moche of a 30-40 year 

Semale with a four- to six-year-old child bçlow her but who had been apparentiy intemd 

at the samr time iDonnan and Mackey 1978: 168-1 70). At Cerro Blanco an adult male 

\ras buriçd adjacent to an infant that \+as less than one year of age. A ceramic vessel was 

placrd next to the infant. The adult's gave  goods included one vèssel, two copper 

objccts in the mouth, a copper object in the let? hand. a testile and gourd fra~ments 

(Donnan and Mackey 1978: 184). A multiple bunal at Huanchaco conrainrd body of an 

ndult male(?)(Burial 2 5 )  along witirh two fetus burials (Buriais 16 and 17)  (Donnan and 

bhckéy l978:?00-105) (see Figure 1 7). 

One csample of a double burial (Burials M-IV 23 and PVI-IV 24) containine Y a 

child and infant was rxcavated at Huanchaco as well. The tomb \vas a rectangular pit cut 

through at least one mud-brick fluor into s t rde  soi1 below. The body of a Young child 

\vas wnpped in reeds. Objects in  the tomb included a ceramic vessel, three copper 

objects (one in the mouth, and one in each hand). There were testile fragments 

surrounding the skrleton. The youne infant \vas buned close by, probably at the same 

time. in an oval pit cut throuçh the brick floor. Grave p o d s  included three pieces of 

copper (one near the top of the pit, one near the skull. and one near the bonom of the pit) 

as d l  as testile fra~ments atound the body (Donnan and Mackey 1978223). 

Only one rich child burial has bèen reported and it was from San Jose de Moro in 

the Jrqurtcpequr Valley (Donnan lW5: 151). Five charnber tombs w r e  escavated at San 

JosC de Moro and a child was the principal individual in one of thrm (Castillo 1993:70' 

Fisures 4-6 ). Two adults were buried at the child's feet. Numrrous offenngs of rnetal, 

. ~ p o m ! i l z ~ ~  shrll, lapis Iêzul i, bone, Stone, ceramics and architectural scnie models were 



placed alongside the child or in niches. Four small children were found in the fil1 of the 

tomb (.Castille and Donnan 1994:Figure 3.23). Even though the child's tomb \as  srnallrr 

and lrss dezp than the other chamber tornbs, it had equal or more objects than in the 

tornbs where adult were the principal individuals (Castille and Donnan 1994: 144). 

The remains of Moche children and infants have been found in nonîemetery 

coritests. Esnmplrs include burials at Huaca del Sol, Huaca de la Luna, and Si pan. 

A tomb containing the body of a twelve-year-old was built into the Huaca del Sol 

during its construction. Two ceramic vessels, two large mats, two large textiles, dozens 

of polished stone beads, a lump of lime, quartz crpstaIs. plant remains, and a small 

animal mandible were also found in the tomb (Donnan and Mackey 1978:66). 

Infant burials have also been found in ritual contests at the Pyramids of Moche. in 

n plaza of the Huaca de la Luna. During tscavations in 1996 and 1997 Bourget ( i n  Scott 

1999:S-I-86) and his team unearthrd the bodies of three infants, aged one to three years, 

who had bern placed beneath the remains of a serics of adult men who had evidencr o f  

trauma and mutilation (i.c. decapitation) Two of the infants wrre headless but théir 

cervical wtebrae did not have the same son of cut marks as did the decapitated adulis. 

1t is thus difficult to determine if the infants had died naturally or if they had bren 

socriticed by some different means (Bourget' in Scon 1999:85). 

Children also were interred as seconda- individuals in dite Moche tombs. .At 

Sipan, located in the central part of the Lambayeque Valley, very rich. elaborare tomtis 

w r e  found in a pyramid comples. Walter Alva and his colleaçurs escavated these tombs 

i Alva and Donnan 1993). The primary individuals in the Sipan tornbs were adult males 

buried with the type of regalia that characters drpicted in Moche iconopraphy wore whrn 

carrying out a sacrifice ceremony involving war captives. The individual linou-n by 

archaeologists as the Lord of Sipan or the Warrior-Priest was eocasrd in a plank coffin 

x i t h i n  a rectangular chamber built into a pyramid. Abundant burial goods of high quality 

matcrial and artistic merit were placed in the tomb, as uere Hama sacrifices. Eight 



burials of secondary individuals, including a child of about 9 to 10 years of age, 

accornpanied the Lord of Si pan (Verano 1997a). The child kvas located near the head of 

the coftin and was seated with his or her back leaning against the wall of the chamber, 

leas C estended fonvard dong the floor. The adult males were in their thirties or forties 

whereas the adult females were 15-20 years old. While the adult males rnay have been 

sncrificed to accompany the Moche lord around the timr of his internent, the adult 

fernales apparently had been dead for some time before beinç moved to the tomb. 

judging by the disarticulated state of their remains. The child had suffered several 

episodès of illness or dietary deficiency during life as evidenced by the development of 

the tooth crouns. 

Another Clitr burial at Sipan \vas also ûccompanied by the remains of seconda- 

indi~iduals (Alva and Donnan 1993: 159). A male youth 11- 17 years of age. a child of 8- 

10 years, and two young women were interred alongside the individual that had items 

used by the Bird Priest character in iconography. The prima- figure had man? 

ornainmis and high q u a l i ~  items. but his burin1 \vas not as rich as the Warrior Priest's 

toinh. The child ivore a copper headdress with a hurnan face in front and was associated 

nith 16 gourd b o ~ l s .  a stirrup spout bottlr, a dog and a snake. Ont of the w m c n  had a 

copper headdress and the youth had copper discs on his chest. 

'cloche iconography \vas rich and varied, depictirtg man). aspects of lifr and 

beliefs. Infant and child reprrsrntations do occur and ma- be an additional source of 

information about how the Young w r e  perceived. An analysis of the iconography by 

t\rssnauli ( 199 1 ), which intcndrd to examine how wornrn were rrpresented by the 

Moche. also mentioned infants and children. Infants and chiidren wcre ponraycd in 

association with women in both naturalistic and mythical scçnes. There are effig 

vcssels of womcn giuing binh and others where infants are being breast-fed. Parturition 

is not a cornmon theme, however. There is also a depiction of 3 woman wiih a child on 

hcr back' battling with a supernaturai creature (Arsenault 199 1 : X 3 ) .  Children or infants 



also appear in scenes apparently depicting the world of the dead (Anenault 1991 :32 1,  

1993:Fig. 1-4). A skeletal child is camed in a blanket on the back of a skeietal woman 

who are dancing with a group of other skeletons. The woman and child are dressed 

plainiy and appear to be marginal to the activities involving male figures with elaborate 

costumes. 

Recentiy the iconography has also been examined with the specific purpose of 

understanding how infants wre  perceived by the Moche. Bourget (in Scott 1999245-86), 

ivho escavated the infant burials at Huaca de la Luna, has noted that infants are depicted 

on vessels being held by whistling womrn. The gesture of whistlinç is also prrsentrd in 

sccnes involving the hunt and in scenes of sea creatures and he concluded that this 

resture and the pose of carrying an infant were pan of a dialogue with ancestors and 
C 

dritics wi th  regard to cataclysmic events such as caused by El Niifo. Bourget's article is 

still in press but is cited in Scott ( 1999). 

Middle Horizon in the Central Highlands 

The recent excavation of a Huafi burial chambrr in the Ayacucho region indicatrs 

that not al1 agr groups were includrd in collective burials during the Middle Horizon. 

The skdetal remains of a minimum of fourteen adults and at least tu.o sub;idu\ts were 

found toother within the below-ground charnber. However. the remains of two trtuscs 

or infants were discovered in the soi] immediately abovr the roof of the chambcr 

i Bettcher et al. 1999). 

Late Intermediate Period on the North Coast 

Data for child burials during the Late Intermediate Period (around A.D. 1100 to 

1400) corne from excavations carried out in cemeteries and non-cemettry contests. 

Cemstrn information cornes from the Pyramids at Moche which brcame part of the 



Chimu sphere. Other bunals were found in architectural contexts at Pacatnamu and in an 

unusual context at Huanchaco. 

An esample of non-cemetery subadult interments penains to the Lambayeque 

occupation of the site of Pacatnamu (Bruce 1986). The Lambapeque occupation at 

Pacatnamu, which began approximately A.D. 1 100- 1 1 50, represented a second major 

florescence of the site that lasted about two centuries. The site undenvent a great rpisode 

of building, many of the structures being of a ceremonial nature. Constructions included 

high c i 5  walls, rnud-brick pyramids, complexes of spacious courts, corridors, and Clitr 

quarters. The largst and most impressive pyramid structure at Pacatnamu is known as 

Huaca 1. A large rectangular enclosure with massive pcrimeter walls, referred to as the 

Major Quadrançle, is located on the south side of Huaca 1 (Figure 18). Roorn Comples A 

is one of five room complexes in the Major Quadrangle and features an mdiencr~t or U- 

shnped structure at one end of a courtyard. Three looted burial chambers were found, 

one bencaih the ui~be>tcro and the other two undrr the couqard (Figure 19). The hurnan 

remains in the chambcrs came from at least four individuals that were 1 LI 4 years of age 

and a minimum of anothrr four individuals who w r e  15-70 years old. -4rtifacts included 

cçramic vessrls. animal bones. plant remains, textile fragments, string, gourd fragments. 

iinplemcnts for spinning, copper items and shrlls, including Sp:pom&hs and S i r o t ~ t h i ~ s .  

\\.hich show up in ritual contests in the Andes. 

The Late Intemediate Period occupation of the Moche Valley by the Chimu 

rrflects direct continuity with the Moche occupation especially with respect to irrigation 

agricul tue. sèttlernent patterns. and corporate architecture. Chan Chan. a si te wi th 

monumental construction coverinç a vast area, was established as the capital of the 

Chimor Kingdom. The mien iived in vast rectangular enclosures wîth high walls and 

spacious open courts, each enclosure featurinç an intenor burial mound with a large T- 

shaprd ceIl thar must have contained the body of the mler as well as additional graves 

\\hich contained the remains of numerous younç n-omen. The lrssrr nobility lived in 



smaller compounds with lower walls. The lower classes lived in densely packed 

neiçhbourhoods of cane constructions with irregular rooms and srnall patios. There is 

cvidence tliat metalworkinç and weaving were important activities in these 

nrighbourhoods (Moseley 1992; Topic 1990). On the basis of ceramic analysis, the 

Chimu occupation was divided into Early Chimu, Middle Chimu, Late Chimu and Chimu 

Inca phases (Donnan and Mackey 1978). 

Twenty-two Early Chimu burials were rxcavated at the Pyramids at Moche, on 

the plain between Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la Luna (Donnan and Mackey 1978). The 

craves - were cut into a mud-brick platform previously used by the Moche people as a 

crrnetrry. The bodies were flrxed and placed in a sining position. Ceramic vessels, 

coppçr objects, Hama and guinca pig remains were the common gave offerings. M e n  

\.essels w r e  present in the graves. at least one was a plain cookinç olla and additional 

onrs trndcd to be decorated. Out of the 22 Early Chimu burials escavated at the 

Pyraniids of Moche. 12 of them bclonged to children. Three quaners of thrsc chiidrrn 

\ rue  under the age of six years, inciuding four infants (undrr 3 years of ape). Apparenrly 

t h e  w r e  no fetus burials in this sarnple (Donnan and Mackey 1978). 

Thé followinç two paragaphs surnmarize the Early Chimu burial data in Donnan 

and blûckcv (1978:141-187). The child burials were single burials çscept for one 

instance wherc a very young infant and a child of three to sis o a r s  of age w r e  intrrrrd 

toyrther in the snme pit. Al1 the child burials had accompanying grave goods (escept 

perhaps for the very young infant in the double burial). Of the burials with 

accompanying objrcts. al1 but one (an infant under one year of açr) had one to three 

ceramic vessels and one to three figurines. Two children had a spindle whorl each and 

thrce children had the remains of llamas or puinra pigs accompan-ing them. 

The adult burials were al1 single bunals. There \vas variation in the amounts and 

types of goods that were placed in the graves. One adui t had no goods at ail, another had 

just one plain bowl. and two adults had just some copper items. The remaining sis adult 



burials had 1-6 ceramic vessels. Six of the adults had copper and two adults had three or 

four spindle whorls each. Fabnc, beads, animal bones, and pieces of lime were also 

found. 

Only eight Middle Chimu burials were excavated at the Pyramids of Moche, on 

the plain between the pyramids. Two of the intements belonged to subadults(Donnan 

and Mackcy 1978:312,326). One of the individuals may have been an adolescent, the 

other \vas 3 four- to sis-year-old. The child had two ceramic vessels, a copper spindlr 

whorl. two shells and bone and shell beads whereas the adolescent had only one ceramic 

wssel and one copprr bead. The adults trnded ro have more ceramic vessels. 

Therc were no burials penaininç to the Late Chimu phase rnentioned for the 

Moche Valley (Donnan and Macke? 1978:316). 

Late Intermediate Penod child bunals occurred in another unusual context at 

t-iuanchaco on the North Coast of P m  nrar the modem city of Trujillo. The following 

information was described by Donnan and Footr ( 1975). Seventeen children were rach 

associated with  the remains or one or more immature llamas (Fisure 10 ) .  The 

radiocnrbon date for the bunals is AD.  1105. The children w r e  buned in poorly defined 

crave pits. rnost of which w r e  associatrd with Stone featurrs whiçh apprared to br 
C 

fragments of previously abandoncd domestic structures. The individuals ranged in a g  

iiom tive to twelve years. with the majority in the sis- to nine-year-old range ( 10 

individuals). The authors note that there was some tentative evidence for premortern 

cranial i nj un-, with possible basal ckull fractures observed in four instances and pvrictatc 

dcprcssion of the temporal and frontal bones noted in two other instances. The damage 

appearrd to have occurred in living bone, but the' notrd the possibility. that the damaye 

could have occurred postmonem when earth-moving equipment had g n e  over the site. 

One to three llamas were positioned dircctly over or beside the human skelcrons. 

The llarnas had probably been tethered or hobblrd or tightl! bound at the time of thtir 

internent brcause the remains of cordage was discovered around their necks and 



forelegs. Ai1 the llarnas were the same approximate age at the time of death, according 

to their developmental similarities. This information allowed the investigators to 

conclude that the Hama and human burials must have been made in the late fall or winter 

months which is June to September in the Southem Hemisphere. They could not tell, 

howcvcr, if the burials were made in a single year or successive years. Fractures on the 

llamas showed that they had been bludgeoned to death. 

Little cultural material was associated with the burials. Tivo of the pits had been 

lined with animal skins, probably Hama, and one of these pits had also a textile between 

ihe animal skin and the human body. In another case, a textile was wapped around the 

f k t  and over the head of another child. Three individuals had red ocher on the skull and 

one skcieton had green stain on the hands, suçgesting that the individual had held a small 

copper object. 

Donnan and Foote ( 1975:407-408) outlined thrir reasons for believing the burials 

rcpresrnted child and Hama sacrifices, not simply a child crmeten, b a r d  on the fact that 

the children wrre of a similar açe and the associated llamas were al1 sacrificed at the 

saine tirne of year. If ir had bern a child cernete-, thcn one would esprct the llamas to 

be ki lled at various timrs of year, wheneucr a child died and \vas burird. The- also argue 

rigainst the possibility that the children died in an epidemic episode and were burird 

within a shon period of tirne because one would expect that there would have also betn 

some children under the açe of five years. The! conclude that there had bern a 

dcliberatr sacrifice of children and llamas which "may well have been part of a religious 

cercmonf' (Donnan and Foote 1978: 408). 

Inca (Late Horizon) 

The Late Horizon (A.D. 1-370-1533) \vas dominated by the Inca people \\.ho 

sprcad Srorn their territory in the Cuzco area of the Andean highlands to forge an empire 



stretching over 5500 kilometres long which included the south of Colombia, Ecuador, 

Pzru, Bolivia, upland Argentina, and northem Chile (Figure 2 1). Because of the Spanish 

conquest of the Inca Empire, historic documents exist for this time period. The head of 

the royal family or Inca was the head of state. Numerous tribal, ethnic and linguistic 

units were incorporated into the empire. Ofien local leaders were left in place with a 

certain amount of autonomy. M e n  a newly conquered province was added, a census 

\vas made of the number of inhabitants, their age, sex, and marital status. This was for 

the purpose of levying a labour tax. The Inca subjects had to work lands dedicated to the 

official religion and to the state as well as provide labour for such projects as the building 

of irrigation canais or roads. As rnentioned in Chapter Two. the population was sonrd 

into L ~ / L J . S  or ape grades and individuals wtxe espected to cany out the tasks appropriate 

to their culle. Girls of the Sbiirnu Cdle faround 9-17 years old) were classificd bl. inca 

O fticials occording to their physicai appearancc and skills. Those that w r e  exceptional ly 

beautiful (\vithout a blemish or mole on their entire body) and skillrd wre taken away 

from rhcir families and educated by the goumment. Some were dedicated to srnx the 

Sun  dcity. others wçrr destined to becomr \vives of noblemen or seconda- wives of the 

Inca. and some of the girls were set aside to be sacrificed (Cobo 1990[1653]; Guaman 

Poina \98O[l6 151: Moseley 1992; Muna 1956: Rostworowski 1988; Rowe 1946). 

7 % ~  ( ' U ~ C O C ~ U  

Accordinç to historic sources and to archaeoloçical evidence, the Incas carricd 

out huinan sacrifice. .An oven;iew of the historic evidence for sacrifice h3s been 

prmidrd by Rowe (1946), much of it based on the writings of Father BernabC Cobo 

[1653]  ho wote  during the colonial period about Inca religion and customs. The Incas 

considrred the most valuable sacrifice to be human beings. They were offered to the 

mcst important deities and htracos only on soiemn occasions such as the coronation of a 

nrw Inca rmperor. or when he went to \var in person, or \vas sick or at times of crisis 



when there were epidemics, famine or war reverses. Sometirncs the sacrificial victims 

were the inhabitants of a newly conquercd province who were kiiled to celebrate a 

victov. In other instances they were adult male war captives. However, the usual victims 

wrre children who had been collected from the provinces as part of regular ta~ation. 

Usually beautiful girls were chosen, but attractive young boys, with no mark or blrmish, 

wcrr also sacrificed. The boys were around 10 yean of age. Whilc some of the girls 

w r r  about the same age, others were maidens of about 15 or 16 pars  of age. These child 

sacrifices are known as cupocochu. 

The native writer Guamkn Poma ( 198O[ 16 151) mentioned that girls and boys of 

around I O  years of age, ~7ho werr attractive and without a blemish, were buried alive as 

part of Inca religious ceremonies. He also mentioned various parts of the empire where 

çhild sacrifices took place, such as at Pachacamac where five-year-old children w r e  

sac ri ficrd or Collasuyos where one-year-old and two-year-old children were ki lled as 

offcrings. 

An nccount of a c~rpucoc/iti ceremony as related bu the inhabitants of an Andean 

community \vas rrcorded during Spanish colonial times by Hernandez Principe (1986a 

[162 \ ] A 7  1-474) who had been sent by the Church to rliminate idolatrous practices in the 

Department of Ancash. The people of the community of Urcon told the story of n girl, 

Tanta Carhua, who had been yiven by her father to the Inca to br sacriticrd to the Sun. 

The! said that the children of nobilic from al1 parts of Peru who were chosen to br: 

sacrificed to the Sun travelled to Cuzco where they took part in festivities. In the plaza 

the inca rcceivcd the children and oiher sacri Rcial offxings. He was seated on his golden 

thronc alongside the mummified bodies of the dead Incas and the statues of the Sun and 

Lightning deities. The children took pan in a procession twice around the principal 

plaza. The Inca spoke to the Sun, asking that the chosen ones be received into his 

sertice. Some children were sacrifrced in Cuzco at the shrine of Huanacauri or at the 

Temple of the Sun, others were returned to their communities where the? w r e  buried 



alive. The Inca ordered that the capococha be adored as part of a cult. Tanta Carhua was 

burird on a high hill within royal lands next to her community where the storehouses 

hoidin- corn were located. She had fine clothing, jewelry in the shape of tiny vessels, 

I Z ~ Z L S  (shawl pins), and silver amulets that she had been given as çifts by the Inca. 

Aftenvards the place where she was b k d  was considered a shnne where people came 

to adore her and ask her advice via the shamans. Fields were set aside for her cult 

festivities. Offerinçs of guinea pigs were made and hrr name was invoked as well as the 

name of her father. Tanta Carhua's father \vas given the privilege of becorning a 

?rovrmor, 3s were his descendant<, and her brother becarne a pnest at her shrine that - 
people carne to consult. 

Archarological rvidence rsists for child sacrifice during Inca times. The remains 

of y u n g  sacrificed individuals have been found at several high altitude shnnes in Pcru. 

Chils and Argentina. At Cerro El Plomo in the highlands of central Chile, the remains of 

an ciyht to nine-year-old boy were found accompanied by figurines of Spo~dyllrs shell. 

si11 er and gold. as well as leather bags containing coca leavrs. hair. fingrmail clippinçs. 

and the deciduous tçeth of a child (Mostny 1957 in Verano 1995- 190: in Rowe 1995: in 

Bcsorn 199 1 ). On the boy's head was a headdress of black Hama hair dècorated with 

condor kathers. His face was painted r d  with )-elloi+. lines. He \+.ore a silver pendant and 

a silver bracelet. The garmeiits and accompanyinç objtcts icientified the boy as a subject 

of the Inca empire. The necklace, bracelet, and hair style suggestcd hr was from the 

empire's southeastem quarter. An examination of the body shoived evidence of frostbite 

on his tkpcrs so hr must have k e n  alive when hc amved at the site. He ma' have bcrn 

ci\en C ' I I I L ~ I I U  (corn b e r )  to intosicate him befort: he was buned alive since the base of an 
c. 

Inca vesce1 commonly used to contain cl~rcitu was found at the site. 

The Cerro El Plomo find was very sirnilar to another one found in Argentina. In 

1985. the Argentine archaeologist Juan Schobinger ( 1991 ) recovered the frozen remains 

of a scven-year-old boy from a hi& altitude Inca sanctuary located on a ridge of Cerro 



Aconcagua, the hiçhest mountain in the Western Hemisphere. The childs skin had been 

coated wiih red pigment, interpreted as beinç a symbol of life. He wore a tunic and 

sandals and was wapped in several blankets of wool and cotton, two of which had 

çmbroiderçd designs. The outermost textile was layered wlth the yellow feathers of an 

Amazonian parrot. A sione bead necklace hung around bis neck. Two bags were on the 

outside of the bundle: one was empty, the othrr had some cooked beans. Six Inca-style 

statuettes (two of gold, three of SponJvitis and one of silver) were found near the bundle. 

Some were male human figures and some were styiized Ilamas. At another site, on Cerro 

El Toro at the Chile-Argentins border the body of a youth was found. 

Johan Reinhard ( 1992; 19%; 1998; 1999), an explorer-in-residrnce at .\br~owI 

c;~~ogruplzrc, has found the remains of several CLI~UCOL'IXJ  at high altitude Inca sites in 

Prru and Argentina. They werc bunrd within ceremonial platfoms. Some of the 

individuals w r e  boys around eiçht years old. One boy wore a tunic big enouçh to grow 

into. The îïnds also includrd fernale victims, somc of whom wcre around eight years old 

at dcûth whilr others were teenagers around 14 years. S o m  of the clothes accompanyinç 

the rrmains wre  tco big for the girls. Thrre was also one Young woman of eightern 

y a r s  Mcdical esamination indicated that several of the individuals may have bcen 

killcd b!. a blow to the hrad. The accompanyinç offerings \ver<: ver). similar to those 

dcscribed abovç but the girls had silvcr izcpa holding their sarments together and small 

fernale figurines of gold, silver, a gold and copper alloy and S p o n ~ ! i h  shell. The 

tigurines w r e  miniature gannents and headdresses. In one case, a Il-year-old girl wore 

a hcaddrcss of white feathers, a larger version of a headdress on a statuette. The same 

cirl had a man's tunic draped over the right side of hrr  body. The interlocked tapestry 
C 

tunic featured a repetitive design linoirn as an Inca key, indicative of high status. and 

only \\-orn by the nobility. On a few occasions, a boy and girl pair were buried togthcr. 



lrtfunts andfiruses 

Histonc documents also specifically refer to the way in which the bodies of 

fetuses or infants born under particular circumstances were treated. During the 1600s, 

the priest Arriaça, who represented the Archbishopric of Lima, was sent on a mission to 

report on indigenous Andean rites so they could be rliminated and replaced by Christian 

beliefs. He noted in Ektirpucrdn de fa [dofutria del Pirzi (Amaga 1968 [1611]:203-205, 

2 1 5 )  that the bodies of infants who had died shortly aAer an unusual binh such as twins 

(chi<c/~ia) or children bom feet fint (chacpus) w r e  ccnsidered sacred objrcts and were 

placed in ollas which were kept in the house. One of the pair of twins was thought to be 

the son of the Lightning dei-. These children were considered as conopus, sacred 

objccts relating to the household. and they were taken care of by the household heads. 

They rrcrived the samr veneration as the niuhps or bodies of the ancient ancestors. but 

these latter individuals were considered as penaining to the community or q l l i r .  The 

adult ancestors' bodies. which were adomcd with fine clothing and feathers. w r e  kcpt 

apan from the community in caves. The i?ruiqitr.s had pricsts and ministrrs attending to 

thcm, offerin- sacrifices and pcrformin~ ceremonies. 

Hemindrz Principe (1986b[1617]:487. 490, J97), who also reponed on 

indigznous practices during colonial times stnted that in Recuay clttrclius and cl~ucpofi as 

\w; I as aboncd fetuses ( presurnably spontaneous) werc considered minor idols and wsre 

placrd in rows by each male head of the family in a select spot above the settlemrnt as 

offerings to the Lightning or Sun or the Eveninç Star (Venus) deities. 

Irene Silverblatt ( 1987) noted references in colonial documents where miscarried 

fetuses and inhnts who had died shonly afier binh wcre given as offerings to fcnility 

shrinss. The women of the viilage of Coscaya, in the Depanment of Arequipa, 

performed a ceremony to the Ifurngïrftrs (also known as Zuruniumu.7 or Corn Mothers). 

nho wrre considered to be founding ancestors. A shrine in the village attended bu a 

noman priestess \vas dedicated to the Slun~ ic~us .  In a trough coontaining clay figurines 



of the .Ilrrnrc-uras, the women offered coca, feathers, double ears of corn, and balls of 

coloured wool. In another trough they offered dead guinea pigs, as well as the bodies of 

their newborns that had died. These were for the iLlma>'zit~s to consume. Silverblatt 

( l987:N)  esplains that "Andean women felt close to the goddessrs of the cosmos for the 

ability they shared to reproduce life ". 

As for archaeological evidence, Rowe (1946:287) mentions that urn burials of 

infants did occur occasionally in the Cuzco area and that these were probably located in 

Iiouses. However, the rnonuary treatment of infants rnay not have been the same across 

the empire and the provinces may have had differrnt practices from those found in the 

imperial heanland. For exampie. ai Quebrada de la Vaca, a settlernent that may have 

funcrioned as one of the Inca state storaçe facilities on the far south Coast of Prm. rnany 

infants wére included in the collective burials found in some rnonuary houses. Out of 

130 individuals buried at the site, 56 of these were adults and 50 were infants (Riddell 

and Menzsl in Isbell 1997). 

Summary o f  the Mortuary Treatment 

The more cornplex Peruvian societies, charactrrized by large. dense settlçments. 

reliance upon agriculture, occupational specialization and the rsistence of inrqualirirs 

betwren socio-èconomic groups, no longer rrçularly includrd a11 age goups in their 

communin. burial grounds. The rarity of fetuses and infants in Moche burials \vas 

notable. Possibly infants received burial in a separate cernetery since at Pacatnamu some 

infants w r e  buried in an area isolated from other intermrnts. On some occasions the! 

w r e  found in multipie bunals ni th  an adult. Presumably fetuses did not commonly 

rrceivr burial in Nasca socieh. either since they are not remarked upon in  the study 

carricd out by Carmichael. Unfortunately the data given for the Nasca only gives a 

catsgory for infants undrr iwo years of age and there is no distinction made betwrn 



fçtusesheonates and older infants. At Seqllas, a Middle Horizon site, fetusesiinfants 

were escludcd from the communal bunal chamber and only two subadults were included. 

The Chimu semetery data did not mention fetuses but some infants were present. The 

Incas of the Cuzco area kept the remains of infants in urns within the house, not in the 

col lective burial area. 

The children that were present in cemetery contexts in general did not have the 

samr amount of effon spent on their burials as did the adults. In the small Salinar 

sample the children did seem to have a burial similar to the adult, but this was not the 

case in the other complex societies that were examined for rhis thesis. Most of the Nasca 

child burials wrre in the burial category representinç the least amount of eFfon, a few 

wcre represented in the category representing a medium amount of effon, and none had 

an elaborate burial. On some occasions children were found in multiple burials. The 

Moche children were interred with only simple body encasernent procedures and they 

tendcd to have fewer. poor quality objects than the adults. Only one rich Moche child 

burial has bcrn found. In gcneral the adult Chimu burials received more goods than did 

the chi Id burials. The mortuary treatment of infants varied across the Inca empire: in the 

impcrial heartland, infants were differentially buried from the rest of the population but 

in the pro\ incrs. at least in one rsample, infants ivere included in a collective burial. 

The remains of children appear in a variety of ceremonial or non-crmctery 

contcsts. .A \ .en  few of the Nasca trophy heads were those of children. The Moche 

placed some infant bodies under the mass burial of mutilated adults at Huaca de la Luna. 

Older chi ldren were interred within monumental architecture or were included as rctainer 

burials in the élite tombs of individuals who have been identified wîth characters in 

Moche iconography. During the Late Intermediate Penod and Late Horizon, the numbers 

of children and adolescents in ceremonial burials greatly incrrased. Becausr these 

rubadults were of the age g o u p  where death does not normally occur, there is little doubt 

that the!. wer- sacrifices. Several sacrificed children were interred with llamas at 



Huanchaco. Other sacrificeci children and adolescents were buried within architecture at 

Pacatnamu and Chan Chan. in addition, some were placed as retainer burials within élite 

tombs. Historical and archaeological evidence exists for child sacrifice during the Late 

Horizon. Older children were the most common human sacrifice chosen by the Incas. 

The very young, on the other hand, were found in different ceremonial contrxts during 

Inca rimes. Aborted fetuses and infants who died shortly after being bom under unusual 

circurnstancrs were given as offerings at fertility shrines. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

"lt appears that initially they gave more emphasis to those who never 
ac hieved their potential, like seeds that never germinated. When a fisher 
catches a srnall fish, it is customary to retum it to the ocean for a second 
chance at life" Amaza [1995:60]. 

The perceptions of children held by different societies Vary and this is reflected in 

inonuac practicrs. This chapter will esaminr \+bat child burials may have meant within 

the social, cconomic, and ideological spheres of different ancient Peruvian societies and 

how this changd over time. Attention will be focused upon the issues of the social 

idrntity and social status of children as well as upon symbolic characteristics that the 

young were believed to have embodied. Durin3 the course of the discussion the 

assumptions of archarological monua- theoq will be challenged. 

Some authors have made commrnts about Preceramic rnonuary practices that 

serm to have been infiuenced by the assurnptions of archaeoloçical mortuary theop but. 

upon esamination of the Precrramic data, thcsr assumptions do not seem to hold. 

Edward Lanning's (1967:65) assertion that children during the Preceramic w r e  not 

considered full mrmbers of society and were placed nndomiy, disresprctfully in 

rniddcns. and Michael Moseley's ( 1975:75; 1992: 107) argument that the newborn and the 

very young had not achirved social recognition and incorporation into Preceramic 

socirty. are not persuasive when considering the archaeological data closely. Yes. 

infants and children were buried in refuse, but so were adolescents and adults. L k k n  

burials were in domestic structures and in cemeteries, subadults were included. Nor does 



bunal in midden material necessarily imply disrespect or casual disposal. As Engel 

( 1 988: footnote 20 on p. 17) argues, we have to be careful about imposing our prejudices 

of what is 'clean' and 'dirtyt on other peoples. He gives as an example the Indian pilgrims 

who bathe in the Ganges River to puri@ themselves (spiritually) even though in a 

physical sense the river is extremely polluted. 

Paleodemographic work carried out at &OUS Preceramic sites indicates that 

infant monality was high. But this did not mean that the very young did not have a social 

identity or that less care was given to their internent as has been assumed. During the 

Prrcrramic, the very young did indeed already have a social identity at binh and were 

considered to be persons, ris witnessed by the careful mortuary treatrnent eien of fetuses. 

Frtus and infant burials were commonly included in the collective burial grounds of 

Prccrramic socirties and werc present in signi ficant numbers. Fetuses, infants. and 

children received much the same type of monuary treatment as the adults at various sites, 

not oniy in Ptm but in Ecuador, Chilr, and Colombia. The burials seem to have bren 

carèfully placed and in some instances are associated with goods of a more special nature 

than those of the adults k g . .  at Palorna and at Lauricocha). Fetuses and infants rven had 

tools as grave goods, indicating that they were indrrd recognized as fully human and that 

t h q  would haie bern espected to contribute to their society if they had lived. it  should 

be noted that not al1 of the adults at Paloma and Chilca had artifacts (other than mats). so 

some of the fetuses and infants were receiving greater amounts of goods than some of the 

adults. If the reason why bodies at Chilca were pegged to the ground was because of frar 

that the dead would retum (Engcl 1988x17-18), rhen the fact that an infant as well as 

adults rccctxd rhis type of treatment seems to indicate that infants had a 'spirit', too. The 

infani burial in Las Vegas, Ecuador, with Stones placed on top could pcrhaps have 

represented a sirnilar idea, though Stothen (1985:625) suggests this practice was to 

proteçt the dead from evil (a practice carried out by some tropical forest people). 



The very young did not seem to have had a social status that was lower than the 

adults. In fact, on some occasions the burials of infants and children were treated like 

those of special people, as some of their grave offerings and their monuary treatrnent 

w r e  more unusual than those of the adults. 

Urhat did the special treatment mean? Rivera (1995:67), a i t h  regards to the 

Chinchorro Tradition, and Robert Frldman ( 1980: 196, 1985:8 1 ), for the elaborate infant 

burial at Aspero, have interpreted the special treatment of infants in tems of the 

monuary theory of Arthur Saxe (1970) and of Joseph Tainter ( 1978). Such burials, they 

belime, must be evidence for a ranking system based on binh (i.e., a hierarchical system 

~rherc. status is ascribed). This 1s because they assumed that infants in an egaiitarian 

socir.t!* (whrre status is  achieved by personal effort and çsperiencr) would have ltss 

dTon spcnt on thcir burials than do the adults. Let us examine whethrr thjs is a 

rrasonablc interpretation for the Chinchorro and Aspero data. and for the Preceramic in 

cenerai. 
Y 

For the Chinchorro. Btmardo Arriaza ( 1995: 134- 135) lists convincing reasons for 

\ i h y  he believcs that artificial mummification wûs an rgalitarian practice, not a sign of a 

rankrd soclet!. These reasons are: ( 1)  a conspicuous absence of contrmponnrous low 

rank natural burials (which in ranked socict). one nauld espect to be in the majorin.): ( 3 )  

most mummies hnd few artifacts: (3)  no si~mificant ses and age differencrs for = w n  e 

(ioods: (4 there is no aidence of monumental architecture, accumulation of material - 
walth. or rsotic grave goods with the cornplex mummies; and ( 5 )  there is no high and 

Ion. status residences Le..  data estemal to burial practicrs). Without ihese other 

charnctrristics of ranked socicty being presrnt. it does not srem liliely that the child 

burials litre indicative of ranking amonest the Chinchorro. 

At Aspero, only the one infant burial was elaborate, whereas the six other burials 

w r e  rather simple. There was evidence of large public architecture and some esotic 

coods such as Spond~lzis shell, so it is possible that there had been a rankrd socir- with - 



élite officiais responsible for directing the projects. But the absence of elaborate adult 

burials is puuling, and there was no mention of differences in domestic structures. 

Huaca de los Sacrificios appears to have been built in accretive stages, as evidenced by 

numerous superimposed floon. Officials may not have been required to direct the 

building. Thus, the elaborate infant burial may not have been a reflection of a particular 

type of sociopolitical organization. Prrhaps it was a dedicatory burial to the public 

architecture ( Burger lW5:X). Unfortunately, little information was given about the 

burial's relationship to the different floors. Al1 that was noted was that it was found on a 

clay floor but near the mound's eroded surface. There is no information about whethrr 

floors were brlow it or abovr it, or whether it had been dus down through floors or 

sraled in  by latrr floors. If it had been sealed in by lattr tloors, then this could suggrst a 

dcdicatov burial. But it is also possible that the burial was made after the mound had 

bsen built (but still durinç the Precerarnic), the location chosen brcause of the 

ccircinonial nature of the construction. Thus, a dcdicatory burial csplanation nerds more 

iniontintion to confirm or reject it. 

The othrr Precerarnic sites such as Lauricocha, Paloma. and Chilca had speciai 

child burials but it is very doubtful that thrsr signitied ranked societies with a hierarchy 

of statuses. The archaroiogical widrncr points to these societies as being simple and 

I r a n  Thrsr srnall-scale societies subsisted upon natural. undomrsticatcd food. 

,Ml the domrstic structures at Chilca and Paloma are simple huts. The grave yoods are 

items such as tools or adomments of shells and Stones that would be readily accessible to 

all indhiduals. The adult burials do not show much variation. The differential mortuap 

ircatrnent occurred bet~vrrn. not within age cateories. Thus, there must b t  an 

eplanation other than ranking for the more elaborate chiid burials in thrse societies and 

perhaps it ma' apply to the Aspero and Chinchorro burials as well. Prrhaps the infants 

and childrrn received special monuary treatment not because thry were privilèged 



individuals in a ranked society but because of their age. The special mortuary treatment 

may have occurred because of their early deadi. 

Factors other than socio-political organization must be considered ahen 

intrrpretinç burials. Philosophical or religious factors also play an important role 

( Hodder l986:M; Carr 1995). The possible symbolic meaning of the Chinchorro burials 

has been cornmented upon by Rivera (1995) who sees cornmon patterns at Paloma and 

Las Vegas. He sugçests that there was an emphasis on fertility with the infant burials 

possibly representing potential life. The hiçh frequency of elaborated mummies of 

children perhaps was related to ancestor veneration and the "differential burial treatment 

of the Young could indicate a more direct relation to the ancestors" (Rivera 199557). 

Thtse are intriguinç ideas, but the. need to be explored more fully because there 

are several concepts involved. One needs to discuss what the associations are brtwcen 

death. the ancestors, and fertility and how ideas about infants and children may be related 

to these. Also, one needs to place these cûniepts within the social, political, and 

cconomic context of their panicular socicties. M i l e  Andean cultures of di fferént time 

prriods have hrld ideas about fenility? death and the ancestors and also have uscd the 

burials of children to express their beliefs, one must realize that the idrology must also 

have been triinsformrd through time. 

There are ethnogaphic examples from around the wxld that link dçath and 

fertility but. as pointed out by Maurice Bloch and Jonathan Pa? ( 1981) in Deutlt und ~ h e  

Rc.generutio>z ( , f ' L f i ,  different cultures will  emphasize diffrrent resources that ihey wish 

to have rrnwed. What thry ivish to have increased may be the fecundity of people. or 

animals or crops or al1 of these. It is important to consider which resource a culture ma) 

conccivc to be most essential to the reproduction of the social order. 

Andsan ethnographic and ethnohistoric accounts have illustrated a s~mbolic 

association between the bodies of the dead and life-force. Catherine Allen's (1988) 

research in the Quechua cornmunity of Sonqo, near Cuzco, found that the anceston' 



bodies were not only revered for belonging to the progenitors of the comrnunity but were 

considered a source of fenility for the crops. l Two important points to note here are thar 

the bodies are of adults and the resource that is believed to be made more abundant is the 

agicul tural produce. 

Fernando Fuenzalida's research (in Isbell l997:87), using colonial documents and 

information from Andean highlanders, funhrr highlights the connection between 

ancrstors and the life-force. A n  h d e a n  myth recognizes a reciprocai relationship 

brtwren the people of the highlands and the earth as provider of sustrnance. According 

to the myth, humans originally were immortal but this led to overpopulation and a 

scnrcity of food. Then a covenant was made. Humans became mortal in eschange for 

Frcundity and well-being. Thus, death was necrssary to ensun the food supply and the 

drad ancrstors literally cmbodied the fultillmrnt of the reciprocal contract with the earth. 

The descendants felt this sanctioned thcir daims to land. rrsources, and products. 

Could the bodies of the dead children have cmbodird thesc concepts'? Father 

Bctmabc' Cobo ( 1990[1653]), who was in Peru during the colonial period. i \~otc  about the 

religion and customs of the Inca. He pointed out rhat not al1 individuals would ivonhip 

al! the inummificd remains of the deceasrd. They only worshipped thosr that the! 

thought werr rheir direct ancestors. Theu w r e  not concçmed nith anyone nho had died 

\wthout leaving descendants. The people of the Preceramic may not have worshipped thé  

dead children as ancestors. either. since they had died before producin- offspring and 

ma). not ha\ e sanctioned daims to land, resources, and products as would have the adult 

ancestors. 

E\en if the children were not worshipped as ancestors, ideas about death and 

isnilit' ma). still have been espressed by the burials. At Chilca 1, fetuses and neonates 

werr buricd wirh care. The common pattern at this site was to inter the vrry youns in 

gourds (one infant at Paloma \vas also placed in a gourd). The gourds r n q  have fertility 

connotations. Lathrap ( 1977), consîdenng thé symbolic and ceremonid associations of 



the bonk  gourd in various parts of the world (e.g., Guyana. Colombia, New Guinea, and 

Africa), concluded that the gourd is a metaphor for the womb. 

It is interesting that at Chilca and Paloma, the fetuses and infants received more 

grave goods than did older children. At Asia, infants were more likely to be buried with 

tools than were children. The focus was on the youngest members of the society. 

Regarding the meaning of the fetushnfant burials at Paloma, the fact that they 

were buried in a separate structure may indicate that they had social roles beyond the 

household (Quilter 1989:62). They may have been considered to pertain to the 

community and it  has been suggested that the separate structure was a fertility shrine, the 

fetuscs embodying concepts of f e d  i ty, as in Inca times (Quil  ter 1989:67).~ However, 

there seems to be a difference in how the Incas considered dead fetuses and infants and 

how societies during the Preceramic considered them. When carrying out fertili ty ntuals, 

~t seems the Incas considered infant and fetus bodies more like objects. since they were 

placed in offering troughs in the same manner as other unusual objects such as double 

cars of corn. colourrd balls of wool, feathers. coca, ctc. Their bodies were krpt in shrines 

35 oll'rrings ro Founding ancestors. In other cases, the dead fetuses or infants were krpt in 

tdl~r.~ (possibly the same womb metaphor as gourds9) in the home as sacred objects 

pertaining to the household. For the Incas, the bodies of dead adult (often male] 

ancestors were considered a regenerative force as we11 and were considered to pertain to 

the community. Their finely attired bodies were kept apart from the community in caves 

and the! had priests attending to them, offering sacrifices. On the other hand, at Paioma 

the adult male authority probably was identified with the home and the family rather than 

the community as a whole, since the common burial pattern was with an  adult male at the 

centre of the hut with other burials around. They were not associated with items of 

symbolic value as were the fetuses. Thus, the regenerative role may have been held by 

the very young at ~alorna? 



If the fetuses symboIizea .i desire for abundance, what did the people of Paloma 

wish to be revitalized? Could they have been expressing ansiety about the abundance of 

their maritime and othrr food resources? The high infant monality, especially during the 

carlier occupation levels of Paloma, could indicate a population that had not !et adapted 

to the coastal food resources (Benfer 1984:536). But was there a wish to increase natural 

fertility or were they concemed with human fcnility and ensuring the continuity of their 

population'? 

According to Benfer ( 198J), the higher number of deceased females versus males 

undcr the age of one year, combined with a higher number of adult males versus females 

in th r i r  twnties indicated that the Palomans were controlling their population by 

practicing female infanticide. He attributes the higher rnortality rate of femnles in their 

thirties as the rcsult of more women dyinç in chiidbirth at this age, having delayed 

childbearing until they were older, a pattern that occurs in societies practicing female 

infanticide. If this wwre inderd true, then the Palornans may not have been espressinç a 

dcsire for increased human fenilih as representrd by the dcad fetuses. Perhaps the! 

w r e  hoping that the human deaths would resuit in p a t e r  life force and abundance in the 

natural rralm so that their food supply would increase. On the other hand, while 

apparenrly contradictory, infanticide and an ide0103 of i human) fertility cm CO-esist in 

societies as has been pointed out bu Scott (1999:76) who gives as èsamples the ancient 

Romans and Phoenicians who practiced infanticide yet also built monuments espressing 

concepts of fênility. In such socirties, she notes that the ideolog of fertility is 

csprrssing a hop<: for the future. 

Howuxcr. the intrrpretation of female infanticide at Paloma ma) bc questionable. 

First of dl. Wraver's ( 1980) technique for sesing the ilia of fetuses and infants is not 

without its problems. The technique apparently has a high accuracy rate for diagnosing 

inales who were at the fetal stage or were sis months old at death bur is much lcss 

rdiable u-hen applied to newbom males and when sexing the fernale ilia a-hether at the 



fetal, newbom, or six month stage. Mittler and Sheridan (1992) tested Weaver's 

technique on a sarnple of ilia from subadults of kno~in sex ranging in age from birth 

through 18 years of age. They found that the relationship between auricular surface 

morpholog (the non-metric trait upon which Weaver's technique \vas based) and sex was 

random for individuals under nine years of age, therefore it could not be used to 

effectively diagnose sex. Second, whrn looking at Benfer's table which lists the burials 

by scx, age, and stratigraphic b e l ,  several of the ve- younç remains had not bern 

seszd, so if they could have been sexed, the disparity between the sexes may have bren 

Iess. Third, apparently the analysis of the number of individuals under one year included 

fetuses, two of which were mak and five of which were female. How could the Palomans 

have bten preferentially killing female fituses if the- did not have dia~vostic tests for the 

ses of ;in unborn child? 

The supgest ion of drlayed c hildbirth and its connection to fernale infanticide also 

scciiis questionable. If fernale infanticide w r e  inderd bring pncticed and there were 

f w e r  adult females, I doubt that the Paloman men wrrr waiting until the availablc 

u-omen werr in their thirties before havinç intimate relations with them. 1 also doubt that 

there w r e  safe, effective contraceptives or abortions that would not have harmrd the 

mothers. In addition, the skcwed sex ratios oniy occurred in the 25-29 categoc. and the 

30-34 category. The total number of males and the total number of fernales over the age 

of 15 years uere not very different (48 males and 46 kmales). Possibly infanticide was 

practiced during the Preceramic but the evidence is arnbig~ous.~ 

As infant rnortality would have bçen so high in ancirnt Peru. it may not bc 

nrcessary to postdate infanticide. Preceramic societies may have been very concernrd 

about rcncwing their population and ma! have carried out monuav practices the! 

bslisvtd n-ould help achieve this goal. Many authors have noted that there are 

sthnogaphic groups that believe that the life-force of dead children is reincamatrd 

within other children (ser Amaza 1995:60; Quilter 1989233; Hertz 1960:84; Scott 



1999:76). Perhaps having died shonly afler birth, the very young were synbolic of 

fertiliry and the life-force, a paradoxical embodiment of life and death. Maybe what 

nceded to be renewed, according to the people of the Preceramic, were human beings. 

According to Scott ( 1999), the careful monuary treatment of infants also may be a 

form of neçotiation 114th the ancestors. As she States: 

The burial of the young dead, perhaps in expectation of the movement and 
retum of that infant's spiit, speaks to the ancestors in a number of ways: it 
savs, this is our famiiy home; this is our land; we belong here; we intend 
&have future here: ire trre here [Scott 1999: 126-emphasis in original]. 

The Late Preceramic was a time showing possible siçns that the special 

consideration that children received with mortuary treatrnent was changinç. The unequal 

distribution of cloth pieces at Asia \ras interpreted by Moseley ( 1997: 108) as a reflection 

of social bias, the bunals with the largest varie'. of fabrics belonging to adults. If one 

examines the total effort spent on cach bundle. as wvell as the varie? of anifacts. the 

diffcrence in the claborattness of child and adult bunals ma. not be as geat  as if one 

Socusrs on just one anifact type (fabncs) which had variable presenation. There was. 

for csamplr. Graw 45 wvhich had an infant with an elaborate mat bundle, a drcorated 

cloalq and which \vas the only buriai found in its o\+n Stone structure. In gneral, 

howevcr. the adult bundles had a geater number and variety of objects than did the child 

ones. However. the assertions by Lanning ( 196765) and Moseley ( 1975:75, 1992: 107) 

that the Young did not have social recognition and wrere casually buned clearly do 

not seem to hold. 

The meaninç of the skull and incomplcte burials at Asia is difficult to inttrpret. 

These remains were interred in the sarne locations as the cornpiete burials and srcm to 

have bren treated with care. Infants, children and adults received such treatment. Ensel 

r 1963:79-80) has interpreted the flayed adult head and other incomplete remains as 

possible rvidrnce for violent conflicts over shellfish colonies. Moseley ( 1992: 107- 108) 



viewvs them as signs of social discrimination or a trophy head cult like that practiced by 

the Jivaro who shrank the heads of adversaries. However, Verano (1995:103) has 

pointed out that the published descriptions do not have enough detail to drtermine 

whrther the skulls had cut marks or damage at their bases. More information could 

determine whether these skulls were the result of individuals having been deiiberately 

killed or whrther they were secondary intennents of individuals who had died a natural 

drath. In somr cases, bodies are defleshed as part of secondary burial rites, and that could 

rsplain the cut marks on the head (for examples, see Bloch and Parry 1987). 

A comment about the involvement of the infants and childrcn in this type of 

monuary treatment at Asia serins to be necessary. If there had been violence over 

resources, ivhy were three infants involved and why were they associated with one adult? 

This panicular burial does not seem to represent a specific aggressive incident over 

rrsources. Hoivever, the ritual treatment of the four individuals may have signified 

ansirty o iw  resources. Possibly they were killrd in the hopes that their deaths would 

mran more abundance in the natural world. Or the individuals may have died natural 

deaths and ihrir bodies received seconda- burials. In the Andes there are other 

esan1 ples of infants bei ng included in graves, apparent ly as offenngs, perhaps because of 

the symbolic mraninç they held. Their hrads may have b e n  retained out of reierence. 

At various pre-Hispanic Andran sites there is rvidence that skulls have been r r m o ~  ed 

from tornbs, apparently for the purpose of placinç pans of the ancestors in places iïhere 

t hey could be honoured ( Verano l995:702). 

Anoiher Late Preceramic site indicates that the rnonuan treatment of childrsn 

\vas changing. At Culebras apparently adults received many b u d  cloths and were 

nccompanied by rlabonte buriai goods while children (and some adults, too) received a 

limited number of cloths, few, if an);, grave o o d s  and were escludrd from the 

ccmeterics. Not cveryone ivas equal in death and perhaps this ref'irctrd life as well. 



A comparison with the Old World is interesting. Up to the Mesolithic-Neolithic 

transition, there are examples of neonates and young infants being carefully buried and 

also included in communal burial places (Scott 1999: 107). There are even examples of 

Neanderthal burials of infants (Hovers et al. 1996). Over 50,000 years ago at Amud, 

Israel, a ten-month-old infant was buried in a small niche in a cave. The jaw of a red 

deer was placed on its hip and the grave was sealed. Another Neanderthal infant, a two- 

year-old, was buried with a piece of flint in Dederiyeh Cave in Syria. The Natufians 

carefully buried their dead, including the very young, under house floors and the Shukbah 

Cave may have been a special group burial place for infants and children (Boyd in Scott 

1999%). At Mesolithic Enebolle sites in southern Scandinavia, neonates and young 

infants are present in communal burial places, often with grave goods but not at all sites. 

It seems that some infants and children were being excluded or diverted away from 

corn munal burial places as the percentage of subadults represented in the burial 

population does not match the likely mortality pattern (Tnorpe 1996:78). 

The absence of infants, especially very young infants, in community burial places 

seems to have become the trend from the Neolithic throughout European prehistory. As 

nored by Scott ( 1990: 1 O7), the pattern in Europe is contra Binford's ( 197 1 ) ideas, who 

assumed that in societies where social position was not inherited, burials of infants and 

children would be differentially located away from the cemeteries. Infants start being 

excluded from cemeteries beginning from the time when social differentiation in Europe 

is emerging and social position is passed on. 

A similar pattem occurred in Peru and other Andean areas during the Preceramic 

\\.hen infants and children were more likely to be located within communal burial 

grounds or alongside older individuals in sub-floor burials and would even receive 
C- 

preferential treatment at times. This pattern changed after the Andean societies became 

more complex and when infants were not so common in cemeteries or else if present. had 



less care paid to their burials than did adults. Older children, too, would have less 

attention to paid to their bunals. 

The burial of a newbom at the top of the Huaca de los Sacrificios at Aspero 

represents a critical turning point in how infants were perceived. The infant's elaborate 

burial indicates that the very young could embody certain ideas but only one infant at the 

site received this type of burial. The infant was chosen as a symbol, but infants in 

yeneral did not receive this treatment. The symbolic power of that particular infant was 

being rnanipulated to serve certain purposes, perhaps by the society as a whole, or 

perhaps by an dite, but the young child was not beinç viewed as an individual in his or 

her ou-n riçht. 

The information from the Early Intemediate Period demonstrates that children, 

or at lrast child bunals, decreased in importance relative to the adults. For instance, the 

Nasca children cornmonly received rnuch less care when they were interred than the 

adults. Most children belonged in the simplest burial category. Some children had more 

dfon spcnt on thcir intemcnts than some adults, however, and this probably indicatcd a 

society where social position was ascribed at birth since the adult burials also varird in 

the cne r c  spent on them. No children were represented in the most elaborate burials so 

thc highcst slatus positions ivere apparently not open to children. Membcrs of Nasca 

s o c i e ~  must have bcrn differentiated by age and rank as indicated by their burials, 

though the rsnking was not fonnalized by sharp distinctions between the groups and 

reprrsented a continuum (Carnichael 1995: 174- 175). This is a different situation frorn 

that in the Preceramic where elaborate child bunals apparently expressrd cosmological 

v i s w  and tvere not a reflection of rankinç principle. 

The bodies of the Nasca children did not seem to be used often in apparently 

fitual contcxts. Only a mal1 percentage of the trophy heads belonged to children. As for 

multiple burials containing children, Carmichael ( 1988:355. 3 5 9 )  notes that it is difticult 

to determine whether these were situations where children were inchded as retainer 



burials or were piaced in a farnily sepulcher since the conteas varied and the burials in 

which they were included were not highly elaborate. 

On the Nonh Coast, too, the status and social identity of infants and children of 

the Moche culture were not the same as during earlier periods. While the evidence from 

San José de Moro indicates that some children could receive dite burials, the Moche 

child burials in çeneral did not receive as much effort nor as many çoods relative to the 

adults. Infants and fetuses were rarrly found in cemetenes containing the adults. They 

may have had their own separate cemeteries. The context in which the infants and 

frtusrs were usually found was in multiple burials. Some of these ma): have represented 

a mother buried with her child, perhaps because both died as a result of a difficult 

delken.  However, this did not seem to be the only circumstance under which this type 

of multiple burial occurred. Thrre were cases where adult males were buried with one or 

more infants or fetuses. Apparently the bodies of the young individuals were includrd in 

the adult graves because of their symbolic value. As Donnan and McClelland (199736) 

suggesr. however, these Young individuals mag not be sacrifices and may have been kept 

as sacred objects after thcy had died naturaliy, as were aboned fetuses and dead neonates 

in Inca tinics. Unlike at Paloma, where the symbolisrn of the very younç sermed to have 

belonwd C to the communiîy, the symbolic fenility or Me-force of the Moche fetuses and 

in fanîs opparently could be appropriated by aduli individuals bu including shese bodies in 

their graves. 

Could the fetuses and adults have been buried together because it was belirved 

that those who died young nerd an adult to guide them to the "afterlife", as suggested by 

John Topic (personal communication 1999)? If  the adults were beinç so considerate of 

the \+en. - voung, - one would espect that al\ the fetuses and infants would have this 

trcatmcnt. but only a few have been found in the cerneteries, the majority having bern 

txcluded. Besides, the adult mortality rate probably would not producr enough ddead 

adults to accompany al1 the deceased infants. It is more likely that certain adults had the 



privilege of having the very young guide them to the "afierlife" since those who died just 

after being bom çould have been considered to be closer to the "other world". 

There are ethnographie examples of societies that believed that dead children are 

closer to the spirits. The Laymi of Bolivia bury unnamed infants far from habitation to 

be 'eaten' by the mountain spirits because they are considered to belong to them (Harris 

1980:75; Sillar l983:5S). According to Hertz ( MO:84[I9Oî]), the Dayak of Bomeo 

thought that dead children ~o directly to the world of spirits because the. have not really 

been separated from there. 

Subadults also appeared in non-cernetery contexts, but the kind of contexts in 

\r hich the' were found varied with the individuals' age, probably indicating that diffcrent 

synbolic meaning was attached to infants versus older children. At Sipan, for example. 

the remains of older children (as well as adults) were included in the elaborate tombs of 

dite indiciduals. They have been interpreted as retainer burials (Alva and Donnan 

1993-104) so the children may have bçen in the tmploy of the high status individuals. 

Indniduai children were also entombed in monumental architecture (at the Pyramids of 

Moche). On the other hand, infants w r e  included in the hiçhly ritualized context at 

Huaca de la Luna undemeath the remains of a mass sacrifice of young men. In this case 

the infants were interpreted as being very important in dialogue with the ancestors in 

regard to El Niiio events (Bourget, in Scon 1999:85). Since Bourget's article is still in 

press. and 1 am usine second-hand information, 1 have not been able to examine his 

argument more closely. However, the connection between infant imagery and El Nifio 

ewnts does seem to require more èsplanation. Moche infants may have synbolizrd 

dialogue wirh the ancestors but associating the iconoçraphp with particular cvents needs 

much stronger supportive rvidence. 

The infants' symbolic association with the mass sacrifice of young men should be 

ssplored more closely. First, what could the mass sacrifice have rneant? Moche 

iconographie depictions of ritual combats between apparently high status individuals and 



the subsequent sacrifice of the defeated wamors have been interpreted as being 

analogous to linkzr, a type of ceremonial combat described in Pemvian and Bolivian 

ethno~gaphic accounts. A primary motive of tinku is to make opponents bleed, since it is 

beiieved that the spilled blood feeds the earth and encourages the productivity of 

agricultural lands (Topic and Topic 1997: 1 1 ). Perhaps the Moche felt that in addition to 

the blood of the defeated warriors, the infantst bodies were additional potent symbols of 

fenility and l i  fi-force, ensuring the success of the ceremony. 

The Late Intermediate Period is notable for the sacrifice of large numbers of 

individuals, especially children and young adults, but under apparently different 

ci rcumstances than the Moche mass sacrifice. Unlike in the Moche rituals, where 

individuals of the same social status were the participants, the sacrifice of children and 

!-ouths mrant that a more dominant group was esening its power over lcss dominant 

indkiduals in society. During the Lambayeque occupation at Pacatnamu. there were 

scvcrnl burials of an age class that does not undcr normal circumstances commonly show 

up in ccmeterics. Because there werc several young teenagers buricd in association wi t h 

administrative architecture, this suggests that thry were sacnficed and did not die a 

nat~iral dsath. At Huanchaco, there were the sacrifices of childrrn and Ilamas. 

The belief that life is a limited resource and that death is necessary for life to b r  

attnined is not uncommon around the world (Bloch and Pany 1982:s). This idea is 

illustrated by the Andean myth recounted rarlirr by Furnzalida ( in  Isbrll 1997:87) u-herr 

death \vas necessary to ensure abundance. This belief may have led to sacrifice to force 

an increase in the food supply. This is a more agressive association between fertility 

and death. The life-force of some individuals !vas taken so that others (the dite or 

perhaps the social group as a whole) may acquire the benefits, perhaps of p a t e r  

a-ricultural production. An Andran ethnogaphic example conceming animal sacrifice 

ma? provide some insight (Gose l994:2 15, 220-22 1 ). The pastoralists of Huaquirca in 

the southcrn highlands of Peni present offerings of carnelid fetuses as weli as the blood 



and hearts of sacrificed alpacas to the mountain spirits in the hope that these spirits will 

increase their herds. The ritual which involves killing the alpacas is considered to be 

more efficacious than that involving the aboned fetuses. 

Why were older children and youths sacrificed? Perhaps it was because the- 

belonged to the age category where death did not norrnally occur. If death was 

manipulatèd by killing individuals who under normal circumstances had a lower chance 

of dying. perhaps natural fertility could be manipulated, too, according to the assumption 

that death is a source of iife. 

The cup~~cocha sacrifices of the Late Horizon do have spbol ic  aspects of 

fenility about them. The powers of the shrine dedicated to Tanta Carhua, a sacrificed 

eirl, wcre reiatrd to corn production, imigation, and health (Silverblatt 1987). The facr 
Y 

that girls were sacrificed around ten to fifieen years old, about the beginning o l  

reproduciive age, must have had strong fenility synbolism. In addition. offerings found 

with the high altitude sacrifices consistcntly include objects made of Spon~!\h.s shall, a 

cercmonial item of prima- importance. It \vas broughi to the sierra in large arnounts to 

be uscd in rituals thouçht to encourage abundant rainfall and springwater. so vital for 

agticultural success. Since the shells came from the sea, they were strongly associated 

\i ith \vater (Muna 1983200). 

Another possible reason whp older children were sacrificed is that the- w r e  old 

rnough for reasoned speech while still retaining the essential characteristics associated 

witl? beinç Young such as being closer to the deities than older individuals (Scott 

1999:S-l). They may have been thought of as acting as intermediaries betwren the world 

of the living and the dead. Tanta Carhua's shrine \vas a place where membrrs of her 

cornmunity came to consult her in times of need (Hemandez Principe 1986aA73- 

-!71[16? 11). 

Ethnographie work in the Cwco region has found a symbolic association between 

childhood, work. play and the supematural that Sillar ( 1991) suggests may be 



associations that the Incas also held and may explain why children were believed to be 

appropriate sacrifices. In the Andean group that was studied, children were not formally 

taulht labour tasks; they leamed through play. It was thought that they received their 

skills fiom the mountain deities, therefore they were considered to be closer to the çods 

than other memben of society. 

Apparently the cupucochu were considered to be fortunate and it was balieved 

that the) would have a life of ease and happinrss in the other world (Rowe 1946269). 

They ma? have been expected to continue growing in the afterlife. The sacrificed 

individuals were sometimes buried with clothes that were too big and it is possible that 

t hs boy-girl pairs were meant to br symbolic marriage panners ( Reinhard 1996). 

The idcology of fenility apparently was also manipulated by the dite to serve 

their own purposes. Ethnographic examples from around the world dernonstrate that 

somc proups believe that individuals may appropriate the life essence of others by killing 

tliem Bloch and Pa. 19823). The cupucoclzu apparrntly representrd an effort by the 

inca smpcror to acquire the life essence of the uoung, as children were killed at the 

coronation of a ncw emperor. when he went to \var in person. or when he was sick ( R o w  

1946:305). 

The ~*rrpocor.liu w r e  also a rncans for the emperor to esèrt political domination 

over conquered provinces. The state uras eserting ultirnate control by havin- noble 

I'rtrnilies give up children for sacrifice. Scott (1999:81) notes that older children would 

be chosen for sacrifice because the parents would have formed an cven stronger 

attachincnt than tvith an infant. Being at an agr when drath did not normally occur also 

made the i r sacri fices more val uable. The Carthaginians (contemporaries of the Romans 1. 

\\.ho sacriticrd their children as pan of a pledge to their gods Tanit and Ba'al Hammon. 

apparently did not consider premature infants or neonates to be valuable rnough 

sacrifices cither (Lee 1994:68j. Most Carthaginian buna1 ums contained individual 

children from one to four years. Double interments were aIso made, often nith a 



premature infant or neonate with a child aged two to four years. It seems that if a 

pledged child died too Young, then the next youngest child in the family (the older sibling 

o f  the pledged child) had to be sacrificed as well. 

While the provincial nobility was complying with reqursts from the inca state, 

the- also made political gains by offering their children for the capacocha ceremony. 

Silverblatt ( 1987: 100) suggests Tanta Carhua may have embodied the forces of fenility ro 

her followers since hrr powers were related to corn production and health but "the basis 

of Tanta Carhua's cuit lay in her exemplification of the new relations that had been 

Formed between her homeland and Cuzco. She was the means by which her Father, and 

by estension the other local headmen of the region-her most ardent adorers- were linked 

to the center of imperial power". She ritually synbolized Cuzco's conquest of the 

protinces and validated her father's new elevated status in imperial poiitics (Silverblatt 

1 987.91). Perhaps the case whrre a man's tuntc, indicative of hiçh status, was round with 

a sncrificed girl, \vas symboiic of a nobleman trying to validate his status in  the empire 

through the drath of his dauçhrer. 

Some infants did have symbolic value during Inca times, those that were boni 

prematurely or who died shonly after a breech or twin birth. The bodies of such infants 

had strony fertility connotations but did not receive the same elaboratr attention as those 

of the adult ancestors who were also associated with fenilih. Apparently most infants 

w r e  not includcd in cemeteries in the Cuzco region but were differentially buried within 

the home. However, the provinces may have held different attitudes towards infants 

since at Quebrada de la Vaca a large nurnber of the individuals buried in monua- houses 

w r e  infants. Perhaps away frorn the imperial hçartland, the social hierarchy was not so 

stronyly biased against the very uounç. 



Conclusion 

Throughout the prehistory of Peru, the burials of infants and children had 

symbolic value, but must have had diverse meanings as the di fferent social, political, 

rconomic and idrological contexts changed over time. Whereas Andean cultures of 

different tirne periods expressed ideas about fertility, death, and the ancestors throuçh 

child burials, the context and siçnificance of the child burials changed as societies 

btcame more cornplex. It is suggested here that initially dunng the Preceramic al1 

children (especially the infants) in a society would probably have related to fertility and 

would have beionged to the cornmunity. They had a role as mediators with the "other 

\+.orid". A s  societies became more cornplex, childnn lost this status. Only a few infants 

w r e  choscn to symbolizr fenility; infants and frtuses generally were no longer accordrd 

a social identih. Thcy were directed to different cemeteries. Adult ancestors painrd more 

significance and an association with fertility. Older children started to take on greater 

symbolic value but only within ritual contexts that must have been controlled b!. the élite 

and for the dite's brnefit. Child sacrifice became more prominent in the complrs 

Pcruvian socirties, reaching i ts cxtreme when two hundred children were sacri ficed for 

the benefit of one high status individual, the Inca emperor on his coronation i Ron-e 

1946:305). 

Perhaps these changes may bc relatcd in part to the changes in subsistrncr over 

tims. Within the simpler, esalitarian societies children apparently were valued more as 

individuals. whet hrr or not they were economical ly productive. Their future potential 

was what \vas considered to be important. In contrast, within the highly cornplex, 

stratified Inca empire, the v q  youns icrre considered to be of low value. Recali the agc 

:rades listed by Guaman Poma which labelled infants as having no wonh. In the Inca - 
empire individual value was measured in capacity to do work. Even though children in 

an agricuitural socieîy start work as Young as three years of age? the amount they produce 



compared to adults is low. Infants lost the status they had in pre-agricultural societies 

and did not achieve a social identity until they were oldcr. The focus had switched io the 

adult ancestors. In agricultural societies, land ownership and inhrritance are vey 

important. Claiming descent from particular anceston, especially from specific adult 

males in the patriarchal Inca society, would sanction daims to land, products. and 

resources. 

Archaeologists need to examine their own exprctations and assumptions about 

children and child burials to achieve a bener understanding of how peoples of the past 

treated their youngest members and intrgrated them into society. The monuary treatment 

of children has to be viewed as more than an indicator of whether social ranking was 

prestnt or not. Child bunals have the potential for conveying more information than just 

the vertical structure of a past society. Archaroloçists arc beginning to rcalize that age, 

as one of the important structunng pnnciplrs of society, may be studird with bunal data 

to esplore such issues as the nature and duration of childhood in different societies. 

Questions considerinç the passage through agr grades, engenderization. and the adoption 

of rconomic roles have the potential for investigation. 

Moreover. the assumptions of monuary theory have bren challenged by the 

Pzruiian archarological data. Infant burials in the simplrr societies of the Precrramic 

receivrd carcful monuary treatment, contrary to the espçctation that infants in a sociep 

in which status is achieved would not have a social identity at binh and would receive 

linle attention to their burials. Nor does high infant monality correlate uith careless 

burials as the effort spent on fetal and infant burials durinç the Precrramic dernonstrates. 

On the other hand, rlaborate child bunals do not necessarily mark ranked societies. An 

elaborate infant internent ma? not s'mbolize the social status of the deceased but may 

express cosmological beliefs instead. The sqmbolic roles that children assumed in death 

must be addressed in archaeological interpretation. This is not to say that social factors 

do not affect the mortuary treatment of children or that elaborate child burials are never a 



sign of ranking. However, archaeologists need additional supporting evidence before 

stating that a rich child burial indicates ascribed statu. 

Children are a very important component of societies and if they are left out of 

the archaeoloçical narrative, in Pem or elsewhere, then we will have an incomplete 

picture of prehistory. 

Notes: 

( 1 ): She t a s  known as Catherine Allen Wagner when she wrote her PhD dissertation but 
had dropped the second sumame when she wote this book. 

2 ) ;  Burçer ( 1995:74) has offered an alternative reason why the fetuses and infants were 
buried in a srparate structure. He suggests that they were buried apart symbolically from 
the other individuals because they wen considered a threat to the larger community of 
unborn childien. However, other fetuses and infants from the same ievel 400/500 as the 
special structure were buried in the homes. The care çiven to Preceramic fetus and infant 
burials in general sugçests that there was a special purpose to the separate burials other 
than kat.  

(3): In an ethnographic study of a Bolivian community, Joseph Bastien (1978) describes 
rituals where Hama fetuses have fenility connotations and are also associated with the 
dead ancestors. In the Rite of the Chosen Field, which announces the decision that a 
field is readp to cultivate, an aborted llarna fetus is placed in the field's earth shrine so as 
to bring new life to the soil. In other ntuals, Hama fetuses symbolically cany gfts to the 
dead anceston or to the mountain, considezd as a being which feeds the community. 

The Hama fetuses may have ritual signiticance as much for their being llamas as 
for their Young age at death. Mature llamas were (and still are in some communities) 
cornrnon sacrifices because Andeans have envisioned llamas as having a social life 
sirnilar to that of humans (Abercrombie 1998: 183). 

14): Bernardino Ojeda (in Engel 1988%) suggested that the three-year-old child buried 
in Tres Ventanas Cave 1 had been strangled since there was a cord around the child's 
neck. 
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Table 1.  Chronology 

PeriodMorizon Dates Cul ture(s) Sites referred to in text 

Late Horizon AD 1470 - 1532 Inca Cerro Ei Plorno 
Cerro Aconca y a  
Quebrada de la Vaca 
Cerro Llullaillaco 

Late Intermediate Period AD. 1000 - 1370 Chimu Chan Chan 
Huanchaco 

Lam bayeque Pacatnamu 

Middle Horizon .A. D. 600 - I 000 Huari Seq l las 

Nasca 
Salinar 

Eari y Horizon 

Initial Period 

Lats Prccerarnic 

Middle Preceramic 

Early Preceramic 

Chavin 
Paracas 

Moche Pyramids 
Si pan 
Pacatnamu 
Cahuachi 

Asia 
C ulebras 
Aspero 

Chilca 
Palorna 

Tres Vrntanas 
Quirihuac Shel ter 
Lauricocha Cave 



Fieure 1. Inca Age Grades: Sexta Calle 
A twelve-year-old boy whose work [vas to hunt birds 
(afier Guaman Poma 16 15). 



Figure 2. inca A-c Grades: Sétirna Calle 
A nine-year-old girl whose n-ork \vas to yather flowers 
to be usrd as dyes. (afier Guaman Poma 16 15 j. 



Figure 3. Inca Age Grades: N o ~ n a  Calle 
A baby. considrred ro be uselrss. 
i aher Guaman Poma 16 15). 



Fi gurr 4. Inca Agc Grades: Quinta Calle 
A young unmamrd woman. 
lafier Guaman Poma 16 15). 



Figure 5 .  Preccramic Sites. r after Richardson l99J:Xl). 



Figure 6. Plan of the Chilca Ccmetery. 
( afier Engel l9S8a: Fi-. 13a j. 



3% .- 
sw- ' 

C X V I I  
Figure 7.  Stratigraphic Cut Showing Chilca Grave Pits. 

T.28 and T.30 are fetus burials in gourds. 
(afier Engel l988a: Fig.5). 

t 1 ) mat 
( 2 )  cord 
(3)  bone bodkin 
14) netdle with eye 
( 5 )  bone tooI 
( 6 )  grinding Stone 
( 7) hematite 
( 8 3 gourd 
( 9) shellfish and achiote (81.w orelluna) 

Figure 8. Fetus Bunal at Chiica. (afier Engel 1988a: Fig.22). 



Figure 9.  0 t h  Preceramic Sites (after Moseley 1992: Fiç. 12)  





Figure 1 1. Infant Grave at Asia. 
(afier Engel 1963: Figs.75 1 and 752.) .  



Figure 12. Chinchorro Inhnt Mumrny 
I after drawing by R. Rocha in Artiaza 1995 i 



Figure 13. Early Intemediate Penod Sites. (after Moseley 1992: Fig. 7 1 ). 



Table 2. Nasca Mortuary Study: Age and Sex Distributions by Burial Categories 
(afier Carmichael 1995: Table 3). 

p a r t i a l  3 o d y  c o v e r  

e x p e n d e d  u r n  

cam r o o f  o f  3 0 1 ~ 5  

l o g  r o o f  w i t h  rnud c a p  

~ O C I C S  Figure 14. Nasca Grave Forms and Burial Cate, 
(afier Carmichad 1995: Fig.2). 



Pyramid of the Sun 

Figure 15. Pyramids at Moche 
r after Donnan and Mackey 1 975 Map 5 ). 



Figure 16. A Splint Reinforcrd Moche Infant Burial at Pacatnarnu. 
h copper object is in the mouth and riva gourds arc. hy  
the feet. ( after Donnari and McClelland 1997. Burial 1 5 I 



Figure 17. Multiple Moche Burial at Huanchaco: Adult (N0.75) Wlth two fetus burlals 
(Nos. 36 and 27). Two of the extra hands in the g a v e  are probûbly from 
No.28, who is missing hands.(afirr Donnan and Macke- W 8 : 2 O  1 ). 



Figure 

(afirr Bruce 1986: Fig. 1). 



Figure 20 Late Intermediate Period Child and Llama Burials at Huanchaco 
(afirr Donnan and Foote 1978: F i  2 1. 



Figure 2 1. The Four Quanrrs of the Inca Empire 
Emanating from Cuzco. the [rnperial 
Capital (afier Moseley 1992: Fi-. 10 ). 




